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You would choose Soundcraft too. That's what
producer/songwriter Pete Bellotte told
And he certainly is used to the best. After recording

-

in

/oes
Westlake Studios, LA, and other to
of the Atlantic, Pete Bellotte chose Soundcraft for his
personal studio in Surrey, England.

team flown in from the States, a Lexicon reverb unit and
a Sou ndcraft 2400 console with the new Series 760
multitrack.
"Once you're used to the best there is, you'll never want
to compromise. And that's why chose Soundcraft."
I
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could produce mosterhopeswithooto66ihono|
overdubbing at a later stage.
"I had use Soundcraft consoles before in the States,
and was told by my engineers how good the 'sound' of
Soundcraft desks really was. So the choice was simple.
"My only guidelines in selecting the equipment vere
space and quality. That's why spent fortune getting the
monitors fitted by a
occo sticsju striQ ht' having Westlake monih
I

I

The Producer's choice
Soundcraft Electronics Limited, 5-8 Great Sutton Street,
London, E[lVO8X England. Tel: 0-25l363. Telex: 2llY&
Soundcraft Electronics USA, 1517 2Oth
Santa Monica, California 9O4O4. Tel: (2l3)453459l. Telex: úó4Y2J.
lvd. DORVA
Soundcroft Canada Inc. 1444
Quebec Canada H9P 1J6. Tel: (514) 685 1610 Telex: 05 822582.
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THE
Microphones: From the new C -48
studio condenser to the ECM -50
miniature microphone, Sony's range
covers every conceivable application.
Included is the new 989 stereo
microphone that employs three
capsules and incorporates a facility
for changing the directional axes both
remotely and electronically.
1
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FELDON AUDIO

1

2

Sony P.C.M.F -1 System: The
complete 2 track 16 bit digital
recording package. Now with the
R.T.W. interface, recordings can be
transferred digitaly to P.C.M. 1610 in
preparation for digital editing and
subsequent transfer to either
standard or compact disc.
2

3

TC -05 PRO

Cassette Recorder:

Sony's constant commitment to
technological excellence is culminated
in this extraordinarily compact unit,
the TC -D5 PRO, with fully professional

quality and long term reliability.

4.MX -P42 Mixer: Sony makes the
difficult easy in field production with
the ALC (automatic level control)
equipped 4 x 2 portable mixer.
Direct VTR interface. Ganging facility,
Pan Pots, Phantom power facility for
condenser mixes.

5-Sony MX -P21 Mixer: A new
professional multi -purpose mixer for
Audio /Video recording and post
production. 8 input channels, 2 output
channels, plus 2 AUX outputs. 3 band
E /O, Pan Pots, P.F.L.

6.Sony Audio Duplicators: The new
range of high fidelity, high speed,
sound cassette duplication system at
8 and 16 times normal speed. Depending
on the system adopted, between 1 and
40 cassettes may be made in one run.

FELDON AUDI O
The First Name in Sound Equipment Sales
126 Great Portland

Street

London W1N 5PH

Telephone: 01 -580 4314

Telex: London 28668
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Which way to go?
This month's issue concentrates on 'Digital In
Audio' -an important use of words, because of
course analogue is very much alive and well and
will be around for ages yet: thus digital control
of analogue signals is just as important today
as digital signal processing and recording. It
looks very much as if a division of opinion is
developing among console manufacturers
particularly: a division between those who feel
that digital signal processing is the way to go
(as Neve do for example) and those who feel
that digital control of analogue is not only
equally valid but in some cases (cost, for
example) better -Alice are among those who
appear to share this view. Both opinions are
represented in this issue.
So what are the pros and cons? On the digital
processing side, it is no doubt a fact that
integrating digital control with digital signal
processing (as in the Neve DSP) brings an
elegant solution to a number of problems.
Everything is a matter of juggling numbers, and
the computer aspect of the system can simply
ensure that the right numbers get to the right
places at the right times. In the long term, the
approach has obvious benefits, but today some
may feel, rightly or wrongly, that an all- digital
approach, with its reliance on currently
expensive bit -slice processing technology plus
the fact that it is entirely new (as opposed to a
digitally -controlled analogue system which may
include circuitry not much different to
traditional approaches) is just not being offered
at the right price. The R &D is expensive and so
are the bits for manufacturing. Indeed, the
whole process is expensive, from R &D, to
tooling up, to parts, the lot. The prices in all
these areas will come down as they are
exploited, but in the meantime the main problem
is going to be one of finance. Where will a
studio get enough money for one?
With a digitally -controlled analogueprocessing (DCAP) system the problems are
different. You are adding a digital control
system to what is otherwise a pretty normal
analogue mixer, conceptually speaking. Console
automation systems have been doing this for
years, and the idea is attractive. However, here
again, some objections are bound to be raised.
Whatever the system, tomorrow's (or even
today's) consoles will be living in a digitally recorded environment. At least some of the
recorders will be digital, and it is likely that the
replay system at home will be also. A system is
only as good as its weakest link; is an analogue
signal path in the console up to it? And how
about the area where the digital controls the
analogue -are D/A converters and VCAs good
enough?
The answers to these questions vary
depending on who you ask. DSP proponents will
say no; DCAP proponents will say yes. The true
answer is perhaps a qualified maybe (I used to
be indecisive, but now I'm not so sure). The
main problem areas are, of course, all the areas
where digital claims to be better than analogue:
distortion, noise, and dynamic range. Now
wouldn't like to tackle the question of distortion.
am used to amplifiers with minimal distortion
I

I

driving speakers with lots: suppose it comes
down to whether you can hear this particular
type through all the other stuff. leave that
debate to others.
As far as noise and dynamics are concerned,
let us first leave aside the question of whether
or not all that dynamic range is a good idea. A
lot of rock music studios (ie those who really
need big consoles and many channels, as
opposed to the classical environment in which
as few mics as possible -one or two, I would
suggest -at least ought to be the rule) don't go
much on dynamic range anyway: we are used to
our VU meters sitting around zero, and patching
compressors into the mix. And if you gave
people dynamic range in such music, what
would they do with it? They'd either compress it
on a radio station or not be able to listen to it at
home (if you hear the quiet bits, will the loud
bits send the cones across the room ?).
But if you want dynamics, can analogue
supply them? The answer is probably yes. The
theoretical limits of noise level and clipping are
probably such that more dynamic range is
possible in theory than you get on CD. Where
the practical design constraints leave you is
another question, and of course analogue
technology is still advancing and the answers
will get better with time. Ted Fletcher and Steve
Dove address this question: they are designers
of consoles, am not. Enough.
So what of the control devices themselves?
The VCAs and the D/A converters? The standard
way of controlling analogue parameters with a
computer is to use a D/A controlling a VCA, and
we have looked at the constraints on the
performance of such a setup elsewhere, in
discussions on automation. There are other
approaches too, and here again there are many
developments coming on line.
All this is why go for a 'maybe' when asked
whether DCAP or DSP is the future. The future'
is obviously both. Literally, you pays yer money
and takes yer choice. expect we will see
ordinary analogue consoles in the smaller
studios, DCAPs in the bigger ones, and DSPs in
the top studios, for some time to come; the DSP
region expanding with time and the DCAP region
moving more down -market until ultimately there
aren't any 'straight' analogue consoles left. This
latter is already happening -you find me a new
console today in a studio without logic control
of some sort -and the trend will continue with
more things being controlled and more
integration between console and automation.
Ultimately, both DCAP and DSP types will
involve fully- integrated signal processing /control
packages, driven by computer(s), and the only
difference will be the way in which the signals
pass through the board. Apart from that, you
may not be able to tell them apart -this is
already happening with music synthesisers. In
the final analysis, it doesn't matter which you
have: it's what the music sounds like that
matters. It can come out of a piece of wet
string, as far as I'm concerned, as long as it
sounds good. Let's not lose sight of what we're
trying to do in our race to get there.
Richard Elen
I

I

I
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Turnkey's Summerend
Review
First Choice for Soundcraft
In case you dont yet know it,
Soundcraft celebrate their tenth
anniversary this year. In that time
we have grown to be their
biggest outlet worldwide.
We are their only distributors for
the full range of recorders and
mixers in Britain. Our unrivalled
experience of these products
extends to complete installation,
service and comissioning.
Turnkey offers Soundcraft from
stock in most cases, and of course
the best deals.
We are building the next
generation of studios
If you are planning to step up to a
sixteen, or a twenty-four track
system call us and discover why
we are the first and only choice
,

for all your Soundcraft supply,

service and installation.

Nobody knows Soundcraft better.

First professional 4 -track cassette.
The 234 is Tascam's newest multitrack. It
combines the format of the Portastudio with
the facilities of open reel. Three motors,
mixing, LED counter, pitch and monitor mix.
The studio four track for the eighties.

The Newest Reverb
slapback,
a chamber, realistically created, digitally.
You have up to 90 user programmed settings as well as
the 9 preset, classic sounds. The AMS reverberator offers full 18kHz
bandwidth and 90dB dynamics. We are the new South of England distributors.
Arrange for a demonstration.
A plate, a spring,

--

Stak Rak

D....G,
r

704

A new era in Gating. The Drawmer dual gate offers precise, full control
over difficult signals. It allows sophisticated sidechain patching and a new
range of techniques to be developed. Also ask about the compressor.

It's an ingenious
British system of

interlocking
components to
build into your
exact racking
requirements.

It's designed for

fixed or mobile
use with a full

range of parts
and accessories
so you construct
a system of any

Excitement for Disbelievers Two new psychoacoustic processors from
EXR. Success in both broadcast and recording studios, has resulted in
development of specialis: units to enhance sound using their patented
process, yet offering a degree of control.

height, quickly
and very
economically.
Shelves, side panels and castors
are normally in stock. Call with your
requirements or for a brochure and specs.

Budget Otari
In a land where
performance is the
major criteria for
success, Otari's 5050
series two track is
America's most
popular mastering
machine for the
smaller studio.
Take a closer look
and you discover
features such as XLR
inputs, standard
reference balanced outputs
direct capstan, and many others.
Call us and find out more for yourself about these
new Otari's from Turnkey, the new source.

Instant Acoustics ?
Illsonic panels are acclaimed as

the quickest and most effective
way to control room response.
They are sculpted from the
most effective 'absorption'
material ever produced.
Installing a panel is like
opening a window wherever you need to control
reflections. Call us for a
6 free copy of the latest
Acoustics Cookbook
It Works!

Two Track 52
shown here.
Eight track
model 58 in
stock and on
demo now.

Fostex Lab Series Amplifiers. Not for the road.
Specs are impeccable, and you cant blow them up.
XLR connectors are used throughout.
Priced per Watt, they're first in value.

Series 50
mixer also

But dont let the photo fool you.

available.

Toughest Tascams to Date.
The 50 Series are designed for
the most demanding production
applications. Built smarter and
stronger, a microprocessor to
makes SMPTE lock and editing
faster. Examine the range and see
how serious Tascam is about the
recording industry.

The reason they cost less than the
established brands, is because they
are built for studio racking and not for
throwing around on the road.
Available in 300W and 600W versions.

New Drum Computer beats the rest.
enters the rhythm market with a
highly versatile new product offering
many of the facilities that are familiar to
professional users and players.
Twelve programmable sounds, a storage
capacity of up to 100 songs of 100 patterns,
In Stock
each up to 99 beats, conforming to a 1/32
From Early September
triplet accuracy per beat. Tape dump and
external voicing are also possible.
For the price of a home made cha -cha-hiss box, you can now have a precision rhythm
computer, offering simple interface and highly authentic sounds.
MXR

wtpiíg'* J(aPpi29i Àm'11g4',

Every one a Master US made tes: tapes have one major drawback. Costly to produce
in the first place, by the time they re through the hands of transatlantic dealers, they
can be prohibitively expensive. Now an enterprising British engineer is mastering test
tapes locally. On the finest tape, on precisely aligned machines. The range covers all
speeds and formats. Now the affordable Webber tapes, direct from Turnkey.

The Growing need for Effects. Warp in the time, frequency and
dynamic domains is part of every studios repertoire. A range of effects
is as essential as a locker of microphones.
We specialise in demonstration and supply of
signal processing from the leading effects
manufacturers such as Rebis, MXR, EXR,
Loft, Drawmer, AMS, Ashly, Deltalab,
Ecoplate, BEL. You can evaluate them in
our demonstration studio, or ask about the
Tony Engle
no obligation 'Sale or Return' scheme.
Ideal Sound
Recorders

Sennheiser on Sale
The black rogue of Sennheiser's
range, the MD421 breaks all the
rules, yet after 20 years produces
a sound that's as desirable today
We also stock the low
cost Telemike
system.
Details of
all products
on request.

Beyer Price Crash
The most popular
DT 100 headphones
are now at a truly
astonishing price

of £35.00 (plus VAT)
Ask no questions,
just call to order.

London.

Full details of any products on request.
Call for a copy of our 44 page catalogue.
Brent View
view Road.
LONDON NW9
NW9 TEL

01- 202 4366

chEnke

BUDGET PACKAGES
1.

Tascam 4 track systems

A variety of small systems for the cost
conscious, from the M244 Portastudio,
complete on its own; or the latest
Tascam 34 4 channel reel -to -reel now
available in a package with the new
PEP 800 8 x 4 mixer. This mixer has

the comprehensive facilities of larger
mixers costing twice the price. Total

Package Price Only £985.

2. The world's smallest 8 track.
Available also as a complete system,

with the 350 Mixer. NEW LOW
PRICES.
3.

The New Sensation from Fostex

-X -15 Tracker

operated
channel cassette recorder with built in mixer. The musical note book you
can use anywhere. Dolby noise
reduction, treble and bass EQ,
punch -in /out, and lots more for
Only £260.
A portable battery or mains
4

-

4. Tascam 8 track systems
38
the sensational new half inch

8 track has shattered price barriers.
Yet performance is better than ever,

with digital counter, lower noise

electronics, and pitch control.
Special Offer
Only from ITA the new Tascam 38,
8 track with Itam dB30 noise
reduction. 8 channels of simultaneous
NR giving 30dB improvement in
sig /noise ratio. £1,750 Complete.

-

5. ITAM /TRIDENT 16

track system

This brand new package brings 16
track recording to those with an 8
track budget! The Itam 1610 is a one

inch 16 track and features 3 speeds
(inc. 30 ips) full function remote with
varispeed, optional noise reduction.
The Trident VFM is a fully modular
20 x 8 x 16 console with 20 inputs and
full 16 track monitoring. Special Offer
(subject to stocks): £6,350 Complete.

STUDIO SYSTEMS
6. OTARI /ITAM 8

track system

8 track studio.
Otari's advanced MkIII -8 recorder,
with microprocessor controlled
transport, built -in oscillator, and full
function remote. The MkIII -8 can be
interfaced to video synchronizers for
"audio sweetening" work. The entirely
new Itam 12 -4 -8 is a professional
multitrack mixer. All 8 tracks can be
continuously monitored while
recording and the 8 tape returns are
additionally normalled to the line
inputs on 8 of the 12 input channels.
Autolocator Now Available.

The ultimate compact

SPECIAL OFFERS
7. D & R
Any 4 of

signal processing

the following modules,
complete with power supply and
cabinet: parametric EQ, noise gate,
compressor/ limiter, stereo limiter,
compander, stereo disc amp, high -low
pass filter. Only £295
Alternatively, buy any 4 D & R
modules at our normal professional
price, and get a 19 inch rack FREE!

&1J'A'
.LI)
ELF
Our new Premises mean better service

-

for you. Live demonstration area
all equipment is now fully functional. Listen to anything from the new Fostex
X -15 tracker to Otari's 24 track MTR -90. Equipment on live demo includes:
Otani recorders and cassette duplicators; full range of Tascam and Fostex
a

ITA,

1

Felgate Mews, Studland St. London

Há'1\`:.°,.°ti\\\\.

MULTITRACK MIXER
8. ITAM

-

Sigma

SIGMA
the new multitrack cc.nsole
that outclasses the competition
in

-

price, features and performance
Facilities include: Full modular
construction, full 16 track monitcring,
8 busses + stereo buss + 4 aux busses,
programmable muting, autosolo, LED
bargraph metering with switchab le
VU /PPM characteristics, PFL on
groups and cue sends,
comprehensive line -up oscillator..
dedicated FX returns, 4 -band EC!
mid -bands sweepable, hi and lo pass
filters, flexible talk -back system,
electronically balanced mic. inpr_ts
with switchable phantom power,
phase reverse and pad.
16 -8 -16:

TAPE +ACCESSORIES

-

10. Always available
big stocks of
tape and accessories. Your Central
London source for: AMPEX tape,
Editing accessories, Jackbays and
leads, Auratone speakers, Signal
processors, etc. etc.
Open an Account & order by phone!
Daily deliveries.

With Audiofad faders: £4,360

Stand: £155.

Fostex A8 8 -track 1"
Fostex Multitracker
Tascam Portastudio
244
Revox B77 Stereo
Otani MX5050B Stereo
Tascam 4 -track

Single Carton Carton
(î)
(f)
qty

CASSETTE DUPLICATI
We have been installing and servúcing
duplicating equipment for 10 years,

and have built up considerable
expertise for small or large systerms.
Whether you need to copy 100
cassettes per week, or 50,000, we can
give you the back -up you need.
Small in- cassette copiers, mono or
stereo. 16 times duplicating speed.
Prices from around £500.

TAPE RECORDERS

LOW PRICES ON
AMPEX TAPE

£3,960

9. PENTAGON

HIRE

406 7 inch
3.95
3.50
406 1 101 HUB Bulk pack
- 5.30
406 1 loi NAB spool
8.40
7.95
406 1 101 NAB
15.50 14.50
406 1 inch NAB
25.45 24.25
406 2 inch 101
52.90 49.50
407 7 inch (LP)
5.25
4.75
407 1 101 NAB
11.95 11.45
456 7 inch
5.65
5.25
456 it 101 HUB Bulk pack
7.20
456 1 101 NAB spool
10.46
9.90
4561 101 NAB
18.95 18.00
456 1 inch NAB
29.90 27.90
456 2 inch 101 NAB
62.50 59.50
456 2 inch 14 NAB
144.00 140.00
457 7 inch (LP)
6.95
6.60
4571 101 HUB Bulk pack
- 12.25

-

Tascam 38 8-track 1"
Otan Mk.III -8 8 -track 1"
Itam 8-track 1"
Item 16 -track 1"
Otan MTR90 24 -track 2"

Week

3

days Daily

60
35

40
20

20

35
40
60

20

10
15
20

50
90
110
150

200
600

25
40
30
50
60
80
120

400

10

20
30
40
50
75
150

10

10
10
7

5
2
10
10
10
10
10

MIXERS

Teac Model 2A 6 x 4
Tascam Model 30 8 x 4
Fostex 350 8 x 4
Itam Stereo 8 8 x 2
Seck 10 x 4
Seck 16 x 8
Location 8 x 2 Portable
Itam 14 x 4 8 -track
monitor

20
40
35
45
25
75
60

10
25

20
25

10
10
15

15

10

40
40

25
20

100

60

35

150

80

t,

300

200

20
20

10
10

20
20
20
20

10
10
10

7

5
2
2
10
10

SECOND HAND EQUIPMENT
The following equipment has been
taken in part exchange, and has been
overhauled in our workshops.
MCI JH114 24TR
£12,000
STUDER A80 MKII 16TR
£9,500
TASCAM 80 -8
£1,150
TASCAM 3440
£400
OTARI MX5050B 2TR
£855
OTARI MKIII -8 8TR
£2,400
PENTAGON CASSETTE duplicator
STEREO
£625
(Please phone for latest details)

CASETTE
DUPLICATORS
Otan DP4050C2 cassette

master

Otani DP4050 OCF reel

master

VARIOUS
GBS Reverb
Quad 405 amp

noise reduction
2 -track
Dolby C.N.R. 4 -track
Fostex Digital Delay

80

DBX

Fostex Graphic EQ

10

Stereo compressor
(various)
20
10
Roland Drumatix
20
10
Roland Space Echo
30
20
10
Roland Rhythm
Composer TR808
50
30
Subject to our standard conditions of hire. Prices
exc. VAT
Only a small selection shown here. Please phone
for any requirement.

on
multitrack systems: mixers from AHB, Itam, Trident and others. Big range of
effects units from under £50 to over £5,000. Interesting essentials for the
composer /musician from Roland. Plus mics, speakers, amps and everything
else. The best Central London demo room.

W6 97T.

Tel:

O1 -748

9009. Telex: 21879
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ADVERTISEMENT IN SOUND ONLY

RACING IMPROVES THE BREED

Racing cars are custom -built 'specials'. At Alice we specialise in 'specials -in fact over 30% of the company turnover comes from custom built 'one-off' designs providing audio and control systems which are generally beyond the economic capability of operational engineers and
do not appear in any professional catalogues.
As well as providing an invaluable service to a very wide range of clients, this fascinating and demanding work results in a continually
expanding capability in the fields of mixing, switching, communications, telephony, digital control and audio processing, which is reflected
both in improvements to existing products and in the generation of new additions to the standard catalogue.
The 828 -the classic small mixer which has become the industry standard, has been developed and improved over the years until it is now a
range on its own with stereo channel and RIAA equalisation options directly prompted by 'special' requests. Its reputation is now endorsed
by nearly 1000 users.
The 2000 Series, which offers broadcast studio performance and facilities in a portable size, owes much of its circuit and system design to
development work done for BBC 'specials' and the larger modular systems. Even the STM 8, designed as the definitive broadcast O.B. self op mixer, has been stretched to a 13- channel version and shrunk to a 3- channel 'add -on' for an existing mixer.
Apart from a very small number of standard modules, the ACM /ABCM modular ranges are 'special' to everyone. They are individually
designed to offer the ergonomics and performance required by the individual user.
Technically advanced switching systems have formed major parts of many Alice projects. The AS5 system is B.C.D. controlled and is best
suited to small to medium sized 'outside source' or output switching where use can be made of its priority and engaged facilities. AS6 is the
large computer controlled Alice switcher with highly sophisticated software. 4 months of intensive assembler and machine code
programming have produced a working system that is deceptive in its apparent simplicity, yet can be operated by personnel not familiar with
the computer. Audio performance is to highest possible standards -every audio path being balanced throughout, the result of earlier
development into high performance mixing systems for BBC T.V.
We thought that with the ML3 we had designed a standard product -a rugged little 3 channel mono mixer with almost overload-proof inputs
and a new design peak meter. But no -we were asked to combine it with a compact telephone balancing system for radio reporter use -and
now we have another new custom designed 'standard' product -the PROBE.
SILK SERIES mixers are the ones we said we would never make. The sophisticated multi -track market is overcrowded with glittering
monsters -yet we finally decided to combine computer expertise with the 'balanced audio throughout' concept and produce our own
'monster' with complete digital control and superior audio performance.
Talkback has been the poor relation so often in Radio and T.V. installations. The Alice policy decision taken many years ago, that there is no
need for talkback systems to sound horrible, has proved very successful -our systems being friendly and efficient. TT 137 is a conventional
hard wired, lever -key system originally developed for Radio Stations. TT 138 is a more sophisticated logic controlled system with call lights,
engaged facility and many refinements.
Racing is expensive and has its disappointments; making custom-built specials is costly in design time and occasionally frustrating and
unprofitable -but we enjoy it, we think we do it well land so do our many satisfied customers) and it improves the breed!

-

Mce

(STANCOIL LTD.),
Alexandra Road, Windsor, England. Telephone Windsor 51056/7 Telex AEGIS G 849323.

Remarkable As It Sounds ...
... The C -ducer is a flexible contact
microphone
technology.

-a totally new concept in audio

Designed to overcome many of the traditional problems
encountered in conventional open miking of acoustic
instruments, the C-ducer System is now enjoying acceptance by
many critical users in the professional audio field.
Here's why ... The C -ducer produces the real tonal
character and dynamics of acoustic keyboards.
stringed acoustic instruments and drums by

C -Tape

(90) 863216
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1

Abbey Road Studios: Toto: Dire Straits: BBC TV &
Radio; Sydney Opera House; The National Theatre; PRT
Studios; Landsdowne Studios: Olympic Studios: German.
Swiss. Danish and Dutch Radio: LWT: Sky: Thames TV.

Developments, 73 High Street, Aldershot, Hampshire Güll 1BY. Telephone (0252) 319171, Telex 858393.
France. (harruud 5ARL, Abulnon
ih' s 572 Belgium, J Jacy
,r=eut. bclgium
0 b 47 25. Netherlands, Special Audio Products. Amsterdam 620 79 7u

Greece, Bon Studio SA Ath,
tt

direct contact. 'Spillage' from neighbouring sources and
the effect of room acoustics are kept to an absolute
minimum. Add to this a specification ensuring top
performance (10Hz to 100 kHz bandwidth) and a range of
phantom -powered studio -compatible pre -amps, and it's
really not so remarkable that our customers include ...

3n

s

Australia, Sri

-nary h.cc

I
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Spain, (:,,rnenmsa. Madnd 446 43
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Japan. Hibino F.lectro Sound

Inc. Tokyo 03 864 49tr

USA,

C

Tape Developments Ini

TOTAL SEPARATION AND
PERFECT TIMING.
These are the innova:ive features that place the
microarocessor- controlled Studer A810 way ahead
in the science and art of analogue recording.
The A810 incorporates a specially -developed
time code system, utilizing a new combination
head arrangement to input SMPTE code data on a
0.35mm wide central track between the audio
channels on a'/a" tape. Two `combi- heads' are
employed, on either side of the audio record and
reproduce heads. One head contains the time
code reproduce gap and the audio erase gap; the
other ias the time code erase gap and time code
recorc gap. Because the heads are totally
separate, audio /code crosstalk reection is better
than 90dB.
An integral digital delay automatically
compensates for the problem of audio/code time
offset -at all speeds. During recording and
playback, this delay holds the time signal until it is
in exact synchronization with the audio output.
Tapes can be spliced in the normal way without
fear of removing SMPTE data.
Not only does this novel A810 time code system
eliminate the need for a multi -track recorder when

synchronizing stereo audio programs with video
tape recorders, but it is also ideal for a variety of
other applications: film audio editing,
TV- simulcast, broadcast automation systems,
AN system control, and slow -speed logging.
And the A810 offers a host of other advanced
features including: fully-programmable functions;
revolutionary memory system for electronic
alignment parameters and different tape
formulations; quartz- referenced capstan speed
control with +/- readout; and many other
monitoring and control options.
Just write or 'phone for full technical details.

a

Studer A810. A quantum leap.

ODER
CH-8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01) 840 29 60

STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 254-5651
STUDER REVOX SARL Paris Telephone 533 5858
STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto Telephone (416) 423 -2831

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502
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2049 west Broad Street
R.chmond, Vvg n a 23220
(804) 358-3f152
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Acoustic Products for the Audio Industry
Sonex is manufactured by Illbruck/USA.

TELEX: 469037 ALPHAAUD CI
(Western Union)

Microphones engineered to suit
the most exacting professional standards
Crafted in Japan

Toa's RD series of professional
microphones should prove fine enough
to satisfy the most discriminating ear.
Strict attention to quality and research
into a wide range of varying acoustic
needs and environments have allowed
us to produce a line of microphones
tailored to every kind or circumstance.
The series offers a choice between
unidirectional and omnidirectional
microphones, and for outside use all
are equipped with windscreens and

offer a high resistance to shock, noise

12
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and fumes. To minimize unwanted
noise, breath and pop filters are
provided on all models, and the mics
are all adaptable either for hand-held
use or use on a mic stand.
And behind ail this is Toa's assurance
of quality - the guarantee of crystal
clear sound, wherever you are.

7J TQA

TOA ELECTRONICS LTD.,
Castle Street, Ongar, Essex.
Tel: (0277) 364333

Telex: 995554

r

Please send me your

Professional Microphone Catalogue

Name

Address

The Professiona
Revox.
The PR99 has been developed
from the highly successful B77 in
order to meet the stringent demands
of the recording and broadcasting
industries. The PR99 offers the
professional these important features:
1 Raised deck plate for easier editing
2 Improved tape start
3 Tape dump
4 Two -way self-sync with automatic

sync /input switching
5 Balanced line

inputs and outputs

6 Calibrated or uncalibrated level
7

adjustments
Manual or remote control
operation, with fader start

The Revox PR99 is available in
several versions: mono or stereo
3 3/a /7 %z ips NAB or 7'/z /15 ips NAB or

IEC. And being built to Studer
precision, the PR99 achieves
exceptional performance and
reliability but now at an easily
affordable price.
For more information on the
PR99 phone or write for a catalogue.

ST

(o)

REVOX

EW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01-953 0091.
13
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DIGITAL DYNAMIC RANGE
OF ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS

RED A -2

RED A -2
N1(1,r,
,:

LOW COST

.leueomr -,t

,

.

CONNECTORS
This new range of XLR
connectors fill a demand in
the audio industry for a high
quality, inexpensive range
of British made components.
The chassis sockets are rear
and front mounting. with a
P.C.B. mounting socket also
available. Made from glass filled -nylon for a durable
and attractive finish. Silver
plated pins give low contact
resistance and excellent
solderability
The line connectors have

been carefully designed
with ease of assembly in
mind, and good cable
retention

rifts

ConnQCrronics
CONNECTRONICS LIMITED
20 Victoria Road

0-1

New Barnet Hertfordshire
EN4 9M' England
Telephone 01.4493663/4044

RED A -3

RED A -3

CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION
652 Glenbrook Road
Stamford CT 06906 U.S A

Telephone 1203)3242881
Telex 643678

Telex 8955127 SGAL G

0011

Gat Aligned

Stay Aligned
RED A -4

RED A -4

with

precision magnetic
test tapes
STL

These dependable tapes are used by
broadcasters, recording studios, equipment
manufacturers, governments and
educators throughout the world.
STL offers the most accurate reference in the
widest variety
Alignment, Sweep, Pink
Noise, Level Set, Azimuth and Flutter /Speed.
Available on reels, in broadcast carts, in home
carts and in cassettes
2" to 150 mil tape
widths. Also available is the Standard Tape
Manual and the Magnetic Tape Reproducer
Calibrator.
.

.

.

...

RED A -SB

RED A -SB

NEW TOOLS FOR DIGITAL FIDELITY
by RED ACOUSTICS Ltd.,

Chelsea Wharf . 15 Lots Rd_ London SW 10 004, U.K.
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Write or phone for fast delivery or free catalog.

T
STANDARD TAPE LABORATORY, INC.
,12/ EDEN

LANDING ROAD a 5, HAYWARD. CALIFORNIA 94545

(415/ 786-.3546

NO FRILLS.
NO FUSS.

The EMT 938 professional
broadcast turntable combines
traditions of excellence with a
highly competitive price. Design
has been based on the proven
EMT 948, which ensures high
reliability, complete practicality and
optimum performance.
Essential features include the
direct -drive platter and motor driven tone -arm lift for quick starts,
three fixed speeds and a variable

speed controller, and exceptional
shock absorption. The built -in EQ
amplifiers have balanced studio
outputs as well as integral muting
for run-up.
Almost all international
standard 47 k -ohm magnetic
cartridges are compatible with the
EMT 938. Compact and light in
weight, the unit can be surface
mounted or recessed in a
table -top.

FVI..O.
dl Theotklki
:

Tek.ixr

For full details, contact

F.W.O. Bauch Limited.

The EMT
no fuss.

EMT FRANZ GmbH

Postfach 1520, 0 -7630 Lahr,
07825-512. Telex. 754319. Franz D

Tel.

Bauch Limited
.

,

e 01-963 0091. Telex 27502

938- no frills,

vVD6

4fiZ

A Sound Investment for

Video and Broadcasting
* General purpose stereo or

* Two large illuminated VU's as standard

monomixer.

(PPM's as option) on rear meter

bridge, which houses the
Cue Loudspeaker and
6 digit stopwatch/
clock (hours -minssecs).

*Fully modular in construction.
Range of modules for Broadcast
Video or Film use.
* Long throw plastic
conductive faders
standard.
* Sweepable

* Note: stereo Line
of Phono input
modules are same
width - 45mm - as
Line /Mic module.

Mid EQ/
100Hz

-

10KHz

standard.
* Adjustable peak 1.e.d.
indicator on PPM and VU meters.

* Transportable for mobile
use, or drop through mounting
for fixed installations.

* Three standard frame sizes
12 -18 -24

module widths.

The Chilton CM2 and CM4 audio mixing console

Mt-rl

Magnetic Tapes Ltd, Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond, Surrey.
Tel: 01-876 7957 Telex: 912881CW

D

EVERYTHING WE DO IS JUST THAT LITTLE BIT BETTER

"The Milab LC-25 beats any mic you can buy that
we've ever heard!"
That's what Larry Brown engineer for Sheffield Lab's
Direct Discs Volumes Er II, had to say about the
newest addition to Milab's complete line of professional
mics. Larry added, "It's incredible on vocals when
compared with the U -87... superb on acoustic guitar,
better than the KM -88 and it wipes out the 414."
In fact, Larry has only heard one better mic. Since it is
a custom -made model, you can't buy it, and if you
could, it would be a hell of a lot
MiLAB
more than the price of the
Still the Swedish Steal!
I

LC -25.

The Milab LC -25:
Transformerless, line -level out,
cardioid condenser mic. A Steal.
Manufacturing and worldwide marketing: Creative Trade, CTAB AB
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AUSTRALIA

HOLLAND

Hagemeyer (Australasia) BV

Selectronic

02-750 37 77

ENGLAND

Audio Video Marketing AVM
0632-89 30 92

-S -265 00 Astorp - Sweden -

BELGIUM

ITALY

Trans European Music

Professional Equipment

02975 -60 600

025-69 18 23

SWITZERLAND

FINLAND

Audio Bauer AG

Studiotec Ky

01 -64 32 30

090-51

BV
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41 33

+ 4642/515 21

DENMARK

NORWAY

Pro-Technic A/S

02 -81 78 39

Vega Music
02.11 29 71

SPAIN

FRANCE

USA

Singleton Productions

Mondait Electronique

Camera Mart Inc

93 -237 70 60

1

-873 37 77

02.46 05 54

212-757 69 77

MAJOR
BREAKTHROUGHS
DON'T HAPPEN OVERNIGHT.
The new Delta three triple-deck cartridge
machine from ITC gives you even more
rugged reliability than its well -proven
predecessors in the Premium Series, it

provides improved performance, is more
compact and includes a host of new
operating features.
All this has been made possible by
major technological advances in the ITC
research and development lab.
Advances which have created an
electronically and mechanically superior
unit. A machine that will take all the
inevitable day -to-day knocks yet keep on
functioning at the high standard you
and your listeners- expect.
The Delta Three has three
independently -romovable decks and
modular construction makes alignment
and servicing simple and convenient. It is
clean and smooth in operation, with
minimal flutter and optimum frequency
response, in mono or stereo. Insertion
and removal of cartridges is positive, and
there's a microprocessor -controlled

-

digital cue tone detector. A newly
designed capstan motor with its own
integral "gallows " greatly reduces
bearing noise and ensures stability of
shaft along its entire length. Record
facility on lower deck is made possible by
the addition of Delta Four.
Rigorously tried -and-tested in the
field, the Delta Three represents a
significant breakthrough in practical
technology for the studio.
ITC. Sound quality.

AIN

International Tapetronics Corp.,
2425 South Main Street,
Bloomington,
Illinois 61701, USA

F W.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobalc S3.reet, Bomarin Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502
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IF YOU ARE NOT ALREADY USING JAMES YORKE
DUPLICATING TAPE HERE ARE SOME GOOD

REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD.

*

Perhaps the most important characteristic of a tape should be the
quality of sound it produces. Millions upon millions of cassettes testify
even the most critical.
that customers like our tapes

Sound

-

*

Consistency

Duplicators need tape they can run again and again without problems
tape they know will be the same from batch to batch and from week
to week. James Yorke already have an enviable reputation for this.

*

Reliability

We actually deliver to customers who order and we have never let a
customer down. Emergencies get emergency treatment and customers
know that if we make a promise it is kept.

*

Value

Our pricing is keen and we generally expect to be lower than equally
good tapes.

*

Confidence

The relaxed knowledge that you are using a good tape, at a good price,
from a UK manufacturer who believes that service is important and that
customers should get only the best.

-

ENQUIRIES HANDLED WITH ENTHUSIASM:

TAPE MARKETING, 13 ELM ROAD
FARINGDON, OXON, ENGLAND
TELEX 858623
TELEPHONE: 0367 20262
.MMI1111P-

*

LOCKWOOD
the SMALLER monitors
Studio Academy &t ll
Miniature Monitor

,

v

..
n u'' ''

I

111

I

i

Hilton Sound Ltd

Studio Effects Hire
01 -708

LOWLANDS ROAD, HARROW, HA1 3AW, UK
Telephone 01 -422 3704 £t 01 -422 0768
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24 Hour Service
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Ever wished that you could compress or
expand recorded material fora

commercial to avoid time consuming and
costly retakes and editing?
Now you can. With the Lexicon
Model 1200, you can speed up
programme material by up to 25%
-or expand it by up to 10 %. Your
best 'take' can be time-adjusted to
fit the available time slot precisely.
The pitch remains unchanged,
and you get broadcast -quality
audio, totally free from distortion.
It's been through the hoop on
Madison Avenue too: the Lexicon

12o(í has been used by 19 of the top 20

the production of
nationally broadcast commercials.
US agencies in

And the system is equally suited to the
time adjustment of special effects and
dubbed translations.
Lexicon 1200. Every production
house should have one. It could
save you a great deal more than the
cost of a parking ticket.

exicon
International: Gotham Export Corporation
New York, NY 10014 TlX 129269

MO. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street Boreham Wood Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01- 953 0091, Telex 27502

It won't break your back,
or your bank balance.
YAMAHA

MT44

1110411111111111111R

11144414414

.01111111101111.1111111.

The Yamaha MT44 is a compact four-track cassette
recorder retailing at just £399 (inc. VAT).
It has a frequency response of 20 Hz to 16 kHz,
features optional Dolby B or C noise reduction systems
and runs at normal speed.
It's part of the Yamaha Producer Series, a complete
budget-priced modular recording system, which also

SMPTE READING CLOCK

SMPTE READING CLOCK

SMPTE

SYNCHRONISES ANY DRUM COMPUTERS
AND SEQUENZERS TO SMPTE CODE
REMEMBERS START AND CUES
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CPU: 1 SMPTE code writer /reader +1 octave 2 FREE MODUS, working on
internal clock or clockinputs (see modules) 3 TEMPO 30 -255 BPM, step
4 START TIME setable in hrs /min /sec /frs 5 CUE POINT setable in smpte
6 DROP IN CUE -BOTTON with METRONOME FLASHER for online cue
setting; press and all outputs will be enabled on the next metronome beat
and cue time will be stored! 7 UPDATE for printing and shifting cue point
MODULES:CLOCK 8 PULSE 0.3 ms -vsquare 9 VOLTAGE SWING
0 -,- ± 15V 10 cuts neg. voltage 11 first edge high or low 12 enable high or
low 13 patch for the SRC clock delay 14 CLOCK -COUNTER 4, 6, 8, 12,
16, 24, 32, 48, 64, 96, 128, 192, 256, 384, 512, 768
DE LAY clock delay 4-64 ms ± any frames alows also to sync ahead
OUT fixed outputs for Linn, Oberheim, Roland, and others
IN reads Linn, Oberheim, Roland, and others
1

1

Friend Chip Albrechtstr. 37 A 1000 Berlin 41
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and

01 -727 1046/

Look

01 -727 0780.

see.

and you will hear.

CPU

:

28 Powis'Ièrrace London W11 1JH.

yListen

SOLVES ALL SYNC PROBLEMS
TODAY AND TOMORROW

o

includes the MM30 mixer (£199 inc.) and the PB44
patchboard (£79 inc.).
For further details of the Yamaha MT44, or any of the
Producer Series, just contact the address below.

Tel. 030/792 84 02

Take a look at our range of Radiomicrophones and see the superior workmanship
found in all our products with technical specifications second
to none.
Listen to the
quality ofsound
that not only
equals the performance of conventional mic's,
but also surpasses them with the freedom of
movement they give you.
Phone Maureen Saunders on; Wareham
(09295) 6050/6061 for
more information on
J
how our systems could EDC Elkom Design Limited,
please your senses.
Warcham,l)orsct, England BH2(i4JS.
?9a West Street,

EDC MANUFACTURED RADIOMICROPHONES
29a West Street, Wareham, Dorset, England [3H21I4JS.

tA(..EV'
PEOPLE

Recording studios, radio and
television production suites, video
and A/V facilities and serious
musician /composers have
discovered that Valley People
equipment improves produc: vity,
offers ease of operation, regt, res
little or no maintenance and
provides excellent signal quality.
Standing alone they offer unrivalled
processing power and versatility:
used together by the creative
engineer/producer, they increase
variety and control dramatically.

QLZ Quad Mic Preamp
The low impedance unit for
transparent, distortion -free
recording as well as on- the -air or
live performances. Each of the four
inputs is adjustable from 20dB to
60dB of gain.

Maxi -Q Equaliser

QHZ Quad Preamp

Provides maximum flexibility: the
seven octave range on each of the
three frequency bands gives a six
octave overlap. Ideally suited to
pre -conditioning of signals when
used in -line with the Kepex II and
Gain Brain III.

Provides all the equipment below
with instant access to the full range
of high impedance sources, such
as electronic musical instruments,
microphones and even hi -fi kit. The
clarity of audio is unsurpassed.

Kepex II Expander/Gate
Spectacular performance in noise
gating, reduction and elimination is
complemented by its creative
value in `loosening' drum effects,

removing excess cymbal ring or
performing electronic musical effects.

Gain Brain II
Widely adjustable limiter/compressor and ducker, specially
designed for production work.
Major advantages include `natural'
quality of sound, flatness of VU
and improved low frequency
performance.
Five superior products. Each
amazing. All unbeatable.

Valley People Inc., Nashville, Tenn 37204
International distribution by
Gotham Export Corporation, New York.
Telephone (212) 741.7411

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood. Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091, Telex 27502
21
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The DMX 15-8OS, now
more than ever the
unbeatable digital audio
processing package.
Dual channels of delay
with stereo de- glitched
pitch changers and up to
33 secs. of fuL 18kHz
bandwidth delay.
Unique audio sampling
and loop editir_g facility
complete with audio
trigger.
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You can spend less or you
can spend more, but you
can't buy better. Take
the first step to success
yourself by booking a
demonstration now.
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Adhanoed Musk Systems
Tel (0282) 36943
Hags Sound (Los Angeles)
Tel (2131 469 3500
Audio & Design (North West)

Australia
Switzerland
Norway

Tel (205) 275 5009
Trident (North East)
Tel (203) 357 8337

Spain
Hong Kong

AsoNA for
ASONA offers a complete program of
tape duplication and winding systems.
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A.M.S. lnti) Pty Ltd... Sydney
ABQ
2urrh
Fro Tunic AIS
eta.
Cictopue Audio
Toroato
Camtineatal Far East Inc ... Tokyo
Singleton Productions.. Bariné na

Fodic Consultants.... Kowloon

France

Lazare Eqpt

W. Germany

Emus GmbH

Italy
Denmark
Holland

Professional Eqpt
SLT
Audio Script

Sweden
New Zealand

Soundrade
Vides

Paris

Berlin
Milan
Copenhagen
looscrecht
Solna

Auc land

Complete Cassette Production
ASONA Twin Slave

ASONA recording slaves are designed
for cassette tape duplication with
ASONA loop -Din master reproducers.

sk.
4

The plug -in in-erconnectian capability
enables the nimber of slaves to be
easily varied according to job size.
íi

Central bias venerator in bop -bin, bias
switch for chrome tape.
Robust const-uction, with a minimum
of moving parts.

Li?.=14"

We can

;,t,;

,.,

tailor a cassette production system to your needs.
Write or call for a proposal.

ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA KG, Stollbergstraße 7,
Tel.: (0)89- 225057, Telex: 522084 AUVIS D
22
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Rolbie f'witon
Managing Director
Silk Sound

"We thoroughl

The challenge to
Yapply the very latest

techniques to broadcast
and advertising production
is met by the in
house facilities of

rec:ommend
Otan from Turnkey,'

Silk Sound.

Their newest studio suite fulfills the most creative
mixing and overdubbing requirements of today.
The most advanced tape technology, to develop
techniques for the future.
Otan i MTR90 Series II
is their multitrack choice.
From Turnkey.
A total service of
supply, design, installation
and backup commitment.
We congratulate
Silk Sound on their new
studio and for choosing
Otani from Turnkey.
Call us about Otan i and
studio system design.
We are building the
next generation of studios.

winkey

Brent View Road, LONDON NW9 7EL. Telephone; 01-202 4366 Telex; 25769 (TK BAN G)

KEYBOARD HIRE WELCOMES YOU
TO THE WORLD OF DIGITAL MUSIC
OUR DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

;

;I

FAIRLIGHT CMI

WAVETERM

EMULATOR
SYNCLAVIER II PLUS VT100
Linn Drums Ft all Studio Keyboards also available.

OUR DIGITAL PEOPLE

Gary Moberley
Fairlight CMI Programmer

Adrian Cook
PPG Waveterm Programmer

Keith Miller
Synclavier Programmer

KEYBOARD HIRE LTD
176 Barnsbury Road
London N1 01 -607 8797/8
THE Hi- Tech Hire Co.
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..yrec Cassette Duplication

Á

Highest output for your investment
High Quality (Chrome Switchable)

E

High Reliability+ Easy Operation

T
T

Incredibly small floor area required

E

.

:

Lyrec Cassette Duplication installed at LINGUAPHONE (UK.)

..

Our Thanks and Congratulations to LINGUAPHONE

®

On choosing Lyrec Duplication Equipment.

U

Did you know Lyrec's first Duplication Equipment
was built in 1956? Therefore our experience to date
makes us the ideal supplier of cassette duplication equipment!

P

Contact

us

today directly or through our representatives.

Lyrec

C

T

DENMARK=
12

1

A

0

Lyrec Manufacturing A,'S Hollancisvej
P.O. Box 199
DK-2800 Lyngby Denmark
Telephone: 010 45 2 87 63 22
Telex: 37568 LYREC DK

L

Lyrec (U.K.) Limited
Sank Cottage Farm
sorest Row
Sussex U.K.
Telephone: 034 282 3034

Lyrec America Division

Digital Entertainment Corporation
U.S. Route 7 P.O. Box 95

Brookfield Connecticut 06804 U.S.A.
Telephone:

0101 203 775 4465

O
N

The micro HS series, designed for the
exacting demands of broadcasting use.
The micro HS series are available as players, recorder players and interlinked
triple stack units, in mono or stereo. All are built to the same consistently
high performance specification, ensuring a long running life and reliability,
with the ability to meet and outperform current engineering codes of practice

for cartridge equipment.
Our new micro HS range offers the following features:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

A COMPACT AND STURDY CONSTRUCTION
QUIET AND FAST OPERATION
EXTREMELY COOL RUNNING AT ALL TIMES
EASY ACCESS TO ALL REGULAR ADJUSTMENTS
VERY LOW WOW AND FLUTTER WITH LOW PHASE ERROR
TRIPLE CUE WITH FAST WIND AND F.S.K. CUEING
READILY ACHIEVES THE HIGHEST PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

The quality of the micro HS meets the most exacting demands and is not
only the result of a careful production process but the philosophy behind the
design.

The micro HS series

broadcast cartridge
equipment

a data sheet with a full specification, or for
micro HS contact our U.K sales office now.

For

SONIFEX

a

demonstration of the new

15 College St.,

Irthlingborough, Northants

NN9 5TU. Telephone: 0933 650700

SUCCESS IS GOOD TIMING

Timing is our speciality, so it won't take a
second to tell you that we have a unique range
of tape timing products. The Spin -Time add -on
timers, the CM50 autolocator, and now a
synchroniser with a number 1 feature: simplicity!

Applied

Microsystems
Weybridge,
Surrey KT13 8AL.
60 Baker Street,

Now represented in the U.K. by Don Larking (0582) 450066
& in the U.S.A. & Canada by Gotham (212) 741 7411
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Weybridge (0932) 54778
Telex 8952022 CTYTEL

our aim
is sound.
Introducing Yamaha's new modular 4track cassette system consisting of 4 primary
products which together make up a very professional Home Recording System.
The heart of the system is the MT44 4channel cassette deck. Now not everybody is
going to have a 4 -track system, and so you
need compatibility with stereo hi- f i cassette
machines to allow you and your co- writers to
work separately if necessary on the same
piece and to allow direct playback on any
standard machine. It's a great idea, but there
can be problems:
Problem: The majority of 4 -track cassette
machines run at 33/4 ips whilst most domestic
machines run at 17/8 ips.
Solved: The MT44 runs at 178 ips and
through its Auto-Sensor System can also be
used as a hi- f i quality 2 -track stereo deck.
Problem: Dolby C noise reduction is
superior to Dolby B, but is not commonly
found on desks of this hype.
Solved: The MT44 is equipped with both
systems for multi -use compatability.
Each According To His Needs. As well as
being an excellent cassette deck in its own

right, the MT44 is ideal for use with our
MM30 mixer, the RB30 combined rack and
patch bay; *and the Yamaha MS10 20 watt self powered monitor speakers. However, if you
already have a mixer or some monitoring
facilities, you aren't forced into paying for
superfluous features as you are with `all -inone' machines. You buy just what you need.
Results: The MT44 spec is good and the
recordings sound excellent; it's simple to use
and we reckon it's the best around at the
price. Because at Yamaha, when we shoot for
a product, we like to think our aim is sound.
* Patch bay (PB44) available separately.

YAMAHA
Leading the world to play.
Yamaha Musical Instruments, Mount
Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks,
MW1 1JE. Tel: (0908) 71771. 24 hour
Ansaphone: (0908) 649222.

REVEMATION
DEMONSTRAT
Spring reverbs are notorious
for the odd sounds they tend to
produce. Most manufacturers
have tried to remedy this with
limiters, equalisers and the like.
The design of the `Great
British Spring' takes a different
approach. It utilises custom
spring transducers that sound
clean without fancy electronics.
The compact assembly, has only
input level adjustment, which
you set and forget. You will hear
a transparent effect, that's full at
the low end and sparkling in the
highs, with powerful stereo
imaging.

Eighth

SUMD

SBES

B!OflDCfiSTIMG

E

UIPME:MT
Show

An informal
exhibition of Sound
Equipment for broadcasters.

Tuesday, 27th September,1983
in Birmingham. Details from:

broadcast sound
Audio & Design

Audio+Design

(Recording)
Ltd.,
16 North Street, Reading, Berks. RG
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Spring and Chips
The key to quality is the spring
assembly. The smoothness of
the effect, is a factor of the
`diffusion, the number and
spacing of signal reflections. By
using twelve separately tuned
springs, high echo density and a
flutter -free sound are achieved.
High speed integrated
amplifiers ensure that full
bandwidth is delivered to and
from the transducers. So the
resulting reverb effect has a
high frequency crispness that's
normally associated with much
more expensive devices, and
rarely springs.
cos.. ,p

et`

During the final quality check,
the performance of each
channel is verified, and an
individual response printout
made. It's your guarantee of
consistent performance.

i

Industry Approved
Following a blindfold test, one
major British broadcasting
company has acquired over fifty
of the XLR, balanced versions of
the Great British Spring. The
abuse -proof packaging makes
them equally suitable for remote
and fixed studio applications.
A budget priced, phone jack
version is also available, and it's
been the choice of hundreds of
recording and dubbing
engineers.
In each case, it fulfills the need
to enhance speech or music with
a rich, reverb effect.

Hear it for yourself
The only way to evaluate
reverberation is by listening.

And we would like to give you
the opportunity of hearing how
the Great British Spring
performs.

Apply for a free
demonstration cassette, or, if you
are British -based, we can
arrange for a demoloan, which
will enable you to make tests in
your own studio.
The Great British Spring
provides realistic stereo reverb
at a realistic price. Contact us
now for more information.

bandive°
Brentview Road
LONDON
NW9 TEL
01 -202 4366

"I really had to work just to get ati

r

bit of hiss out of the thing:"
xt

eA

n

Modern Recording and Music
March1983
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Hearing is believing! The new SDD-3000
programmable digital delay from Korg is a
remarkable piece of professional equipment, with
excellent features and reasonable cost

"Superb Sonic Accuracy"
"- 88dB S/N Ratio with superb sonic
accuracy- quiet, good definition, no
noticeable glitches or artifacts, and a
clean high end"
"The Korg SDD-3000 is the closest I've
heard yet to being truly noise-free"

Write for further information and details of the
nearest specialist Korg Key Centre where the SDD 3000 is on demonstration.
KORG
I<

EY

CEIVTRE

Distributed in the UK and Eire by:
Rose Morris and Company Limited,
32 -34 Gordon House Road, London NW5 1NE

Rose -Morris
KORE

OUT OF THE BLACKNESS
`:-.+11WW2,11

-

* Faster wiring
no braiding to prepare
* 11 High-visibility Colours
* Tough, flexible P.V.C. jacke:
* Conductive thereto- plastic shielded
1

UK

* Available in

1

and

8

\

CONNECTRONICS WORLD DISTRIBUTORS

* For: Microphones, Data Transmission, etc.

pairs,

other configurations to order
* Conductive Thermo -plastic Shield

TURNKEY

-

-

High flexibility I
Low Capacitance

Musical Instrument Cable

Conductive Thermo -plastic Shield
High Speed Assembly
Many bright colours

.11/i/,

.

*

JAPAN
C.F.E.
A.M.S.
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND
VIDEX
CANADA
GERR
U.S.A.
CONNECTRONICS CORP

(03) 583-8451

J2-2498

02 371 9009

23976
60835
24385
643678

*

capacitance audio cable,

/
Phonoflex)
* Conductive Thermo -plastic Shield
* High-speed preparation /
* lbr: Audio sends and returns, Hi-Fi,
effects rack feeds, etc.
(4 x

,

*
*
*
*

Aluminium (oil-shielded mylar
wrapped, melinex taped
High-flexibilty soft PVC jacket
Fully colour-coded jacket to
determine number of pairs
Available in many configurations
1,6,11,15,19,27,31 and others on request.
Fbr. Audio, Data, Control, Switching,
1
Light control, P.A., Snakes,
Installation etc.

HONOFLE
Extra -low capacitance audio cable
Conductive Thermo -plastic Shield
High -speed preparation
For: Audio, Hi -Fi, HiZ Mus, effects
racks patching etc. I

-

-

-

- -

444-6087
(416) 8680528
(203) 324-2889

1

Guitars, keyboards,
effects, patching etc.

* Extra -low

537792
995029
25769

Conductive Thermo-plastic shielded
multicore j

* Sends and returns separately shielded
1
(36 sends and 7 returns)
* For: P.A. Cable Systems ('Snakes')

Fbr.

UADFLFi

TI X

40096
418061
212802
8-9416

-

ROCK LEX

\

16111600
SWEDEN
BRINKS
30-433134
HOLLAND
AMPCO
ADAM HALL 6083832
WEST GERMANY
S.C.V. AUDIO
862.43.04
FRANCE
ELTRON
(011) 29306E
SOUTH AFRICA

-

high visibility colours
* For: Studios, Audio, TV, Como) etc.

\

089422 7171
0702 613292
01- 202 4366

ADAM HALL

-

* Fast Preparation Time
* Fully colour coded

TEL

- CANFORO

Conncronbs

MIL

OTHER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE-

BINDER 683 SERIES XLR

HARTING HAN D
CONNECTORS
STAGE- LINK- SYSTEMS
CUSTOM CABLE ASSEMBLY
ADHESIVE TAPES
SIGNAL PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

UNITED KINGDOM A WORLD EXPORTS
CONNECTRONICS LIMITED
20 Victoria Road
New Barnet Hertfordshire
EN4 9PF England
Telephone: 01-4493663/4044
Telex 8955127 SGAL G

ama connectors
heavy -duly mulway connectors
to a vast range o1 DI N standards

able

assemblies
ask le, details
positioning wire,

P.

cables

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

CONNECTRONICSCORPORATION
652 Glenbrook Road
Stamford CT.OE906 U.S.A.
Telephone- (201324 2889
Telex: 643678
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We listened to you

now we would like you
to listen to us.
The dbx 160 was one of
the world's best selling compressors,
but still there were a few areas
you wanted improved; stereo linking,
mounting, clearer meters, easier rack
selectable compression characteristics.
We listened and the result is the 160X.

dbX

160,11113-

160X

din
1BOX

COrW1MNOAI{.AM?!A

ra
COMOMIMfWA/1.9WTAA

dbX

160X

C,QtMi[iAA4tA.' R. W 5TffiA

Aus trig: Ka in Ges. m.b.h. & Co. KG, dba /Stereo Center Kain, Muen c h ne r Bu n desstrasse 42, A -5020 Salzburg. Belgium /Laxem bourg: Trans Eu ro pea n Music SA, Koeivyerstradt 105, B-1710
Di IFeek. Denmark: SLT, Helgesvej 9 -11 /DK -2000, Kopenhagen. England: Scenic Sound Equipment, 97 -99 Dean Street, London WIV 5RA. Finland: Studiotee Ky,, Eljaksentie 9, 00370
I, I, n k 37. France: C i neco, 72, des Cham ps- Elysees, 75008 Paris. Greece: Bon Studio Sound Systems, l4 Zaim i Str. Athens 48. Hong Kong: Phi l l i pi nes, South Korea, Thailand, People's
Re public of China: Stu de r R ev ox (Far East) Lt.d, 5th Floor, Parkla ne Bldg, 233 -5 Queens Road, Central, Hong Kong.ltaly: Scientel Audio SRL, Via Pi e t ri 52(or)Via Venturi 70, Modena 41100.
Japan: BSR (Japan) Ltd, Tokyo 101. Netherlands: Special Audio Products B.V. Scheldeplein 18,1078 GR Amsterdam. New Zealand: Videx Systems Ltd, Ellice Industrial Estate, PO. Box
31 -029, Auckland 10, 48 Ellice Road, G I entield. Norway: Lydromm el, StOlaysgate 27, Osio ].Spain: Comm erci a I Lavin a, Legaledad, 64066, Barcelona 24. Sweden:Tai &Ton AB, Kungsgatan
5, 411 19 Goeteborg. Switzerland: Audio Bauer AG, CH -8064 Zurich, Bernerstrasse-Nord 182. West Germany: Audio Vertrieb, Bargweg 45b, 2000 Norderstedt.
I

i
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The perfect
tie -up
-

-

-r

ÚDIO KINETICS

`°°------_

...-.

Melkuist

Two companies, both respected as market leaders in
their individual product fields, have merged to
produce one of the most talented design teams seen to
date. With both companies working in the area of
Audio Post-Production and timecode -based
equipment, the combination will enhance both
product lines, as well as offering exciting product
potential in the future.

With the Q.LOCK Synchroniser and the new
MasterMix Console Automation System, we can now
offer integrated Audio Post -Production Automation

packages.
Talk to us now - you stand to benefit.

ik

AUDIO KINETICS

U.K.: AUDIO KINETICS (U.K.) LIMITED, Kinetic Centre, Theobald Street, Borehamwood,
Hertfordshire WD6 4PJ England. Tel. 01 -953 8118 Telex 299951 (Kintek G)

U.S.A.: AUDIO KINETICS INC., 4721 Laurel Canyon Boulevard, Suite 209, North Hollywood,
California 91607, U.S.A. Tel. 980 5717 Telex 230 194 781
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WITH 40 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND TRANSFORMERSWE CAN SUPPLY:

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF
EVERY TYPE
WE MAKE IT!
YOU NAME IT!

Stellavox SP 8
Recorder

OUR RANGE INCLUDES

lightweight portable with
heavyweight features.
4.`J kg lotdl opei dtsand weight.

*
*

EBUJSMPTE Time-code generator version available.

Universal option includes mono neo -pilot compatible, mono synchrotone and
stereo synchrotone.

* Optional

Microphone transformers (all types), Microphone Splitter)Combìner transformers. Input and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for Guitars,
Multi- Secondary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers,
Line transformers to G.P.O. Isolating Test Specification, Tapped impedance
matching transformers, Gramophone Pickup transformers, Audio Mixing Desk
transformers (all types), Miniature transformers, Microminiature transformers
for PCB mounting, Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency transformers, Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts.
Chokes, Filter inductors,
Smoothing
Inductive Loop Transformers,
Amplifier to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1000 watts), 100
transformers (all powers),
matching
volt line transformers to speakers, Speaker
Column Loudspeaker transformers up to 300 watts or more.
We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -F1
QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are
short and sensible.
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI -F1
ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a
speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C.,
U.S.A., MIDDLE EAST. etc.
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed enables us to post quotation by return.

plug-in 50/60 Hz synchronizer.

*

Very low power consumption (90 -110 mA).

*
*

6 Simultaneous inputs: 2 x mike; 2 x variable line; 2

Passive big reel adaptor allows up to

5w"ZER`A"°

SAAV

i 2 spools

x

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS

fixed line.

to be used, including NAB.

E.

2068 Hauterive-Ne,,
Switze rland.Tel:038 33 42 33.
Telex:35 380.

Manufacturers and Designers
A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941), Reg. No. England 303990

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG,
Suffolk. P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.
Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390. Telex: 987703G

UK Distributors: FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS. 36 38 Lexington St.. London WIR 3HR
England. Tel. 01 -437 1892 3. Telex 21624 ALOFFD G. Cables: Allotrope- London WI
.

ROOM AT THE TOP!
NEW PENTHOUSES AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
Rank Strand Sound's famous MMS I modular mixers are now
also available in a new `penthouse' version main frame to
house an additional row of modules.
This extra flexibility enables us to custom -build your
mixer to an even greater degree, combining modules from our
wide range in the ideal
configuration for your live
sound or studio application.

Typical occupants of the Penthouses
could include LED meters, oscillators,
echo return inputs, filters, compressor/
limiters and 3 way sub -mix modules.

more about this well equipped
accommodation, please complete and
return the coupon.
To find out

Rank Strand Sound
P.O. Box 51, Great West Road,

Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9HR
Tel: 01 -568 9222
Telex: 27976

Please send full details of the new Penthouses and other Rank Strand Sound mixers
NAME
ADDRESS
N
.

.
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Introducing The Compellor,
the most revolutionary audio
processor in the world. It thinks,
adapts and delivers three separate
functions - simultaneously.
Its control circuits are actually an analog computer which has a single VCA for minimal signal path to give you simultaneous
compression, leveling and peak limiting.
You just set The Compellor once and its
three separate functions work together harmoniously to deliver a loud and clean sound. The
kind that audio engineers have always wanted
but which wasn't available before.
The Compellor'" provides complete dynamics control, smooth

inaudible compression, increased loudness, freedom
from constant gain riding and
the desired density - all automatically.
This smart, versatile audio
processor is extremely cost effective
and thoroughly functional for broadcast
pre -processing, microphone control, audio
production, tape duplicating, live sound and
even film dubbing.
What's more, you'll find
The Compellor works perfectly with the Aphex
Aural Exciter :
With The Compellor ° working
for you, everyone will feel compelled to call you
what we call it. Genius.
Experience The Compellor" today. Contact your nearest Aphex dealer.

GENIUS

AUSTRALIA
East Coast Audio Sales,
Melbourne
AUSTRIA
AKG, Vienna

BELGIUM
Trans European Music,

Dilbeek
CANADA
Manta Electronic Group,
Toronto

DENMARK
SC Sound, Taastrup

ITALY

SPAIN

M. Casale Bauer, Milan

Neotecnica, Madrid

FINLAND
Nores Oy, Helsinki

JAPAN
Matsuda Trading, Tokyo

SWEDEN

FRANCE

NETHERLANDS

Reditec, Neuilly Sur Marne

Audioscript, Loosdrecht

Betoma, Solna
SWITZERLAND
Audio Bauer, Zurich

GERMANY
AKG, Munich

NEW ZEALAND

TAIWAN

Hawkes Bay Agencies,
Napier

GREECE

Omikron, Athens
HONG KONG
Audio Consultants, Kowloon

"M

®

Aphex Systems Limited

r

13340 Saticoy St.

s

SINGAPORE
Auvi Private

North Hollywood, Ca. 91605

s

A B

Linfair Engineering, Taipei
UNITED KINGDOM
AKG, London

(213) 765-2212

o

TWX: 910-321-5762
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TOOLSIIINOT
Already well known forts musicality and ultra low noise,
the EQF -2 Equalizer Filter packs 3 bands of sweep EQ
with peak. shelf and 12 dB of reciprocal boost or cut as
well as an independent sweep hi and lo pass filter section
in an A. Pt. sized module. With + 30dBm output capability,
the EQF-2 can fix that impossible part without adding any

coloration of its own.

Toys

The CX -1 Compressor /Expander otters performance
beyond any similar device previously available. Total
transparency, headroom to spare, up to 100 dB of

expansion /gating without clicks, smooth acting "soft
knee" compression and unique multi- function LED
metering. It is simple to use, compact, powerful and
effective.

Aphex Systems Ltd. 7801 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, Ca. 90046

offices worldwide
Also available through: AKG Acoustics (U.K., Germany, Austria)
(213) 655 -1411 TWX 910 -321 -5762 or: Aphex
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Across the Atlantic
surprisingly, Neve's largest
single market lies across the
Atlantic, where the Canadian and
U.S. subsidiaries have gained a
strong foothold and are an established household name.
The successful penetration of
what is probably the world's most
sophisticated and competitive audio
market, is no doubt due to Neve's
individual market approach and
philosophy, expressed in a strong
concern for "human requirements" in the increasingly complex
world of the audio industry. Barry
Roche, the new President of Rupert
Neve Incorporated, feels very
strongly about companies who, by
adopting the "bells and whistles"
approach, may seem to be moving
forwards - at the expense of the
basic necessities.
1-of

Neve's tradition is simplicity
This tradition of simplicity of
embodied in ergonomic design. design and ease of use lies at the
With the maxim "LESS IS heart of Neve's latest developMORE ", the 8128 Series has been ment, the DSP Digital Console,
and will play an integral part in
Neve's approach to the consoles of
the future.
Barry Roche adds dependability
to the list of Neve qualities. The
reliability and durability of the
consoles' mainframes and their
internal construction have persuaded more and more broadcasters to turn to Neve, even for
that type of broadcasting most
notoriously unkind to consoles,
that of live TV sport.
Neve's position as leader in the
audio industry carries strongly
across a new North American
B. J. Roche - President of Rupert Neve
advertising
campaign
which
Incorporated
stresses those keywords of Neve:
simplified by eliminating 1500 QUALITY AND RELIABILITY
buttons, giving today's engineers - sweet music to the ears of
the famous Neve sound without the broadcasters and recording studios
'edious chores of resetting.
alike.

The first edition of Neve Today
achieved a circulation of 69.0N1
copies and we hear that it was well
received worldwide.
Welcome to this second edition.

A Stamp

of Success

. . .

The Republic of the Seychelles,
which last year launched its first
ever television service, has
issued a special set of commemorative stamps in recognition of the World Communications Year.
One of the stamps features
the Neve 5432, 8 channel audio
console as installed in an
Outside Broadcast vehicle now
located at Victoria on Mahe
Island.
Seychelles
!D:,,.,.,

®

WM Rd

stamp

ATLANTIC
RECORDS
artists such as Paul Simon
Studio Manager for Atlantic Recording
Studios New York, couldn't take a
chance when specifying the new
console for his remodelled studio it had to be Neve.
Many weeks of effort later, the
graceful 81 Series console with
NECAM Automation takes pride
and place as the focal point of
studio B. The first Neve ever for
Atlantic with the clean musical
sound for which Neve are famous,
based on the Formant spectrum
equaliser.

World
Premiere of
First -Ever
Digital System

With

- Paul Sloman,

Atlantic Recording Studios

Electric Lady's
Underground Movement
Amid the dust and rubble is the
new home for a Neve 8128 56 -input
console complete with NECAM
Automation, making this the
fourth Neve console purchased by
Electric Lady.
Although the new mixdown
room is below street level and
down a flight of stairs, the 8128
console comes apart in sections,

he future is here today! Two
ears of heavy investment in research and development, human
and financial resources and
close co-operation with the
broadcasting and television industry have resulted in producing a worldwide recognised
technological breakthrough: The
first all- digital professional
audio system, Neve's DSP.
The DSP marks the beginning of a new era in digital
sound mixing, as several leading names in the broadcasting
industry are going digital with
Neve. The forthcoming exhibitions (see "Show Guide "page 4)
present an ideal platform for
Neve's International Digital
Launch and a unique opportunity to discuss the advantages of
this system with Neve's digital
experts.
I

enabling the console to literally go
around corners. This little known
fact really makes a difference,
especially when replacing an
existing console in a room with
limited access. Neve plan to install
the console directly after the AES
show in New York where it will be
featured.

NEVE
IN ORBIT
High quality, fast turnaround and
expertise were the pre -requisites to
clinch a $120,000 deal for the supply
of distribution amplifiers, providing
some 3000 feeds, at the soon to be
completed satellite complex at
Smithtown, Long Island, for Home
Box Office. This latest order from
the new HBO Satellite Distribution
Centre was again awarded to Neve,
who also landed the previous six
contracts from the HBO for production and post production audio
consoles.

BRITISH DIGITAL CONSOLE IS WORLD LEADER
By Richard Hen

-

Editor of Studio and Broadcast Sound.

a time when British music is
once again being heard all
over the world, it is appropriate
that it is British technology that is
leading the world in digital console
technology, in the form of the Neve
DSP (Digital Signal Processing)
console. The DSP is unlike any
other console currently
available in that signals
are digitised at the
input where necessary and remain
in digital format until they are sent
to the studio monitoring system; all
signal manipulations, including
equalization, level control, compression, expansion and even
delays are performed in the digital
domain. In addition, the console is up and
completely assignable, allowing an instant use.
almost infinite combination of
Although complete digital signal
different configurations to he set processing may seem an expensive
At

approach, Neve firmly believes benefits, a DSP -type console will
that it is the only really cost - reduce the number of A/D D/A
effective approach to the problems conversions required between
of the "all- digital studio" of the
future. The DSP concept allows far
greater and more flexible operation by completely integrating the
audio and control aspects of the
console. This flexibility is easily
used too, with the addition of high resolution video graphic displays
and software -controlled legends on
the panels.
Of course, the DSP really comes
into its own as part of a complete
digital studio, utilising stereo and
multitrack digital recorders and no
doubt recording for Compact Disc
or a similar medium. The digital
console as a concept is the final and central - addition to a studio of
this type and, apart from other

microphone and master - one of
the main areas of possible degradation in a digital audio system.
The DSP handles AES-recommended digital signals and will thus
interface happily with modern digital recording equipment. Ultimately, it will also be possible to
patch outboard digital effects into
the system without conversion.
Digital recording systems are the
subject of major development projects all over the world, and the
digital studios of tomorrow will
incorporate equipment from many
different countries. It is heartening
to see a British development - the
Neve DSP - at the centre of this
new world of high -quality audio.

During a recent visit to Neve's
Melbourn factory, Mr. Kenneth
Baker, Britain's Minister for Information Technology was clearly
impressed by Neve's technological
achievements.
His interest was captured by the

as though they were in the same

FIBRE OPTICS THE MISSING LINK
By Dr.

Martin Jones

Few people would have thought ten
years ago that by 1983 the most
effective studio system "wiring"
would use glass instead of copper.
Thanks to the Neve DSP digital
audio system, recording studios,
radio, TV and theatres are now
recognising that modulating an
LED light source with digital audio
and transmitting it down optical
fibre cable presents powerful
advantages over conventional
copper cable:
20 channels of 20 -bit
48kHz sample rate digital
audio on one fibre.
Equally effective for highspeed control signals.
Total freedom from earth
loops, hum, RF and other
electrical interference.
No crosstalk.
No audio high frequency
loss or other signal
degradation.
The fibre itself is drawn out of
special glass and is only 50 microns
in diameter, though its toughness
resembles steel. An outer plastic
coating provides immediate protection, then an outer PVC tube
sheaths the fibre so that it is
suitable for studio "wiring ". For
mobile and OB use, we fit as an
even tougher protection a 9mm
diameter highly- flexible polyurethane tube reinforced with
"Kevlar" strain members. Normally carrying two fibres for a
bidirectional (duplex) link, this

British Minister of Information Technology
communicates with the Neve factory in
Scotland via Neve's Teleconference system.

rugged cable is resistant to most
hazards such as crushing by a 25ton truck or trapping in a well fitting door.
Running at the frequency of 25
megabits per second, the standard
Neve DSP link guarantees performance up to I kilometre, suitable for virtually all studio and
mobile applications.
Now that the importance and
potential of optical fibre transmission is widely recognised by the
professional audio industry, Neve
is working with its colleagues from
other leading manufacturers to
agree standards for connectors and
transmission hardware and soft

Kenneth Baker examines fibre optics link.

ware. We anticipate the day in the
not too distant future when those
familiar bundles of twin -screened
wire will be superceded by slender
fibres.
Could we even be approaching
the day when there is always
enough room in the cable duct for
the wiring to that extra multitrack
machine?

digital sound mixing consoles now
at advanced stages of production
and Mr. Baker was invited to
experience first -hand Neve's optical fibre transmission of multichannel digital audio.
The Minister's busy schedule
also included a demonstration of
Neve's Teleconference system
which enables groups of people in
separate locations to participate in
one meeting with an audio quality,

room.
Highlight of Mr. Baker's visit
was without doubt the presentation
of Neve's major technological
breakthrough, the world's first
professional digital audio mixing
console which is now in its final
stages of manufacture. Mr. Baker
concluded: "It is encouraging to
see this British company as leaders
in this important international field
of digital audio."
In front of Neve's Headquarters and the large
Outside Broadcast vehicle which will accommodate Neve's first all digital sound mixer:
Left to right: Laci Nester- Smith. Managing
Director of Neve, Kenneth Baker MP, Derek
Tilsley. Group Marketing Director, and Dr.
Martin Jones. Group Techical Director.

Trading on a Reputation
The name GENERAL TRADERS does not automatically associate

itself with high technology - yet General Traders is the leading
Japanese distributor of high grade professional audio products.
GENERAL TRADERS is renowned for its outstanding technical
service. Customer support at all levels is of prime importance to Mr.
Ueshima, Chairman and Managing Director and his partner Mr.
Shirushi who have built up a highly qualified team under the leadership
of Mr. Yamada, Director of the Electronics Department.
Since their association with Neve back in 1970 both companies have
grown together forming an ideal partnership.
In fact, one of Neve's largest single contracts ever placed was the
direct result of close co- operation between Neve and General Traders:
CBS -Sony Studios now have six Neve consoles and two NECAM
systems.
GENERAL TRADERS and Neve look forward to welcoming you at
INTERBEE.
General Traders Chairman. Mr. Ueshima.

High Technology
with a Human Touch
With the design of their new
studios, Seibu has successfully
combined an individual style with
the environment of high technology audio equipment. The studios
are now nearing their completion,
and will be equipped with. two
Neve 8128 audio consoles which
recently completed manufacture
at the Melboum factory.
Sc

How TV Asahi Saves
Production Time
TV Asahi, one of Tokyo's leading
commercial television organisations,
have equipped their largest studio
with two Neve mixing consoles. In
addition to on -air news programmes, where the multitrack outputs

Asahis Studio

i

Seibu's Studio A will be
equipped with a 8128 48- channel
console and a VCA Fader sub
group system. Studio B will have a

56tannel
with

Neve 8128 desk fitted

the NECAM Automation

"system..Çlearly committed to high
technológy and quality sound,
Seibu are planning to install a
totally digital audio system in
Studio C within the next two years.

bu's 8128 undergoes tinul tests at Me lbourn

..-

Centre piece of the studio is a
48- channel Neve 8128 audio
console fitted with VCA fader sub NHK
grouping facilities used in conjunction with a 24-channel 5315
auxiliary sub-mixer.
NHK, the Japanese National to television audio post producBroadcasting Organisation in tion, NHK has demonstrated its
Tokyo, has completed a dedicated commitment to new technology.
post production suite which is a
The installation comprises a
topic of conversation throughout Neve 5116 -48 channel mixing
the Japanese Broadcasting indus- console incorporating NECAM
try.
automation interfaced with a
With this totally new approach Japanese synchronizing system.

NEVE TAKES
TO THE
FOREFRONT OF POST PRODUCTION

7.

from the audio console are effectThe unique internal memories of
ively used for numerous network the 8.128 console enable the operaoutputs and other cleanfeeds, the tor to recall assignments to suit the
studio is used for audio post operational mode required, thus
production.
saving valuable production time.

NHK's post production
suite - much discussed
by the Japanese

Broadcasting industry.

FALKLANDS' HERO RETURNS TO NEVE
One of the last casualties of the conveyor belt, receiving a far less Neve 5422 recording console.
Falklands war has returned to ceremonial welcome than that
As part of the BBC radio
Britain via a Heathrow luggage reserved for other Falklands vete- broadcasting team, the mixer was
rans; a "badly damaged" portable in continuous use throughout the
Falklands war, keeping Britain and
Europe in touch with the latest
events, and frequently operating
under extremely difficult and
dangerous circumstances.
Sadly therefore, that, after
completing this vital service, it
should be dropped accidentally
some 20 feet out of the departing

aircraft on to Port Stanley's
runway.
However, it seems to take more
than that to make a Neve broadcasting console speechless. Alan
Archer, Neve's Customer Service
Manager, found the system to be
fully operational, the
actual
damage being purely cosmetic; a
dented case.
Plastic
surgery
has
been
completed and the Neve 5422 is
reporting back for duty.
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Us g the most sophisticated Fernseh. As Mr. Khudr Shah
pointed out: "We selected these
two companies after an extensive
survey of equipment and experience in the Arab world. Our main

broadcasting and recording equip men
he Damascus Centre now
ovides extensive training facilities in a complex which houses a

a,bEN

he story behind this congratulations telex is a very exciting
project undertaken on behalf of the
Arab League ASBU (Arab States
Broadcasting Union): the Damascus

Centre.
An international body of the
Arab League, founded in Cairo 14
years ago as a professional, nonpolitical organisation, the ASBU
seeks to promote training and cooperation in TV and Broadcasting
throughout the Arab world.
Member countries include Syria,
Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Jordan,
Kuwait, Qatar, UAE, Algeria and
North Yemen.
The Damascus Centre, a culmination of ideas developed in the
Seventies, came to fruition under
Mr. Khudr Shah, and was built on
prime land donated by the Syrian
Government. Incidentally, Damascus is the oldest inhabited capital
city in the world.

The spectacular Damascus Centre.

TV Studio, a Sound Studio, a Central Apparatus Room and two classrooms. In association with the
Arabic Centre for Viewers and
Listeners based in Baghdad (also
part of the ASBU), training courses
tailored to Arab requirements now
cover all technical aspects of
broadcasting as well as programming and journalism.
Main contractors for this important project were Neve and Bosch

Ladies from the Nile
NEVE's Turnkey Systems Division, headed by Adrian Bailey,
provides extensive customer training both on -site and at Neve's own
training centre. All training programmes are tailored to the needs
of each individual installation and
are offered on a world -wide scale.
Several months ago, the Organisation for Broadcasting and TV
for Egypt (OBTF) delegated six
lady engineers for training at
Neve's Melbourn Training Centre.
The course, which extended over
five weeks, covered virtually all
Hands -on experience at Neve's Melbourn
Training Centre for Shadia Kamal
and Salwa 1. Amin from
The OBTF. Cairo.

requirement was for high quality,
reliable equipment widely used in
the Arab world, to be supplied,
installed and managed by companies with a proven Turnkey capability who had worked successfully together in the Middle East."
In the early stages, technical cooperation was provided by the
British Broadcasting Corporation

and the German Government, assisted by the expertise of Arab
member countries.
The first phase of the project
involved the equipping of TV and
Sound Studios to full professional
standards, together with a technical
training classroom and workshop.
Neve's installation team, headed
by Greaeme Bilton arrived at the
beginning of February, experiencing the worst winter for 60 years
and braving the elements to
complete their part of the project
which was ready for customer
acceptance in May.
Neve supplied two 5104 consoles, distribution amplifiers, patch fields and an intercom system together with third party equipment
to complete the audio system.
Bosch installed the video system.
Co-ordination was essential at all
stages between all contractors and
Mr. A. R. Kassem, a technician
from Neve's Syrian Agents was
involved throughout the installation.
The Neve team returned to
Britain in June presenting the
customer's acceptance forms and
the congratulations message.

INTERNATIONAL RENDEZVOUS
WITH NEVE

New York, USA
9-12 October
No important exhibition can be AES
25-27 October
without Neve. Our presence will Interbee Tokyo, Japan
aspects of Neve's mixing consoles again be felt at the most important
PS: Don't let a crowded stand
and included a vital introduction to events taking place during the put you off. Neve's post production
English Fish and Chips.
demonstration always attracts
latter part of this year:
21 -23 September enormous interest. But despite the
The OBTF recently purchased CTEAP Paris. France
crowds, you will always get a
15 of Neve's new 51 Series stereo SBES 1983 Birmingham, UK 27 September
welcome.
broadcasting consoles as well as a VIDCOM Cannes, France 5-7 October
special customised music desk.
Again, in the face of heavy international competition, Neve equipIf you own an even older Neve
ment was considered superior not Neve consoles have been around
only from the technical point of for over 20 years now and there are console, still in use, Neve would
view, but also in terms of cost - hundreds in operation throughout like to hear from you. Please send a
photo for the Veteran's Club page
effectiveness. Most of the units are the world.
now installed and in operation.
The very first Neve desk holds a which will be published in the next
prominent position in Neve's Neve Today. Neve are offering the
Melbourn museum, but who owns owner of their oldest console a
magnum of champagne and a privithe oldest working console?
leged place in the photographic
of
TwickenGerry Humphreys
ham Films hopes to claim the title gallery of the Neve museum.
your entry to Neve Veterans Club
and award for his 12 -year old, 36- Send
c/o Maureen Pinner Cambridge House
channel dubbing desk which is still Melbourn, Royston Great Britain
in dail y use today' Forest Studios CLOSING DATE: November 30. 1983
are challenging this position with
their multi-track recording console, also still in operation, after
completing 13 -years of service with
Q
the BBC, which proves that Neve
consoles are built to last
Neve's piece de resistance -a museum piece -

JOIN THE VETERANS CLUB

0000000.OáìÁ
0
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can you beat it?

Neve Electronics International Ltd.
Rupert Neve Inc.
Rupert Neve Inc.
Rupert Neve GmbH

Melbourn, Royston. Hens. SG8 EAU, England. Tel. Royston (07E3) 60776. Telex 81381. Cables Neve Cambridge

Berkshire Industrial Park. Bethel, Connecticut 06801. USA. Tel. (203) 744 6230. Telex 969638
7533 Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood. California 90046. USA. Tel. (213) 874 -8124. Telex 194942
6100 Darmstadt Bismarckstrasse, 114 West Germany. Telex (003) 419581
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diary
New ProAudio Yearbook

Restoration enlarge

AHB /MBI join together

Contracts

The new edition of the Pro -Audio
Yearbook is now available. The
1983/84 edition has been revised
thoroughly and now contains over
8,000 separate entries, over 750
photographs of products covering

Restoration is a company located in
Van Nuys, California offering refurbishment and repair facilities to professional tape machines with emphasis on Ampex. They have recently tripled their operational size and
this has enabled them to add the
complete reconditioning of Ampex
Series 350, AG350 and AG440 to
their existing line of head refurbishment and new head sales. Also offered are the Inovonics line of
replacement electronics for updating
machines.
To assist with these new services,
Restoration have appointed Rick
Olsen, formerly of Ampex and
United Western Studios, as chief of
maintenance. Chris Olsen, formerly

In a move aimed at strengthening
Allen & Heath Brenell's share of the
multitrack mixer and tape recorder
market, AHB has joined forces with
MBI Broadcast Systems in Brighton,
UK. The new UK sales and administration address of Allen &
Heath Brenell now is 69 Ship Street,
Brighton, BN 1 1AE. Tel: 0273
24928. Telex: 878235. The factory
address remains unchanged as Kernick Industrial Estate, Penryn,
Cornwall, TRIO 9LU. Tel: 0326
72079. Telex: 45717. AHB's address
in the USA remains as Five Connair
Road, Orange, CT 06477. Tel: (203)
795 -3594. Telex: 643307.

Trident (USA) has announced the
installation of a 32/24 Series 80
console in the mobile unit of Fedco
Audio Labs, Providence, Rhode
Island.
Elliott Brothers, London have
been appointed to redesign and
reinstall the sound system interface
for the Barbican Concert Hall. This
includes a 900 -way jackfield with
distribution amplifiers for facilities
such as the provision of TV and
satellite links as well as links with
other Barbican venues. Elliott
Brothers are also to supply
equipment and installation for a
sound post production suite at
Complete Video, London.
Harman UK have announced
orders and installations for five
complete 70 mm JBL cinema
systems from EMI Pathe; 35 mm
cinema loudspeaker systems from
Westrex and custom installations of
70 mm JBL loudspeaker systems at
the National Film Theatre and the
Royal Festival Hall.
Klarion Enterprises, Australia
have recently supplied the following
Otani tape machines: two MTR10 /2,
four MTR -10/4, two Otani MX5050B /II and a DP40S0 -C2 copier for
installation in the Papua New
Guinea Parliament; an MTR -90 /II
Australian
to
the
16 -track
an
Broadcasting Commission;
MTR -90 /II 24 -track for the recently
constructed Jands mobile; an
MTR -90 16 -track to 5DN in
Adelaide for their production
studio.

the

complete

spectrum

of

professional audio. As with previous
years, the book is a hard back with
over 700 pages and a very useful
address index giving phone and telex
numbers for 3,000 companies in pro -

audio and related industries
throughout the world. It

from

is

available

specialist bookshops,

professional audio dealers in the UK
and the USA as well as other
countries. Alternatively, is also
available by mail order from the
Special Publications Group, Link
House Magazines PLC, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA, UK. The price is £25 ($44)
for the book and £2 ($4) should be
added for delivery. Also available is
the 1983/4 edition of the Video
Yearbook. This book is a sister
volume to the Pro -Audio book and
follows a similar format covering the

with Saki Magnetics has been ap- Magnetic Recording
Course
pointed marketing manager.
Restoration, 15904 Stratern Street, A second, four -day course entitled
Van Nuys, CA 91406. Tel: (213) `Magnetic Recording Engineering' is
to be held at the Cranfield Institute
994 -6602. Telex: 66 -2922.

Spencer A Hughes
1924.1983
We are saddened to report the death
in June of Spencer Hughes, co-

complete range of industrial, founder and technical mainstay of
professional and broadcast video on
an international basis. The price and
postage for this book are the same as
for the Pro -Audio Book.
Pro -Audio Yearbook 1983/84 ISBN

Spendor Audio Systems, manufacturers of some of the best respected
and popular monitor loudspeakers
for broadcast applications.
Before founding Spendor some

15 years ago, `Seen' had worked
1983/84 ISBN alongside Dudley Harwood on
loudspeaker research in the BBC
for 15 years. During this period they
APRS DEAF results
conducted much original research on
At the recent APRS exhibition in plastics materials, in addition to
London, a number of exhibitors developing engineering techniques
were raising money by various which improved design consistency
competitions for DEAF, the and stability while reducing
Distinguished Engineers Audio distortions.
Federation, which is a British
Spen's unique contribution was to
recording industry organisation put these lessons into a practical
dedicated to raising money for commercial context, a far from easy
charities connected with deaf task given the tight quality control
children. Two companies have asked standards imposed by the BBC. As a
us to publish the results of their result Spendor speakers are now
activities at the exhibition and since used throughout the world with no
DEAF is an organisation that we as fewer than 2,000 in use by
a magazine like to support, we will professional organisations. Cornercertainly do so.
stone of the range has remained the
Ampex held a draw, entry to 'classic' BCl design, which broke
which was by answering a few fresh ground on its introduction in
questions. This raised the sum of the late 'sixties. Other popular
£250 for DEAF and made winners of professional models include the
Cy Langston (The Who Group Ltd) large BC3 and SA3 designs and the
and Roger Knapp (Eel Pie) both of miniature SA 1, while the brand new
whom received Konica FT! 34mm SPI, finished just before Spen's
SLRs, and one Richard Elen ( ?) who death, is the legacy which is
took star prize in the form of a conceived as the eventual successor
Philips CD player (no fix).
to the BC).
Scenic
Sounds were asking
contestants to guess the number of
footballs suspended in a net over an Agencies
Sifam Ltd have been appointed
Orban 424A de-esser /compressor.
The correct number was 228 balls UK agents for the range of portable
and the nearest correct guess came test instruments made by Metrix of
from Simon Quill of Angel Studios Annecy, France. Products include
and he became the new owner of the hand -held digital, analogue
Orban 424A. This competition multimeters and a dual trace
oscilloscope.
managed to raise £66 for DEAF.

0- 86296- 017 -7.
Video Yearbook
0- 86296- 016 -9.
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of Technology from September
19th -22nd. The lecturer will be Finn
Jorgensen MSc, who has had over 25
years experience in magnetic recording covering the spectrum from
audio to video and high density
digital recording as well as designing
equipment within these categories
and magnetic tape and heads. He is
the author of Handbook of
Magnetic Recording and is at present a consultant to the US navy and
a lecturer at the George Washington
University, Washington, DC.
The objective of the course is to
provide technical personnel with a
fundamental knowledge of magnetic
recording and playback and key
components in the recording system.
It stresses the fundamentals of
magnetism, recording equipment
and techniques, magnetic heads and
tapes, digital read and write functions, AC bias, longitudinal and

perpendicular methods, coding
techniques, proper control settings,
general maintenance etc.
Further details may be obtained
from Michael Perry Associates, 22
Coleshill Place, Bradwell Common,
Milton Keynes MK13 8DN. Tel:
0908 668118.

People
Molinaire Holdings PLC have
announced the appointment of
Gerhard Wick as chief executive. He
was formerly general manager of
Ampex operations in Europe, Africa
and the Middle East and vice president of Ampex International.
Audio Rents Inc has announced
the apointment of C Arthur Bannister as manager of its London
branch. Formerly with the Decca
Record Co, he has a vast experience
of every aspect from studio design to
mastering and with Decca he was in-

volved in many innovative
developments.

A reader service
We have just received the most recent catalogue from a certain internationally based studio equipment
rental company and have noted that
only some of their typographical errors had been corrected from the
previous edition. We therefore feel
bound to point out to any of their
potential clients that however excellent EXR signal processors may
be, the only kind of excitement that
you can truly expect them to
generate is aural and not oral. Sorry
to disappoint.

Errata
As the task of preparing Compact
Disc masters seems to be fraught
with its fair share of misunderstandings, we would like to correct
an error which appeared in Hugh

Ford's
article
Introduction to

A
Technical
Compact Disc
(August issue). The 3/4 in U-matic
video cassette master should have
SMPTE type timecode recorded on
analogue track 2, with track being
used to record the P and Q sub -code
information. This is the direct
opposite of the procedure stated in
the article.
38
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An ~°==n===y versatile,
fully programmable
Digital Drum Computer...
The 8AXR Drum Computer. With a full complement
of features and functions, it rivals the performance
of a Iligh-cost system-at an affordable price. And
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12 reEl drum sounds, digitally recorded in memory: Kick, snare, rim
tuns 1. 2 & 3, hi-hat open and doeed, crash cymbal, claps, block,
and bell Individual level ccntrols and outputs for all voices Capacity:
100 patterns of up to 99 beats each, 100 songs 2000 drum beat
memory ° Seven accuracy \eve|yfrorn'/8 notes to V32 triplets

shot,

Infinitely variable time signatures Tempo dU stable from 40 to
250 beats per minute Built-in click track (metronome) Four shift
levels f:r human feel Pre-panned stereo outputs External trigger
for all voices plus accent Tape/sync interface Memory-tape
interfa:e External tempo capability External voice expansion
Exclufive MXR one-year
full warranty
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Drum Computer.
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diary
New facility at Linguaphone
the international micro computers.
Over the last year Linguaphone
language publishers have doubled
the capacity of their UK tape has completely re- designed its Londuplicating plant at Slough by in- don editing and mastering facilities
stalling a new system manufactured by re- building the three production
by Lyrec of Denmark in addition to suites and matched the acoustics
found in studio control rooms. On
their existing Gauss system.
The new system consists of a the equipment side the company has
4- track, vertical loop bin, containing purchased three new /. in Studer
the master tape and 12 duplicating A80 stereo recorders and a 4 -track
in Studer A80 recorder to produce
slaves running at a speed of 32:1,
in master tapes for the
with a real time master speed of the
7' in /s. This enables Linguaphone duplicator loop bins.
As well as producing records and
to take full advantage of the latest
tape formulations such as chrome, tapes for its own language courses,
without the limitations imposed by Linguaphone has built up an ex33/4 in /s loop bin masters. (The nor- cellent reputation by pressing LPs
mal mastering speed for duplicators and singles for other record companies; with the extra capacity a
run at 64:1.)
Air conditioning has also been in- similar service can now be offered
stalled to ensure dust free operation on pre- recorded cassettes.
For further details contact John
and temperature regulation. This
and special duplicating techniques King, The Linguaphone Institute
mean that Linguaphone is also able Ltd, 252 Argyll Avenue, Trading
to offer a competitive and reliable Estate, Slough, Berks SL1 4AH, UK
service on copying data cassettes for Tel: (0753) 23200.

Linguaphone,

1

1

Address changes
Aphex Systems Ltd have changed
their address and are now located at
13380 Saticoy Street, North
Hollywood, CA 91605, USA.
Due to changing telephone
dialing codes in the Stevenage area,
the UK telephone number for
consultant Eddie Veale of Edward
Veale Associates is now 0438
350023.

Shuttlesound, the UK importers
and distributors of Electro -Voice
have moved and they are now
located at Unit 15 Osiers Estate,
Osiers Road, London SW 18 EJ.
Tel: 01-871 0966. Telex: 27670.
1

Turner Electronic Industries,

Hymus Boulevard, Dorval,
Tel:
Quebec H9P
1J6.
(514)
685 -1610. Telex: 05- 822582.
1444

People
Soundcraft Electronics Inc has
announced new appointments to
their Santa Monica operation. Larry
Schara, formerly of AVC Systems
has been appointed field sales
manager; Erika Lopez formerly of

Contracts

soles and tape machines.
Harman UK have announced the
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A comical tale

A European studio had just installed
a new monitor system with units
FM Acoustics has an order to from the USA when an amplifier
supply 7,000 W of amplification to fault put 80 V dc on a speaker with
La Scala Di Milano, the renowned unpleasant results. Following many
phone calls around Europe it was
Italian opera house.
found that the only replacement
Agency
stock was in the form of re-cone kits
from the English importer, who
has
Soundcraft
Electronics
announced
the
formation
of confirmed that the re-cone kit was
Soundcraft Electronics Canada Inc the correct part for the studio's
quoted model number. Unfortuas exclusive importer and distributor
of Soundcraft products in Canada nately, because export arrangements
were not possible, the studio had to
with
full
technical
support.
Soundcraft Electronics Canada Inc, collect the kit by hand. Several

manufacturers of power amplifiers,
have moved their complete base of
operation to East Sussex. Their full
address is now Turner Electronic
Industries Ltd, PO Box 49,
Etchingham, East Sussex, TN19
7NZ. Tel: 0435 882581.
The telephone number of Canford Audio, Ryton has changed to
Tyneside (091) 413 7171.

Frank Zappa has taken delivery
of a Sony PCM-3324 24 -track digital
recorder with a complete Sony
PCM -1610 mastering system.
Rebis Audio have announced the
delivery of the first of their Omega
range mixing consoles to the
Guildhall School of Music and
Drama in the Barbican Centre, London.
Martin Audio in conjunction
with Regie Scene has supplied a
sound reinforcement system to the
Palais de Festival, Cannes. The
system includes RS 1200 compact
full range units, plus the new single
115 bass bins and a variety of
Martin Audio's established units.

Plug into oblivion
On a rather complex play for BBC
Radio more microphones were being
used than the control desk could
accommodate and a quick replug
was made before the next scene was
faded up. On fade -up it was found
that only the left side was working,
therefore recording was stopped and
the actors stood by while the fault
was traced. The easy things were
tried first: the LSU's; the mic /desk
connectors and the tie -line positions.
These seemed to be fine so the inputs
were quickly cross -plugged to see if
the right channel was OK
worked. So the problem probably
lies in the studio it was surmised.
Next tie -lines 23 and 24 were tried
instead of 19 and 20. Also the mic
cable ends were changed, but the
fault persisted. Another set was
robbed of its SM69 since it was

RecordingEngineer /Producer magazine, to handle all advertising and
PR; Mary Gutierrez as sales adLynn,
and
Gary
ministrator;
formerly of Westlake Audio, as service manager for the full line of conappointment of Nigel Mann as
northern area sales manager for JBL
professional and Tascam products.
Edwin W Engberg has been
appointed business manager of
audio tape products in the magnetic
of the Ampex
tape division
City,
Redwood
Corporation,
California. He will be responsible
for the worldwide marketing of
Ampex Professional audio tape
products.
Brittania Row have announced
the appointment of Steve Lane,
formerly of Rockfield Studios, as
head of maintenance for studio
equipment hire.
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hundred miles later, the studio's
technician arrived at the importer.
The salesman (who didn't know the
difference between the speaker
model number and the Pope's
telephone) presented their 'engineer', who, it transpired, was a
warehouseman covering the real
engineer's holiday period.

known that this worked. However,
imagine the puzzlement when the
right channel still didn't work.

"phantom
shouted
and suddenly the floor
manager leapt over three semi reclining actors and raced back from
the mic cupboard with two dynamic
mics.
"Where would you like them ?"
he asked. "Anywhere you like," was
the answer, "you plug them and
we'll find them." Well, believe it or
not, this time the session was back in
business.
Where was the fault? It was a
funny in the phantom supply wasn't
it? Not a bit of it! Later a spare jack
hole was found immediately to the
left of tie -line 19, the first in the row.
The marker strip was out of
alignment by exactly one place to the
Someone

power"

right.
"Those are the ones guvnr, the big
round ones."
The technician was perplexed that
some were black and some were
white.
"Don't worry they're the right
ones -the factory sometimes runs
short of black cardboard."
The technician's continued doubts
annoyed the man. Measurement of
the voice coil showed the diameter to
be 10 mm too small. The technician
proffered a brochure with his
speaker displayed.

"Oh! You want the professional
model -we don't do that one." The
salesman then chipped in "can't you
modify the one's we've got ?"
Some heavy buck -passing ensued
and the technician departed empty
handed leaving some very red faces
behind him, as he headed for the
nearest telephone to order direct
from the States!

Reverberant silence
The new studio was almost ready.
The long hours of installation, cable
running and wiring were almost
over. At last the console and the
multitrack machine would talk to
each other without a chorus of
hums, buzzes and intermittent pops.
The ancillary gear sat flashing and
occasionally whirring in the racks.
Time to open the doors? Not quite.
One last and vital piece of
equipment was yet to arrive; the
spring reverb unit, elegantly encased
in teak veneered cabinet.
The following morning, the unit
arrives. "fl,500 -worth there, lads;
don't drop it!" shouts the studio
manager. With great care, the box is
laid to rest in its place of honour.
The eager young engineer quickly
patches in the sends and returns.
Power is applied. A signal is sent,
and all wait for the returning
reverberation with expectant ears
... And wait. No reverb emerges.

No hum, hiss or other sound, in fact
... nothing at all. Not a sausage.
Our young engineer dashes
backwards and forwards with test
meter in hand. Signals are injected
into the desk (which still works) and
then into the mystery cabinet (which
still doesn't). Engineering efforts are
met with continuing silence. The
young engineer arms himself with
the appropriate Allen key and
prepares to open the box and enter
the holy of holies. Silence falls as the
bolts are removed and the cover is

lifted off.
There is nothing inside. The box is
empty! "Expensive drinks cabinet,"
mumbles the studio manager. Others
merely gasp while some look under
the console to see if the spring might
have tried to leave in disgust (it
hadn't).
A new reverberation unit is
promised for delivery by first light
tomorrow morning.

my once in a blue :noon
does a company wi -h an

established track record, reject
successful design principles and
start again from scratch.
Harrison have. The new 4 series
consoles offer a completely
new concept in console design
combining creativity with

advanced technology and deep
understanding of the music
business.
The major result of this
new concept is a range of mixing
consoles which give the studio
Harrison quality and features at
a price you associate with lesser
consoles.

For details of the range
of MR4 and TV4 Harrison Mixing
consoles contact:
F.W.O. Bauch Limited.

BB Harrison

FWO. Bauch Limited
49 neobalc Street, Bonham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4HZ
Telephone 01-953 0091, Telex 27502

new producti
Aphex introduce
The Compellor

C -ducer

The Compellor is a versatile twochannel signal processor which cornbines compression and levelling
functions. The compressor section
works over a 30 dB range of input
levels and has a self adjusting range
of ratios from 1.1:1 to 20:1 with programme controlled attack and
release. The features of this section
allow a natural sound to be maintained even when using heavy compression. The Leveller section performs audio levelling in a manner
similar to the way that the ear senses
loudness over long time intervals.
The unit will maintain gain within 1
dB for a 20 dB level change with the
action slow enough to have little effect on programme transients and
short term dynamics. In addition
there is also a peak limiter feature
which will hold an absolute ceiling
12 dB above the average level.
Other features include the Silence
Gate, which will prevent the gain
reduction release function from
recovering should the input level
drop below an adjustable level; and
a stereo enhance feature that will
widen the stereo image when the side
chains are triggered by certain
programme information.
Metering is by a dual function,
two colour display with the levelling
action being shown as a red dot and
the compression as a green bar
above it. Monitoring of output level
is also selectable.
Front panel controls are simple
with the mix control adjusting the
balance between leveller and compressor with separate input and output levels. The unit is standard 19 in
rack mounting and is 13/4 in high.
Aphex Systems Ltd, 7801 Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90046,

C -Tape Developments have added a
transducer suitable for sax and
clarinet to their range. The C -ducer
Saxman employs an easily mounted

USA. Tel: (213) 655 -1411. Telex:
910 -321 -5762.

UK: AKG Acoustics Ltd, 191 The
Vale, London, W3 7QS. Tel: 01 -749
2042. Telex: 28938.

for sax and

clarinet

reed transducer requiring no
modifications to the instrument or
changes in playing technique,
together with a battery -powered
preamplifier. C -Tape say that this
produces the natural sound of the
instrument but without the key
noise and allows reed players to
compete on equal terms with electric
musicians.
The Saxman system comes in a
sturdy carrying case that contains
options allowing the preamp to be
mounted in differing locations.
C-Tape will shortly announce details Transducer Laboratories,
Aldershot,
High
Street,
of an effects unit to be known as the 73
SAXFX for use with sax and clarinet Hampshire, GUI' IBY, K. Tel:
0252 319171. Telex: 858623.
especially.
C -Tape
Developments Ltd, USA: C -Tape Developments Inc,

PO Box 1069, Palatine, IL 60078.
Tel: 1800 562 5872 (toll free). Telex:
232 80502.

Coax Cable Stripper

circumferential cut to

developed by AB Engineering. The
of cable stripper for Coax -3 incorporates a spring loaded
the removal of outer sheathing from cutting head which, when revolved,
twisted pair coaxial cables has been follows contours to provide a precise
A new design

a predetermined depth. The operator
then twists the cutting blade through
90° and the outer sheathing is
separated along the axis of the cable.
The device is also suitable for other
cables of irregular cross-section,
having a cable capacity of 3 mm to
12 mm diameter. The Coax -3 is supplied in a fitted case with five colour coded cable guides.
AB Engineering Company, Timber
Lane, Woburn, Milton Keynes,

MK17 9PL. Tel: 052525 322.

DeltaLab long delays
New Auratone
range

monitor

The Auratone Corporation have introduced a completely new range of
multi -way monitors. There are five
models in the range, T5 Ultracompact 2 -way; T6 Sub-compact

DeltaLab have introduced three new
units recently, two programmable
delay lines and a long -delay line. As
the Time Line series the ADM -512
and ADM-2048 are low cost, 16 kHz
bandwidth, programmable digital
processors both featuring flanging,
doubling, chorusing and echo effects
capabilities. Both units are programmable via their front panel or
with the accessory remote control.
The only difference between the two
models is the maximum delay
capability which is 512 ms for the
ADM-512 and 2,048 ms for the
ADM-2048.
The third unit is the Echotron.
This offers a delay range from
256 ms to 4,096 ms with a full
16 kHz bandwidth. It also has
infinite repeat capabilities and can
retain use of the feedback control in
the infinite repeat mode. There is
also provision to sync drum
sensitivity: TS 87 dB, T6 88 dB, T66 machines to the delay time.
90 dB, QC66 90 dB and RC 90 dB, DeltaLab Research Inc, 27
Industrial Avenue, Chelmsford, MA
all at W metre.
Auratone Corporation, PO Box 698, 01824, USA. Tel: (617) 256 -9034.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment,
Coronado, CA 92118, USA.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment, 97 -99 Dean Street, London W V
97 -99 Dean Street, London WI. Tel: 5RA. Tel: 01 -734 2812. Telex:
42
27939.
01 -734 2812. Telex: 27939.

Compact 2 -way; QC66
Quality control 3 -way and RC66
Road -Cube 2 -way. All the models
use polypropylene LF drivers with
MF and HF units being dome types.
The crossover networks all use 12 to
18 dB /octave slopes with the 2 -way
systems having six elements and the
The
3 -way having 10 elements.
enclosures are all manufactured
from a low resonance, high density,
wood -based material known as
Super-Acousticwood and all models
are available as mirror -image pairs
with the exception of the RC66
Road-Cube.
Specifications: power ratings: T5
40 W, T6 80 W, others 100 W programme; frequency response: T5 90
Hz to 20 kHz ±3.5 dB, T6 60 Hz to
20 kHz ±3 dB; T66 55 Hz to 18 kHz
±2.5 dB; QC66 50 Hz to 20 kHz ±2
dB; RC66 55 Hz to 18 kHz ±2.5 dB;
2 -way; T66

1

1
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Consistent with Fairlight's policy of
always offeringthe musician a choice,
the CMI offers no less than three

compositional 3rograms -a real -time
multitrack sequencer (Page 9), a non -real time
music composition largurage (MCL) and the
revolutionary Rhythm Sequencer. Each
specifically designed to suit different styles and
methods of composition. Together they are
probably the most comp ete compositional
package available today
The Real Time Multitrack Sequencer records
performances from the CMI's six octave dynamic
keyboards together with all expressive nuances
from either the keys or the six real time
controllers. The recorder is organised in such a
way that there is no limit =o the number of tracks
that may be laid down c- overdubbed, and total
storage capacity is in excess of 50 000 notes. After
recording cam track may be easily 'patched' to
any of the CMI's voice channels, allowing
orchestration and arrangements, even while the

CMI- Extending
your comyourcompositional
creativity..

music is replaying.

MCL is a non --eal time composition language
that allows all the parameters of a composition to
be specified from the alp-ianumeric keyboard.
Designed primarily to allow non -keyboard
players to record music within the CMI, great
attention has been paid to the expressive control
of each sound. Powerful editing facilities allow any
part of the score to be loated and changed as
necessary. MCL incorporates an error detection
program that assists the composer by pinpointing
any error he might have made while entering the
music.

The Rhythm Sequencer, which has caused more
excitement amongst CAM users than any other
single development, allows real -time composition
of complex rhythmic phrases which may then be
combined to form comp ete songs. After
specifying a phrase length eight separate channels
of sound may be combined while that phrase is
looping. The interactive program displays notes
on the screen as they are played. All pitch, timing
and dynamic informatior is recorded and an
adjustable time correction facility will correct any
playing inaccuracies. The rhythm Sequencer may
also be used in non -real time usinga combination
of the keyboard and the kghtpen.
Each channel in the CMI benefits from a
separate audio output al owing it to be
independently equalised and echoed: the
complete composition rray then be recorded
onto tape in one take. W h the use of the analog
interface, a hardware /software peripheral for the
CMI, that mus cal information may be extracted
as voltages and used to control up to eight analog
synthesisers simultaneously.
If ycu are a composer you will find the CMI
one of the most creative tools you have ever used.
If you're not we have a feeling that very soon you
will be.
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For further information on the CMI
please contact:
Syco Systenr6 Ltd, 20 Conduit Place,

London W2.
Telephone: 01 -724 2451.
Telex: 22278 Syco G.
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new products
Low cost Sifam meters
Sifam have introduced a new design
of low -cost audio level meter with
claimed performance characteristics
not significantly different from
those of the highest grade true VU
meter.
The new design is based on

Sifam's Presentor core -magnet
movement meter which aside from
making the unit cheaper than the
Sifam economy series meters has
ballistics that are better suited to
audio level measurement and so is

even closer to ANS C16.5 -1954.
Additionally the core-magnet is
inherently self shielding against

ferrous panels and stray magnetic
fields so that prior specification or
special shielding is unnecessary. The
bridge circuit components have been
incorporated in space available
between the meter yoke and case.
The meter also has 2/3 fewer moving
parts and requires 1/5 of the barrel
space of ordinary meters. There is
also a choice of design -scale
lengths of 34 and 60 mm printed in

Rebis Omega

Hz to 2 kHz, 2 kHz to 20 kHz with
their x10 switch). Both pre and post EQ
modular signal processors, the insert points are provided together
RA200 series, but what is less well with an insert enable switch. Aside
known is the fact that they have 10 from allowing the EQ of effects,
years experience in the design and sends or returns and switching in or
construction of custom built out at the console, this also allows
multitrack consoles for clients as the entire EQ section to be used exdiverse as the BBC and Mike ternally without breaking the
Oldfield. The Omega, launched at through channel signal. Other input
APRS 83, is a 30/24/24 standard module features include three solo
production console and represents a modes -mono pre fade, stereo post
fade and stereo post fade in place as
new direction for Rebis.
The Omega is 1.8 m wide and is a in mix but without other channels;
very compact split type console cut disable buss, channel LED meter
(separate input and group /monitor and P &G conductive plastic faders.
modules). The input module EQ
When recording, fader reverse
features two fully parametric sec- switches on the group /mix input
tions each with variable Q and split modules allow the long throw faders
range frequency controls (Q range 6 to be used to control the monitor
to 26 dB /octave, frequency range 20 mix levels. In mixdown the groups
Rebis

are

well -known

for

CSI MDM -TA2 monitor
Calibration Standard Instruments
are producers of compact monitor
speakers with particular emphasis on
matching between units of ±0.5 dB.
Their latest model is the MDM -TA2
Time-Align Nearfield Monitor. The
frequency response of the unit is ±3
dB 60 Hz to 20 kHz and is capable of
108 dB SPL at one metre. They are
sold in pairs and include protection
circuitry to allow power amplifiers
up to 300 W /channel to be used
safely. Each monitor measures 16 x
111/4 x 9'/4 in and weighs 20 lbs.
The MDM-TA2 has, however, a
number of unusual features such as

the Position /Program switch on the
front panel which adjusts the
response on the front panel for
listening position (nearfield or distant) and program material (original
or final) so that proper equalisation
may be applied to the original recording to overcome upper range losses
in the recording chain. The monitor
is probably the first unit to incorporate a polarity switch on the front
panel to allow checking of the absolute polarity of the program
material.
Calibration Standard Instruments,
PO Box 2727, Oakland, CA 94602,
USA. Tel: (415) 531 -8725.

the standard VU colouring but with
a choice of two scales.
The meters may be mounted at
any angle and dial illumination can
be provided although this requires
the use of white translucent dials to
allow illumination from the rear.

Sifam Ltd, Woodland Road,
Torquay, Devon TQ2 7AY, UK.
Tel: 0803 63822. Telex: 42864.
USA: Selco Product Co, 7580 Stage
Road, Buenapark, CA 90621. Tel:
(213) 921 -0681. Telex: 655457.

can be used as submixers feeding to
the main stereo mix, and monitor
sections can be switched to EXT to
give an extra 24 line inputs for effects returns, etc. A useful feature of
the Omega is the foldback cue
module which instead of deriving
foldback directly from the aux outputs, provides four independent aux
sub mixes.

SSL dual mic amplifier

Solid State Logic have announced
details of a Dual Microphone
Amplifier System consisting of a
powered 19 in rack capable of
housing up to 12 SSL dual mic amp
modules. Each module contains two
Other facilities include com- mic amps with each having 50 dB
prehensive monitoring, metering continuously variable gain control, a
and communications systems and 20 dB pad, switchable phantom
also oscillator and warning lights power, phase reverse, and a
sections. Options include 32 inputs 6- segment 3- colour LED input level
in the same frame, LED metering, indicator. Interface with the console
fader automation with VDU and in- is via 3 -way terminal blocks
mounted on the rear chassis.
ternal or external jack fields.
This system is available in two
Rebis Audio Ltd, Kinver Street,
Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY8 different versions. The first is
designed to interface directly with
5AB, UK. Tel: 0384 71865.
the faders of an in -line console, and
thus double (or increase) the number
Symetrix
of mic inputs available for live
broadcast, etc. The second version
compressor / limiter
Symetrix have a new low cost houses 10 dual mic amp modules
compressor /limiter in production and a mix module allowing the unit
known as the CL -150. This is a to function as an outboard mixer.
development from their earlier This system could also be used to
models and is based around a single upgrade the front end of older
19 in 1 U rack mounting format. consoles to better noise and
The signal detection system is distortion performance, bypassing
claimed to exhibit the advantages of the existing front end.
input device:
both peak and RMS detection Specification:
methods and Symetrix refer to the Jensen JE115K -E transformer; input
design as Fast RMS. On programme impedance: nominally 1.2 kS2
(slower) nominal output level: +4 dBm;
with
slow
material
transients and low frequency equivalent input noise: 128.5 dBu,
components, the RMS side of the 20 Hz to 20 kHz true RMS
detection system will be operative measured at full gain with 150 S2
giving the associated type of source; gain 74 dB maximum, 20 dB
compression. However, on fast headroom above nominal output
transients, the CL -150 can respond level of +4 dBm, output clipping at
with attack times as fast as +26 dBm balanced and +22 dBm
120 dB /ms using its peak detection unbalanced; frequency response:
abilities. The claimed result is low ±0.5 dB 20 Hz to 20 kHz;
transient distortion and a 'natural distortion: SMPTE IM 0.003 %,
kHz,
THD typically 0.01% at
sounding compression'.
dBu 0 dBu output and also at
Control features include variable
release, 0 dBu input and +20 dBu output;
attack,
threshold,
compression ratio and output gain. CMRR: input better than 85 dB at
There is also a programme 50 Hz and 1 kHz, 65 dB at 10 kHz,
controlled mode for attack and output electronically balanced with
release functions. Gain reduction is 75 S2 source better than 65 dB at
indicated on an LED display. Inputs 1 kHz and 50 Hz.
and outputs are electronically Solid State Logic, Churchfields,
balanced as standard and there is Stonesfield, Oxford OX7 2PQ, UK.
provision for stereo operation Tel: 099 389 8282. Telex: 837400.
USA: Solid State Logic Inc, 2633
interconnection.
Symetrix Inc, 109 Bell Street, Fifteenth Street NW, Washington,
Seattle, WA 98121, USA. Tel: (206) DC 20009. Tel: (202) 333 -1500.
Telex: 440519.
624 -5012. Telex: 320281.
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Advice, instruction, back-up support.
These are the key words in HHB's digital
service philosophy.
We feel that with technology this
advanced and innovative, these factors

are more important than ever before.
We keep a full range of Sony digital
audio products, from the low-cost
PCMFI processor to the DAE1100 editor
and PCM1610 processor needed to
make your CD compatible masters,
and of course the CDP101 Compact Disc

in -house editing and transfer facility.
So whether you need to buy or rent,
or just find out what all the excitement
is about, surely it makes sound sense to

contact us -HHB the Number One Name
in digital service.

player.
Additionally, we can supply the video
recorders you need in both U -matic
and Betamax formats, and advise you on
which machines suit your needs best.
Our comprehensive rental service
now includes all these products,
delivered and installed, and with full instruction on their operation from trained,

r

experienced personnel.

We can also offer a fully- equipped
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and Sales, Un_t F New Crescent Works,
Nicoll Road, London NWIO 9AX. Tel: 01- 9613295.
Telex: 923393.
HHB Hire
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Making the Best Even Better
ItNew Eng/andDjitaMnnounces

Excithig New Sync/avier liOptions
New England Digital Corporation is pleased to announce
exciting new options to be available as additions to all
Synclavier Il's.

Once again, with the release of these options, New
England Digital honors its commitment to steadily upgrade the Synclavier II.
This consistency could only be possible from a company

whose product incorporates tremendous hardware /software flexibility and power. The Synclavler ll has them

both!

DIGITAL

Roland GR Guitar

GUITAR OPTION

Guitar Players - welcome to the world of computer
music! The synthesis power, creativity and flexibility of
the Synclavier II can now be offered to guitarists using
New England Digital's revolutionary new digital conversion process. Complete access to all of Synclavier II's
capabilities, such as digital synthesis, automated music
printing and Sample- to -DiskTM are now yours. A unique
16- button LED panel attaches simply to all Roland GR*
guitars to allow convenient access to important
Synclavier II real -time features. (Available August 1983)
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Roland GR is a registered trademark of Roland Corporation, Japan

Synclavier®

II is a

registered trademark of New England Digital Corporation

SAMPLE-TO -DISK "Polyphony"

STEREO OPTION

The company which offered the only high fidelity sampling system worldwide with a sample rate of 50kHz, 16 -bit
data conversion, and extended sampling time to Winchester Disk (pictured below) is planning an exciting new
enhancement for the Synclavier II's Sample-to-Disk option ... POLYPHONY. New England Digital engineers are
now working to expand the sampling capability to be
completely polyphonic. The same high -fidelity sonic
capability and high resolution presently offered will be incorporated. The new polyphony option promises to add
one more amazing capability to the Synclavier II.

Now any Synclavier II can be simply upgraded to produce fantastic live stereo results. Many elaborate stereo
control modes never before possible from any system or
recording environment come standard with Synclavier
II's new Stereo Option. Increase your Synclavier II's
sonic capabilities, plus save valuable production time
and expense by going direct from Synclavier II's 16 -track
digital recorder to 2 -track tape!

MUSIC PRINTING "Enhanced"
March of 1983, New England Digital released a new,
enhanced version of software for Synclavier II's Music
Printing Option. Now, important aspects of western
music notation such as random changes in time signatures and key areas are available, along with tuplets of
any kind. Plus, you will have instantly accessible editing
capabilities along with dynamic markings to enhance
your finished complete score or individual parts (see example below). Yes, there is an automated commercial
music printing system which is available today
and
In

...

works.

Z- 80 /C.P.M. OPTION

"Personal Computing"

Available for all Synclavier II systems is the convenient
Z- 80 /C.P.M. option. This simple retrofit option allows all
users to purchase computer industry standard C.P.M.
software programs to aid their personal or company
computing needs. Whether it is accounting, word processing, or computer games, New England Digital's
Z- 80 /C.P.M. adds another dimension to the remarkable
Synclavier II.
To New England Digital these additional options are just

steps along the path to the ultimate instrument. Some
day we believe the Synclavier will be a complete music
production facility. We also know that it takes a series of
developments to achieve this goal, especially in this
highly technical field. Using New England Digital's advanced hardware and software, along with creative input
from customers, will ensure the longevity of the
Synclavier II. We invite you to start with the best and
grow from there, as hundreds of others have! If you
haven't heard a Synclavier Il lately, you haven't heard it
at all!
I

Synclavier

II

I

Instruction Manual

complete and descriptive Instruction Manual is available
for $85 (USA & Canada) and $100 US (elsewhere).
A

For more information
please call or write.
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Actual Music Printing Sample, Reduced
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New England Digital Corporation
Box 546 Attn. S1
White River Junction, VT 05001
802/295 -5800

or contact one of
New England Digital's only authorized
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new engiand digital

distributors

London:

Turnkey
202 -4366

Brussels:

Trans European Music
569 -1823
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An introduction

to

C

ducers

Ihave to own up to having had a Although contact microphones and transducers have
fascination with contact mics and been around for many years, it is only relatively
transducers for many years. It recently that their performance could be considered
probably began when I used to try to
good enough for `serious' applications. The Cducer is
make an old acoustic guitar I had
play through a table radio by one of the transducers that has helped to bring about
attaching a cheap tape recorder mic this change and it is finding use in a wide range of
to the body. You could certainly applications. In part I of this article, Keith Spencer hear the guitar through the radio but Allen covers the background and basics of this fairly
the sound bore little resemblance to unique device.
acoustic sound at all. The
purchase of a crystal pick-up a few
months later, for a little under 30
shillings, was -only a slight improvement, being limited to about
4 ft of lead from the radio; an insensitivity to about a third of the notes
on the fretboard; a dislike of any
form of dynamics in the playing,
giving a good impersonation of
l: co compression; a tendency to
feedback; and lastly, a habit of just
simply falling off the guitar at will.
Things only got better when I could
afford my first solid electric guitar
with magnetic pickups.
In later years, I found an interest
in contact transducers and acoustic
instruments returning although for
rather different reasons. I had
grown rather tired of shutting
musicians away in boxes to achieve
the separation required by certain
fashions in music. I felt that the
music was beginning to sound a little
like the way it was recorded -with
'unconnected' musicians. This coincided with several manufacturers
bringing contact systems on to the
market that actually worked quite
well but were limited in one way or
another. The most common problem
was that for good results you had to
use the guitar transducer on the
guitar as it didn't work too well with
percussion or the piano and so on.
To have all your options covered
you needed a whole cupboard of
units that were far from cheap. The
piano systems were reasonable but
very difficult to adjust so that you
had an even response across the
complete keyboard -no hot or cold
notes. It did, however, mean that by
using a little of the contact
transducer in combination with the
standard mic you could improve
separation while junking the
the
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isolation booths, retain some of the
acoustic sound and with musicians
in closer proximity, suddenly
backing tracks became musical
again.
There was also the other
application of these devices
signal processing. The output of a
contact mic or transducer could be
processed the same way that a Dl'ed
input could. Flanging the output of
a mic on an acoustic guitar or piano
has never seemed quite as effective
as a contact transducer and for these
reasons, as well as the separation
aspects, I concluded that contact
transducers were a very effective
addition to an engineers mic
technique.
In the late '70s, I found myself
involved heavily with recording
synthesiser music. When using
acoustic instruments with largely
synth tracks, the acoustic instrument
often sounded rather insignificant
against the rich, full tones of the
electronic instruments. This had me
reaching for the contact transducers
once again. It was a great shame that
we had to resort to these tricks as
some of the instruments we were
using sounded really excellent but
even carefully miked and in sympathetic acoustics, were often not a
match for banks of synths. We actually evolved contact transducer
techniques to overcome these problems and gradually got to know exactly where to place the transducers
to achieve the effect that we were
after. This does, however, quite
clearly show that the contact units
we were using at that time were very
sensitive to positioning-even a
few inches making an incredible
difference. Although this gave us a
greater range of sounds to play with,
it did mean that it was very hard to
achieve a generally good approximation of the overall sound of the
instrument.
I have explained the angle from
which I approach contact transducer
systems -which should be borne in
mind -as this subject does necessitate subjective statements, being
made later in this article.
I first came across C- ducers about

-

three and a half years ago when the
prospect of a new type of
transducer, employing a principle
quite different from that of the
systems outlined above, was quite
intriguing. Since then I have used it
fairly regularly but it is not a system
that will come totally naturally to
someone unfamiliar with contact
mic technique. It does appear that
C- ducers will need the development
of a whole new technique and way of
looking at instruments -in many
ways as varied and quirky as general
mic technique. Without understanding some of the basic principles
of the system you will not be able to
obtain consistent results and almost
certainly not know what is possible
and what is not. The purpose of this
article is to outline the system and its
development together with some
operating principles and then to
relate these to a wide variety of
practical applications, the latter to
follow in part II.

C -ducer physique
The C-ducer system consists of two
components: the transducer and the
preamplifier. The transducer is the
unique aspect of the system, being a
flexible strip of plastic approximately % in wide and either 3 or
8 in in length.
The transducer
element is sandwiched between the
two layers of plastic although not
attached to them. The internal
element is therefore not quite as
wide as the casing. The unit is fully
flexible and quite capable of being
wound around a pencil should you
wish to do so. It is fixed to the sound
source using double sided adhesive
tape that runs the full length of the
underside. At the end where the
cable enters the transducer, there is a
wedge- shaped plastic block that
seals the strip and houses the
connections to the element. The
C -ducer comes equipped with about
8 ft of screened cable terminating in
a standard mono % in jack plug.
There may soon be options offered
for different connectors and this is
under consideration.
The current range of tapes is
finished in a textured light brown
although earlier models were
completely black. This change was
purely for cosmetic reasons -brown
looking better on most stringed
instruments -and has no technical
significance. All tapes, even early
ones, are compatible and inter-

with recent units,
including the 30 in model which is
no longer offered as standard.
The control units are available in a
number of different versions with
two major ranges, the Gigster and
the CX series. The Gigster is for
general use and is battery powered.
The CX series is for stage and studio
use and phantom powered from a
standard 48 V supply, although
suitable mains adaptors are also
available. Within these two series
there are a number of different
models including mono, stereo,
6-way units (for drum kits) and two input /single output with balance
control. Although styled differently,

changeable

is little difference between the these are normally never heard as we electron activity in the outer lattice.
usually listen only to the sound from The transducer uses these two
series in terms of performance.
The preamplifier is purely that the edge of the cymbal. Realisation effects, the pressure sensitivity on
and contains no equalisation of this gives an idea of the problems the inner foil and the change in
circuitry. Aside from gain, its main we had with the cymbal -how to get capacitance.
functions are to match the very high rid of large quantities of bass energy
"Basically it is not too dissimilar
impedance of the transducer with that would cause vast speaker cone to a co -axial cable that has been run
more normal operating impedances excursions with little audible effect over by a truck," to use André
as well as polarising the transducer coupled with the incredible attack Walton's description.
element.
transients that are caused by actually

there

Some anomalies

Prototype C- ducers were put into
commercial operation in mid 1979
a:*.hough it was not until early 1980
that they were actually launched.
C -Tape Developments, the manufacturers of C- ducer, did not
actually set out to produce a
universal transducer but rather a
system for miking cymbals. Two of
the directors, John Ribet and
Francis Townsend, had developed a
magnetic shim system for drum

hitting the cymbal."
At this point the idea of cymbal
miking was temporarily shelved but
in their experiments they had already
placed prototype models on drums,
double bass and piano with
encouraging results, the very low
mass of the tape having little effect
on the acoustic vibration of the
instrument.
Another area of experimentation
that they then examined was the
aspect ratios of the C- ducers
themselves. They felt that currently
available transducers were probably

miking, largely as a result of John
Ribet's percussion activities. User
feedback gave them a requirement
for a cymbal miking method to
complete the system. In conjunction
with the third director, André
Walton, they set out to design it.
The development of the C-ducer can
be traced from the requirements of a
cymbal mic -the need for a
physically flat transducer, one with
minimal damping effect and very
lightweight construction so that it
has the least effect on the cymbal
mass and so least effect on its tone.
They came up with a transducer that
was not too different from the
C- ducer. According to John Ribet,
they came very close to achieving
their aims -but not quite. The
problem was that you could achieve
good results with a certain type of
cymbal with a given EQ in the
electronics (and the electronics had
to be viciously EQ'd) but if the type
of cymbal was changed with all
other factors constant, you got a
different sound, naturally, but the
EQ did not stay fixed for all cymbal
types.
To quote André Walton, "The
cymbal was the archetype of all the
problems that subsequently occurred
with the development of C -ducer as
it has what is probably the most
spectacular difference between the
sound that you generally hear and
the sound that the instrument is
actually producing. If you place
your ear under the cymbal, there is
an incredible distribution of bass
notes right down to sub -sonics and

you might think. At audio
frequencies with the 3 and 8 in units
there would be little effect anyway
it should have been noticeable with
the 30 in model but this was not the
case. C -Tape have experimented
with C- ducers at very high
frequencies (MHz) where such phase
cancellations would be easier to
observe due to shorter wavelengths.
Using calibrated % mm diameter
receivers there has been no sign of
phase cancellation across the length
limited by the small area in contact at all. You should be able to change
with the instrument itself and if they the frequency of the on- coming
could increase the contact area, a wave and note the changes in
wider range of the sound capabilities amplitude as you go in and out of
of the instrument might be phase cancellation; multiples of a
transduced. They were a little half-wave should give you successive
limited by the available materials but nodes and anti -nodes in response but
this was of virtually no practical there has been no sign of this either.
significance. Wide tapes were found
The C -ducer is susceptible to both
to have weird responses sounding transverse and longitudinal
like 'mad graphic equaliser settings'. waveforms. As one travels at twice
If a tape of this width was shortened the speed of the other you would
slowly, a hump in the gain was imagine that when looking at
found when the tape was about an airborne wave reception and
inch square but the sound of the reception through the body of an
device was still not too good. As the instrument, there would have been
tape was shortened beyond this the some double path, resulting again in
gain started decreasing. Narrow some form of phase interference at
tapes were found to sound better different frequencies. However, there
than wide types and so the width was appears to be little sign of this effect
standardised at the present size. either, not that this effect could be
They also found that the overall easily
measured at audio
sensitivity of the tape is not frequencies.
proportional to its length as logic
Perhaps the strangest of all is that
might suggest.
of the phase relationship between
C-Tape have, until quite recently, two C- ducers on the same
been understandably reluctant to instrument. If you place a pair of
discuss
the
C-ducer
element, C- ducers on the soundboard of a
although with worldwide patents grand piano in a position analogous
now granted, they are happier to to where you would place a pair of
give details. Basically, it is a co -axial mics to record it in stereo, and then
transducer with the central element change the polarity of the output
being a flat foil. Around this is from one of the C- ducers there will
wrapped an earthing element. There be no difference in the resultant
are two effects that come in here; combined sound. A quite different
one is the change in capacitance case to the results that would occur
between the inner foil and the outer from treating a pair of mics in the
earthing layer and the second is same way and not something easily
that the inner foil itself is covered explained.
in C- Tape's own piezo -electric (Next month: application areas, basic
vinyl
material like an electret or rules and techniques and practical
vinyl plastic with a lot of free applications from user interviews)

Development

As a transducer, the C-ducer has

some fairly unique properties that
underline the fact that it is a new
type of transducer rather than an
evolution from a previous type. For
instance, the unit has a 'usable area
of activity' from 1/3 Hz to 5 MHz
(yes MHz) and because of this there
have been certain areas of industrial
usage where this extended range has
been made use of. These include the
observation of vibration in such
applications as detection of wear in
bearings and acoustic emissions
from materials under stress.
Phase cancellation across the
length of the tape does not behave as

-

-a
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AES 74th Convention,

a preview

New York
The 74th AES Convention will be
held from 9th to 12th October at
the New York Hilton Hotel, New
York. The convention will comprise
the presentation of a wide range of
technical papers, the details of
which are not yet available, and
the associated exhibition. We have

speaker systems, equalisers and power
amplifiers.
Brooke Siren Systems: full range
of crossover systems including the new FDS 300
series and the accessory range of DI boxes and
the handheld range of cable /phase checkers.

compiled our usual preview of the
exhibition using the lists of
and
information
exhibitors
available to us at the time of
writing.

Calzone Cases: range of flight cases for
amplifier racks, mixers, effects units, etc.
Cetec Gauss: tape duplication systems,
speaker drive units and complete monitor
systems.
Community Light & Sound: range of
high level
soundreinforcement equipment.
Connectronics: wide range of cable and connectors for audio applications.
Countryman:
range of miniature microphones for a wide
number of applications.
Crown International:
full range of power amplifiers, crossovers,
Badap programmable audio measurement
system and the full range of PZM mics including
the new corner boundary models.
C-Tape
Developments: the full range of C -Ducer
transducers with the new CX range of control
units. Featured will be the new reed transducer
for saxophone and clarinet use.

C

A
ACO Pacific: range of ''A, %z and 1 in mics,
preamps and accessories, plus two low cost
portable chart recorders.
Acoustilog: range of
acoustic test equipment including reverb timer,
the Impulser option, time delay spectrometry
equipment and details of their acoustic
consultancy
services.
ADC
Magnetic
Controls: wide range of audio connectors,
Advanced
terminal blocks and patchfields.
Music Systems: full range of products with
featured items DMXIS -80S stereo digital delay
line /pitch changer with new de- glitch module and
audio triggerable loop editing software; the
RMX16 digital reverb with optional bar code
reader and two new programs; A/V SYNC 3channel digital delay for use with video
synchronisers.
Agfa- Gevaert: full range of
audio and video tapes. New items will include
PEM 297D digital '/a in tape in 4,600 ft lengths
on 10'/ in reels and a new range of cassette
tapes.
AKG: full range of mics, headphones,
reverb systems and delays and other audio
components. Featured will be The Tube valve
microphone.
Allen & Heath Brenell: range of
consoles including Syncon B, System 8 and 21
Series, and details of their range of multitrack
Alpha Audio: Sonex acoustic
tape machines.
foam, plus a variety of studio equipment and
accessories.
Altec Lansing: wide range of
equipment including monitor speakers, small
Amek: full
mixers and power amplifiers.
range of consoles for multitrack, post
production and broadcast mixers. Featured will
Anvil Cases:
be the Angela range of consoles.
wide range of equipment cases.
ATC
(Acoustic Engineers): professional monitor drive
units, an electronic crossover and studio
monitors.
Audio & Design: full range of
Audio & Design products including two new
48
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Scamp modules, the S30 expander/gate and S. ?)
compressor limiter; the full range of 'little boxes'
including the ProPak audio interface, the
AmPak monitor amp and a new time code
reader. They will also be exhibiting microphones
from the Calrec range of mics including the new
Soundfield Mk IV.
Audio Developments: full
range of products including the AD049, AD160,
AD145 and AD062 small mixers.
Audio
Kinetics: demonstration of the US debut of the
Mastermix console automation system plus an
automated post-production demonstration of
the Q.Lock 3.10C time code synchroniser. The
system will incorporate recent software additions
Q.SOFT ADR automatic dialogue replacement
and Q.SOFT SFX sound effects assembly
programs, plus a new control software option
and the new Q.SOFT CONFORM package.
Audio Technics: full range of stage and
studio mics, both dynamic and electret types with
some models being phantom powered. Also
other accessory items.
Audiotechniques:
details of the company's sales, rental and service
operations.
Audio Video Consultants: no
information received.

B
BASF: range of professional tapes, cassettes
and magnetic film including calibration and test
tape.
BGW: full range of power amplifiers
and associated equipment.
Bose: range of

D
The David Haller Co: range of power and
preamps.
dbx: the full range of compressors,
limiters, the 900 modular series of processors and
the 700 Series digital processor.
DOD
Electronics: wide range of graphic equalisers,
and other sound processing equipment.
Dolby: full range of noise reduction systems,
including the SP Series. New items will include
the 2- channel portable M372 Dolby A system
and a range of noise reduction cards for video
recorder use
including cat 226 for Ampex
VPR2B and cat 234 for Sony BVH 2000.

-

E
Electro Sound: full range of high speed tape
duplicating systems including units incorporating
Dolby HX noise reduction.
Emilar
Corporation: wide range of loudspeaker drive
units.
Eventide: range of sound processing
equipment including the SP2016 digital reverb/
effects processor. Timesqueeze time compression/expansion system, H949 Harmonizer, etc,
and Specsystem software package for spectrum
analysis with personal computer systems.
EXR: the EXR range of aural enhancers

featuring the new EXR IV system with LF and
MF control.

F
Fender: range of sound reinforcement equipment including power amplifiers and mixers.
Fostex: full range of Fostex equipment
including the A2, A4, A8 tape machines with
accessory units; the 250 and XIS multitrack
cassette systems and the new B16 16 -track % in
tape machine.

H
Harrison: full range of consoles for multitrack recording, post production and live use.
Featured will be the MR-4, TV-4 and the new live
console, the SM -5.
Heinl Electronics: range
of PA loudspeakers from Martin Audio, manufactured under licence.
Heino Ilsemann:
audio cassette labelling and loading equipment.
Hill Audio: new items will be the DX2000
1,000 W /channel stereo power amplifier, the J
Series 3 sound reinforcement and multitrack
console available in any format from 16/4/2 to
48/16/2, Series 3 monitor console, the DX range
of power amplifiers and the B Series range of
budget modular mixers.
HM Electronics:
wide range of radio mies and receivers including
road cases and accessories.
Hoshino: no
information received.

I
ICM: wide range of audio cassette materials
including C-0, labels, etc.
Industrial Tape
Applications: Itam range of equipment including
the Sigma multitrack console.
Inovonics:
range of audio processing, recording and instrumentation including audio analyser, average/

peak limiter, octave-band compressor and the

MAP II broadcast audio processor.
Interface
Electronics: range of mixers designed for
recording, sound systems, theatres, stage
monitoring and other applications. Configurations range from 8/2 to 48/16.

J
JBL: full range of JBL speaker components
and monitor systems including the 4612 mini live
system. Also the full range of UREI monitor
speakers, equalisers, compressor /limiters, etc.

K
King Instruments: self feed cassette loaders
and various video tape loaders.
Klark Teknik:
full range of products including graphic
equalisers, digital delays and audio measurement
equipment. New items include DN360 2- channel
30 band 1/2-octave graphic; DN 300 single channel version of DN 360; DN 301 1/2-octave
attenuating graphic; DN332 2- channel 2A- octave
graphic and DN 700 3-output digital delay.

L
Lexicon: full range of signal processors
including 224X digital reverb, low cost 200
digital reverb and LARC remote for 224X.

M
Martin Audio Video: film sync generator, and
ranges of toroidal power transformers, metal
rack cases and other components and hardware.

Lexicon 224X

control unit

Martin Audio London: comprehensive range
of sound reinforcement systems. New models
will include the RS 1200 horn loaded `all -in -one'
flying system, plus a new ultra-high power
handling, modular flying system with separate
horn -loaded 3 -way dual drive units. Also the new
CX-2 compact co -axial full range system.
Meyer Sound Labs: sound reinforcement
speaker systems, stage monitor systems and
studio monitor systems. Featured will be the M3
studio monitor system.
MicMix: range of
electro -mechanical reverb systems, Dynafex
single ended noise reduction, reverb time
controller.
Midas: PR system consoles for
sound reinforcement applications, TR System
modular theatre consoles and Auditorium
console system.
Milab: full range of mies
from low cost dynamics to studio condenser
types. New mies include the MP-30
50
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The Klark Thknikpromise -all over the world
Just as you rely on KlarkTeknik products for repeated
acc oracv and reliability, you can
relc on *Klark-Teknik Distributors
tvork4tvi(l( to provide:
1. Knowledge of the latest in audio technology, including the
knowledge to help you plan your
Klark-' Ieknik application.
2. Workshop facilities and the skills
needed to maintain today's most
advanced audio.
3. Parts stocks for all Klark -Teknik
products.
4. Full technical information on all
Klark.Tcknik products.
.5. Stocks of almost all the growing
range of Klark- Teknik products.

Klark -Teknik Research Limited

Klark-Teknik Electronics Inc.

Coppice Trading Estate, Kidderminster DY11 7HJ, England. 262a Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale,
Telephone: 10562) 741515 Telex: 339821
Telephone: (516) 249-3660

Authorised worldwide distributors

NY 11735, USA.

Ifs more than a sign
of service Ifs a seal of approval

Europe: UNITED KINGDOM Au:Jgraph Sales Ltd, London. SC1.267 6677 FRANCE Régiscène, Paris. $103) 74.58 36 GERMANY Hausmann Concert
Electronic, Berlin. V103014 33 60 97 SWITZERLANDDr W A Günther, Zürich. 1301. 391.3939 BENELUX Trans European Music, Brussels. V1021
5691823 AUSTRIA Peerless GmbH, Vienna. =1022.2) 43 22 24 ITALY Ital C.I.D.A. s.r.l., Parma. V10521) 690158 SPAIN Singleton Productions,
Barcelona. $103) 237 7C 60 GREECE Bon Studio, Athens. M1)3633572 PORTUGAL Valentim de Carvalho CI SARI., Lisbon. S(0791 3 73 10 1/9
Eastern Europe: Denis Tyler Ltd, 59 High Street, Great Missenden, Buckinghamshire, England. 5(02406) 6262 Telex 837088
Scandinavia: DENMARK SC Sound AAS., Copenhagen. '2102) 99 88 77 FINLAND Noms Oy, Helsinki. 90. 520311 SWEDEN Intersonic AB, Stockholm.

S

S

S 08-744 38 50

East Asia: JAPAN Hibino Electro Sound Inc, Tokyo. 721031.864-41161 TAIWAN Unfair Engineering 8c Trading Ltd, Taipei. $321 -4454 HONG KONG Studer
lievox (Far East) Ltd, Neig Kong. $5. 412050/441310
South East Asia: INDONESIA, MALAYSIA, PHILIPPINES, THAILAND Studer Bevox (Far East) Ltd, 25th Floor, Anion Commercial Centre, 2.12 Queen's Road West,
Hong Kong. n.5-41205%441310 Telex 60185 SINGAPORE Ultralinear International, Singapore. 022 06628
Australasia: AUSTRALIA Klarion Emlerprises, South Melbourne.
103161 3801 NEW ZEALAND General Video Company Ltd, Wellington. '2104) 881.169
North America: USA Klark-Teknik Electronics Inc, New York. V1516)249 3660 CANADA Ommmedia Corporation Ltd, Montreal. 12 (314) 636 9971
Other Countries: ISRAEL Zilberbaum Brathers Ltd, Tel Aviv. $391-187-3 SOUTH AFRICA Colosseum Acoustics, Johannesburgs (011) 23 4541
Countries not shown above are covered Sly: Expotus Ltd, 95 Grays lnnRoad, London WCIX 8TX.501.405 9665 Telex 24929
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received.
Sifam: wide range of VU and PPM
meters, control knobs, switches and transformers.
Solid State Logic: the established 4000
Series with Total Recall and the newer 6000
Series console designed for live teleproduction,
outside broadcasts and video post production.
Sorco: no information received.
Sound craft: the full range of consoles for multitrack,
live sound,
post production,
broadcast
applications and multitrack tape machines. New
will be the SCM 2000 2 -track machine with
centre timecode option.
Sound Technology:
range of test equipment including distortion
measurement equipment and microprocessor
controlled automatic tape recorder test set.
Soundtracs: full range of compact mixing
consoles for recording and live applications.
Featured will be a new modular mixing system
available 16/4/2 to 32/12/2 with 24 -track
monitoring using a microprocessor for routing
and memory allowing full write, store and recall
routing externally via a keyboard on one of the
modules.
Sound Workshop: several ranges of
multitrack consoles and the Diskmix automation
sytem.
Stanton: wide range of phono
cartridges and phono pre-amps.
Studer: full
range of tape machines from Studer and Revox
for a wide variety of applications, Studer mixing
consoles and details of the Studer range of digital
products.
Studiomaster: range of mixers and
ancillary equipment for live and recording
applications.
Studio Technologies: Ecoplate
reverb systems.
Symetrix: wide range of rack
mount units including headphone amplifiers,
compressor limiters, signal processors, etc.
'

Hemispherical mic, the transformerless LC -25,
the multi pattern VIP-50 and the live application
BM-73.
Mitsubishi: X -80 2- channel digital
recorder, X -800 32- channel digital multitrack
Keith Monks:
and XE-I electronic editor.
wide range of mic stands, cable accessories,
adaptors,
disc
cleaning
machines,
etc.
mobile, stationary and hand
Motorola:
portable VHF and UHF communications
Music
and
receivers.
transmitters
Technology:
computer
controlled
digital
synthesisers.
MXR: full range of signal
processors including new Pitch Shifter and
digital delay lines with 320 ms and s max delay.
1

N
Nady Systems: Nady Cordless and Nasty
Cordless radio transmission systems and various
Neotek: range of
transmitter /receiver units.
mixing consoles for multitrack applications.
Neutrik: comprehensive range of audio
connectors and the Audiograph 3300 modular
Neve: wide range of
audio measuring system.
mixing consoles from portable types to large
multitrack systems with Necam automation.
Also details on the Neve digital audio console.
New England Digital: Synclavier II digital
synthesiser with recent options and software
additions.

o
Omnimount: range of mounting systems for
speakers, etc.
Orban Associates: range of
signal processors including the 424A and 422A
compressor /limiters, and a new 2- channel deesser.
Otani: full range of professional tape
machines and tape duplication equipment.
Includes MTR -90 -II multitrack machines,
MTR -10 2- and 4 -track machines with % in
2 -track tape option; MTR -12 range -similar to
MTR -I0 but with 12 in spool capacity.

P
Panasonic Ramsa: wide range of equipment
including amplifiers, mixers, loudspeakers, mics,
Passport
headphones and digital equipment.
Penny & Giles:
Design: synthesiser systems.
the full range of conductive plastic faders
featuring the 3000 Series faders as well as other
fader ranges and rotary pots.

Q
QSC Audio: range of power amplifiers.

R
professional
monitor
Red
Acoustics:
Renkus- Heinz: range of
loudspeaker systems.
loudspeaker drivers, horns and passive crossover
networks.

s
Saki Magnetics: range of hot pressed glass
bonded ferrite heads including heads for incassette duplicators, and high speed metal tape

duplication.
Schoeps/Posthorn Recording:
the full range of Schoeps mics for studio applications. New items include the BLM 3 boundary
recording capsule for the Colette range of
preamps and capsules.
Shure Brothers: the
full range of microphones, headsets, live sound
systems, AMS 8000 directional mic /automatic
mixer system, and other audio products and
information
no
accessories.
Simmons:
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T
Tannoy: range of professional broadcast and
studio monitor loudspeakers from small to large
Telex: no information received.
models.
3M: full range of the company's magnetic
tape products including magnetic tape and
cassettes. Also DMS digital mastering system.
Trident: the full range of Trident consoles
including the Series 80B; the Series 70; TSM;
Turbo Sound Sales:
VFM and Trimix.
professional range of live sound speaker
enclosures with an emphasis on space saving
design. Also a range of high power stereo power
amplifiers.

u
Ursa Major: the Space Station echo /reverb
processor and the 8 x 32 digital reverb.

w
Whirlwind: wide range of cables and
connectors assembled into patch cables, stage
boxes, multiway systems, etc.
White: wide
range of equalisers and equipment for room
tuning and monitor system flattening.

X
Xedit drift and flutter meter, and wide range
of splicing blocks.

Y
Yamaha International: the Yamaha range of
equipment including mixing consoles, speaker
systems, power amplifiers, crossover units,
graphic equalisers, delay lines, etc.

Studio Sound's Richard Elen, Keith Spencer
Allen and Phil Guy will be attending the
convention and look forward to meeting you at
stand 121 or around the exhibition. Copies of the
magazine and sister publication, Broadcast
Sound, will be available.
u

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS:
Australia:
Klarion Enterprises Pty. Limited
Regent House, 63 Kingsway
South Melbourne, Victoria 3205
Phone: 613801
Telex: 34732 KLART AA
Austria:
Acousta Electronik
Berchtes adenerstrasse 36
A -5020 Salzburg
Phone: 06222 -46164
Telex: 633008 ACOUS A
Benelux:
Trans European Music N.V.
Kocivijverstraat 105
1710 Dilheek Belgium
Phone: 02 .5(i9
' -182 3
Telex: 26400 TEIIBEL B
Canada:
E.S. Gould Marketing Co., Ltd.
6445 CÒte de Liesse
Montreal, Quebec H4T 1E5
Phone: (514) 342 -4441
Telex: 5824812 GOULDMKTG MTL
Denmark:
Studie & Lydteknik APS
Helgesvej 9 -11, DK- 2000 Copenhagen
Phone: (11- 341284
Telex: 22924 SLT DK
Finland:
Stutiotec KY
Eljakscntic 9
00370 Helsinki 37
Phone: 0- 556252
Telex: 125284 STUTE SF
France:
REDITEC

Zone Industrielle des Chanoux
62 66 Rue Louis Ampere
93330 Neuilly sur /Marne
Phone: 3(10 -9630
Telex: 240779 REDI F
Indonesia:
Kirana Yudha Teknik
Artamas Bldg., G -2, 4F1.
No. 2, Jl. Jen. A. Yani, Pulo Mas
PT.

Jakarta
Phone: 487235-485308
Telex: 48120 FIASKO IA
Italy:
Scientel Audio SRL
Via Pietri 52
41100 Modena
Phone: 059- 225608
Telex: 213687 SCIENT

I

New Zealand:
Magnetic Products Limited
48 Ellice Road
Glenfield, Auckland 10
Phone: 444 -6085
Telex: 60835 AVDCOMM NZ
Norway:
Siv. Ing. Benum A/S
Box 2493, Solli, Oslo -2
Phone: (02) 442255
Telex: 17681 BENUM N
Spain:
Fading
Servando Batanero 8
Madrid 17
Phone: 408 -6700, 408 -6808
Telex: 44330 FADI E
Sweden:
Intersonic AB
Vretenborgsvägen 9
Västherga, Hagersten
PO. Box 42133, S -12612 Stockholm
Phone: 08- 7445850
Telex: 11136 INSONIC S
Switzerland:

Audio Bauer AG
CH-8064 Zurich
Bemerstrasse -Nord 182
Haus Atlant
Phone: 01-643230
Telex: 822177 GPEL CH
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THE NEW OTARI MTR -90 SERIES II

oaf

recommcnded7
Hugh Ford, Studio Sound, November 1982

"The Otani MTR -90 Series 11 is a very well-built
machine with the tape transport having many of
the features of the premier recorders of European
manufacture..."
"Both the remote control and autolocator are highly
practical with excellent layouts. Full and foolproof
interlocking is provided for all functions with clear
displays of the machine's status."
'This machine is to be thoroughly recommended.,
particularly when comparing its price
with the competition."
__
We have refined the features and extended the performance and capabilities
of the new, second generation MTR -90 by working
closely with recording and
film/video post-production
engineers who demand the
extra measure of technology and commitment. The

The complete text of Hugh Ford's review, plus a
comprehensive technical brochure and price details
are available now. Further, should you desire your
own "hands -on" review of the MTR -90, ring us
directly at 0753 -38261 and ask for Mick Boggis.
From our hands to yours, the new MTR -90 Series II
recorders are engineered like no other tape machine
in the world, with quality you can hear and feel -with
affordability that makes Otani the Technology You
Can Touch.
Otari Electric (UK) Ltd., Herschel Industrial
Centre, 22 Church Street, Slough SL1 1TI3
Berkshire, Tel: 0753 -38261
Telex: 849453 OTARI G
In Germany: Otani Electric,
Deutschland GmbH, Gielen
Strasse 9, 4040 Neuss 1 F.R.
Germany, Tel: 02101- 274011
Telex: 41 8517691 OTEL D

Series II Mastering Multichannel machines are the
logical result; microprocessor-controlled recorders
specifically designed to
easily interface with any
SMPTE -based video editing
system, machine controller

or synchronizer.

&1J7fl1fl
Technology You Can Touch

Authorised Dealers:
1 -7 Harewood Avenue,
Marylebone Road, London NW1 6 LE
Tel: 01 -724 2497/8 & 01 -724 3768
Telex: 21879
TURNKEY
Brent View Road,
London NW9 TEL
Tel: 01 -202 4366 Telex: 25769
ITA

8, 16 & 24 channel versions available with
Remote Session Controller & Autolocator.
© 1983 Otani

Electric(UK) Ltd.

Otani Corporation, Belmont, Califorr is (415) 592 -8311 Telex: 910 -3'6-4890. Otani Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan (03) 333 9631 Telex: OTRDENKI J26604.
Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd., 294-5370 Telex: R5 36935. Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH, Neuss, F.R. Germany 02101-274011 Telex: 41 8517691 OTEL D.

weak link in any
digital set up is when D/A
and A/D conversion is
necessary. Here Dr Martin
Jones of Neve Electronics
takes us through the
development of the first
available all- digital conThe

sole.

The digital
mixing console
Dr Martin Jones

THE future of audio is digital.
When digital recording burst
upon the scene in the late 1970's,
digital audio had already been well
established for several years as the
top quality medium for music
transmission circuits. Digital recording presents challenge and opportunity. We must recognise that much
studio work consists of the mixdown
and sweetening processes involving
transfer from one tape to another
tape; with digital recording this involves A/D and D/A conversion at
every interface between digital
recorder and analogue mixing console. As these conversions are the
weakest links in the digital audio
system, their proliferation must be
avoided to achieve the best quality
possible, but this requires all the
mixing console functions to be implemented using digital signal processing.
The ideal approach to mixing console design would be to employ

remote control of all the processes
such as gain control, equalisation,
limiting, signal routing, etc. Whilst
great strides have been made in improved voltage-controlled amplifiers
and solid state switches, there is still
no doubt that such devices degrade
the performance of analogue circuits
to some extent; analogue circuits by
their very nature work best when the
potentiometers and switches are
located next to the relevant electronic circuitry, as exemplified in the
serried ranks of channel strips in an
analogue mixing console. Multiple
stages of remote control are
therefore distinctly unhealthy for the
quality of an analogue system.
Digital signal processing (DSP) on
the other hand, is entirely controlled
by numbers and is not at all fussy
about their origin; it therefore
presents the ideal opportunity for
distortion -free remote control. Furthermore, DSP provides the answer
to the increasing flexibility of signal

DSP under construction
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routing required in today's studio,
the digital buss technique of
transmitting many signals on one set
of wires eliminating the overcomplex systems of switches, and
crosspoints in analogue systems
which inevitably degrade noise and
crosstalk and can introduce serious
reliability problems.
Neve found such a technical opportunity too good to pass by and
our long experience of digital control techniques put us in a good position to explore this new realm of
digital signal processing. We found
the most relevant and advanced
work virtually on our doorstep at the
BBC Research Department and a
formal collaborative agreement with
the BBC enabled us to develop
quickly the most up-to -date costeffective digital signal processing
techniques.
By 1981 we had completed our
trial DSP mixing console which
enabled us to enter an even more in`

Below: 1981 prototype

Fig 2

tensive period of user -involvement
than usual. Here was a product so
different and exciting that extended
trials were essential befo-e entering
the production phase. To date this
trial console has been used and
evaluated by over 300 professional
operators, with their comments and
suggestions being carefully logged
for inclusion in the production
systems.

such as compression
and expansion are also

readily implemented
by measuring the amplitude of the signal
and computing, the appropriate gain
control to be applied in accordance
with the settings of the front panel
controls for the appropriate thresDigital Signal Processing hold and compression ratio.
The DSP channel processor,
Most of the operations required of
digital signal processing are relative- which handles the main functions, is
ly straightforward in concept. The designed with a 24 -bit capability
digital audio signal consists simply providing 144 dB maximum signal
of a sequence of numbers and its to noise ratio, some 30 dB greater
processing is a matter of arithmetic. than the capability of the best
For example, a gain control or analogue channels. To the user, this
fading process operates by multiply- means greatly increased headroom
ing those numbers by a figure deriv- in critical areas like equalisers, gived from the position of the control; ing scope for boosting on high level
multiplying by one gives unity gain, signals without fear of pre -fade
a factor of 0.5 gives 6 dB attenua- overload.
The mixing processor also exploits
tion whilst of course multiplication
by zero mutes the signal. The mixing the advantages of an extended
buss becomes a high speed adder digital word to overcome the well
known potential risks of overload on
capable of summing 128 inputs.
Filtering and equalisation, whilst a mixing buss. Here 32 bits are used
a little more difficult in concept, in- giving 192 dB maximum signal to
volve translating the frequency - noise ratio and an effectively
dependent phase shifts and gains of overload -proof mixing buss-someanalogue reactive circuits into cor- thing of a balance engineer's dream.
A new and powerful control is
responding time delays, multiplications and additions in a digital filter. also available on the DSP channel:
High -speed digital filters using bit - variable signal time delay. Digital
slice processors and fast multipliers signal processing is effectively concan synthesise exact replicas of the ceived in the time domain, so it
well -known and loved second order makes sense to provide the capabilipeaking and shelving equalisers so ty in every channel for a time delay
familiar in our industry. The dif- variable from 0 to 100 ms for conference is that the digital filter is not trol of relative signal arrival times.
limited to such characteristics but Thus an important and little can create entirely new effects such exploited technique for achieving
coherence
in
multi as complex comb filters and phase - phase
linear equalisers, most of which are microphone mixes can be employed
unexplored by the subjective judge- without importing expensive delay
ment of the balance engineer. lines and indulging in inconvenient
Dynamic range control functions patching.

Digital signal switching
and transmission
The miles of coppel irc used in an
analogue console are not only costly
to buy and install, but the resulting
interconnections are permanent and
inflexible. Many-'s the time a balance
engineer has wanted to attack his
console with a soldering iron to
change the system specially for a
particular session. Once again, digits
provide the answer. The computer
industry Tong ago developed the data
`buss' technique whereby one set of
wires carries many thousands of
signals, to many different destinations.
The secret lies in transmitting the
digital words in rapid sequence, with
each number having a defined `time
slot' on the wires -20 -bit audio
words are carried in parallel form on
20 twisted pairs in a ribbon cable using RS422 transmission standards.
In the 20.8 µs available between successive audio samples there is in fact
plenty of time to slot in corresponding samples of 128 different
signals. Thus, for example, input 55
may be routed to output 13 by arranging for output 13 to accept its
input from the digital buss at exactly
the time that Input 55 is present.
Each of the i28 inputs has its own
time slot on the buss, the whole
system running in sync like a video
studio. An output connection on this
buss is akin to a railway enthusiast
train -spotting on an ideal railway
network which always runs exactly
to time. Standing for example on 54
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signal routing, and there is greater
choice than ever in the connection of
insertion devices. A dozen or so
A/D and D/A converter pairs are
Doncaster Station armed with a generally sufficient to provide for
timetable and an accurate watch, the appropriate number of analogue
our enthusiast knows precisely when effects devices likely to be in use at
to look out for the Flying Scotsman any one time-anything from the
or The Aberdonian. Although all latest vocoder to that beloved old
trains travel on the same rails, they valve limiter. These patch points are
may be distinguished by the times of then routed between any two processing stages as required. The
their appearances.
On the digital buss, we can take system memories facilitate instant
advantage of the large number of 'repatching' during a session.
slots to re -route signals and, for example, send sub -groups round again The digital studio system
with glass
for further equalisation and compression. Inserting a signal in its ap- Fig 1 shows the outline configurapropriate slot on the buss is achieved tion of a typical DSP system. Signals
simply by high -speed short -term are converted to digital form at the
RAM memory to introduce the ap- earliest possible moment and it is
convert
feasible
to
propriate timing adjustments. At the perfectly
output of the console, all signals are microphone signals directly in the
of course readjusted to be in precise studio via the remote -controlled
amplifier /converter
microphone
time coherence.
A remarkable advantage of this boxes. Long microphone lines, the
time-division multiplex system is bane of most quality- conscious
that the whole mixer system can be engineers because of HF loss, are
effectively 'rebuilt' by the operator. thus eliminated. The control room
For example, the order in which itself is uncluttered, the compact
most of the processing occurs can be control console reducing that vast
chosen by the operator during the in- area of acoustically reflective suritial configuration of the console. face between speakers and engineer.
The number of mix groups is freely The racks of processing circuits
selectable; sub -groups can feed fur- (typically three in number) are out of
ther sub -groups, with equalisation, the way in a separate apparatus
compression, etc, included at any re- room. Interconnections are by opquired points. Any fader on the con- tical fibure cable, which is used for
sole can be selected to control any both digital audio and control
input, group or sub -group, giving a signals. One 50 micron diameter
system flexibility which would re- graded index silica fibre can comforquire a major rewiring job in an tably carry 20 channels of 20 -bit
analogue system. Stereo channels digital audio over distances up to
km. These modern fibre optic
can be instantly configured from any
pair of inputs. A choice of four cables are sheathed so as to be probasic configurations is available as a tected against all common hazards
starting point for the operator's such as being driven over by trucks
creativity so the system does not and shut in close- fitting doors. Furneed building up afresh on every thermore, field splicing is nowadays
straightforward. They have in fact
occasion.
The enormous insertion jack fields proved ideal for mobile use, replacnecessary on analogue consoles are ing expensive and troublesome
largely eliminated by the flexible multi -pair snakes, eliminating HF

-wired

1
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loss, earth loops, crosstalk, RF interference and hum.

Assignable automated
controls
The remote control property of
digital signal processing has been
combined with a multi -processor
control system to produce a revolutionary assignable control console
with considerable ergonomic advantages (Fig 2). Instead of each input
channel carrying its own set of
knobs and switches for equalisers,
echo sends, etc, the control console

TYPICAL DIGITAL STUDIO SYSTEM

.
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all times, thus assisting stereo imaging and avoiding the effects of

D/A
CONVERTERS

CONVERTERS
DIRECT
DIGITAL AUDIO
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FOLDBACK
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ROOM

MONITORING
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LINKS

STUDIO

CONTROL
ROOM

ASSIGNABLE AUTOMATED
CONTROL CONSOLE

in its simplest form is equipped with
just one set of 'channel' controls.
Access to any control on any channel is obtained by touching the 'access' button on the relevant fader,
which automatically and instantly
allocates the central control panel to
operate the processing functions of
that channel. This assignable control
principle greatly simplifies the desk
and allows more space for the controls and displays. It is rather as if
the channel controls on a conventional desk were made to slide along
under a 'window' at the operator's
hand, the correct channel always being immediately accessible without
awkward reaching and groping. Not
only does the technique speed up the
operation of the desk, it also assists
in producing a better sound balance,
the operator remaining in his optimum central listening position at

f

t

TAPE
MACHINES,
INSERTIONS,

EFFECTS,
UNITS, ¢tc

DIRECT DIGITAL
OUTPUTS

loudspeaker polar diagram variations.
The rotary control knobs operate
highly reliable shaft encoders and
have no end stops, the associated
display being the indication of control setting. Both analogue bargraph
and 4- character digital displays are
used. We have found operators to be
especially appreciative of the high
resolution possible with the latter.
Digital signal processing works with
laboratory precision and it is
perfectly feasible to calibrate controls in fractions of decibels and
know that they are totally accurate,
with all channels being absolutely
identical. Fig 3 shows the clear
56
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The digital
mixing console
uncluttered control layout achieved.
Inevitably, the most critical controls on any console are the faders.
The 'moving knob', operated by a
well precision
servo -system is
established as an ideal integration of
display and control. The knobs are
always in the right places, corresponding with the gain setting in
use and are always available for instinctive manual updating of settings
recalled
from
memory.
An
automatic clutch disengages the
motor when it is at rest, giving free
and smooth manual operation.
A much -praised feature of every
fader is a 4-character alphanumeric
'channel name' display next to the
access button. A compact typewriter
keyboard enables the entry of appropriate names. Similar names in
all the assignable control panels and
VDU routing displays (Fig 4) give a
very clear indication of the channel
accessed. Association of names
means that the operator soon gets to
know his signal routing. For example the 'violin' input fader may be
routed to the 'string' subgroup
which in turn feeds the 'orchestra'
main group.
There are 100 'snapshot' memories enabling particular combinations of control settings to be recalled instantly as required. This storage
may be relatively long-term, as, for
example, when breaking a session
overnight the console can be instructed next morning to reset all its
controls to exactly the same settings
as were used the previous day. In
this instance, the operator takes
away a floppy disk memory of the
control settings for reload the
following morning. On the other
hand, the multiple memories can be
switched in sequence to reproduce in
rapid succession the fader, EQ, etc,
settings pre-determined for particular points in a 'live' script in
broadcast or theatre.
The automation software package
synchronises all control settings to
SMPTE /EBU timecode providing
full mixdown and post- production
automation complete with the usual

Fig 3
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line data merging and list handling. These are all familiar functions
in analogue automation such as
NECAM, but they reach their full
potential in the DSP, no longer being restricted to just faders but
memorising
all
controls.
The
operator thus quickly appreciates
the time- saving creative advantages the large custom-designed analogue
of being able instinctively to change consoles which major studios have
passages on a second pass of the previously demanded and the system
tape, whilst leaving the system to offers these four major features:
look after the parts which he got
direct digital interfacing to digital
right first time.
recording and transmission systems
via the AES /EBU RS422 digital
The reality of DSP
audio link for the truly all- digital
After many man -years of research studio;
and development, the first two
fully assignable controls insystems, for BBC Radio OBs and cluding
communications
and
CTS Studios, London are nearing monitoring providing the sought completion in our factory. The cost after ergonomic solution to the conof DSP systems is competitive with trol of complex systems;
56
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complete system flexibility enabling the operator to customise his
own console before every session if
required;
snapshot memory and timecode
total
automation
synchronised
available on all controls including
faders, equalisers, limiter- compressors, pan -pots and routing.
Major applications in progress are
large scale radio and TV productions, theatres, top music recording
studios and post- production facilities. On a smaller scale, the produc-

tion of Compact Disc master tapes
can now be a totally digital process,
using a new digital concept of the
'disc mastering' desk.
Multiple studio complexes can
benefit from the economy of shared
central processing facilities.
Here is a totally new instrument
whose capabilities have only just
begun to be exploited. A virtually
limitless range of creative opportunities is being explored worldwide
with the DSP as we enter the truly
digital epoch.

NEUTRIK
The Approved Connector

Extensively anc consistently
chosen for broadcasting
and by sound equipment manufacturers

Distribution naftonwide

Sole Agent UK

Eardley Electronics Ltd
Eardley House 182 -184 Campden Hill Road
Kensington London W8 7AS
Telephone: 01 -221 0606 Telex: 23894

The Home Office
took two years to approve it.
Most artists
take less than two minutes.
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OTARI
MkIII -8

OTARI
DP 4050 C2
Highest quality and reliability from the world's
leading manufacturer. Cassette or reel master.
DP4050C2 is expandable to max. of 11 slaves.

Otari's advanced
MkIII -8 recorder,
with microprocessor
controlled transport,
built -in oscillator,
and full function
remote. The MkIII -8
can be interfaced to video
synchronizers for "audio
sweetening" work.
Autolocator Now Available.

111.11111111111111r

OTARI
DP 2700
DP 2700. An
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automatic loader
for blank or recorded
pancakes. Will wind
any length precisely.
One operator can run
up to 3 machines.
Reliable and
attractively priced.

are
considering
investing in the finest
equipment, make sure
you will enjoy the best
back -up facilities for
sales and servicing.
Otari's superb range
of multitrack and
mastering recorders,
tape duplicators and
winders, represent the highest levels
of technology, quality and reliability.
Thoroughness in design and
manufacture guarantees consistent
performance throughout their

L
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If you

long life.

ITA,

1

I.T.A. has been handling Otari
equipment, for over 10 years. No -one
else has the experience and resources
to support the product to the same
degree. Our new showroom has the
full range on working demonstration

Felgate Mews, Studland St. Londoz
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OTARI MTR90 -II
The new series MTR90

-

the pinnacle
recorder technology. Now
available in 8 track 1 inch, 16 or 24
track 2 inch versions. Optimal Tape
Guidance System, with pinchroller -less
PLL capstan, two ZHP DC reel motors,
and integral tape guidance headblock
assembly governed by Otari's proven
microprocessor controlled servo system.
Transformerless I /O, adjustable record
phase campensation, spot erase, tilting
deckplate for easy access, 14 inch reel
capacity.
of tape
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OTARI
MX5050 B211
2 TRACK

-

Otari's latest compact
2 track features
microprocessor
controlled transport,
LED tape timer, active
balanced input /output
for better transient
response, 3 tape
speeds, ref. flux
indicator. Now in
stock.

OTARI MTR
12 -2 2 TRACK

-

An additional model in the MTR
range MTR12 -2 2 track Master
Recorder, featuring 12 inch spools
for extra playing time. Available in
2 track 4 inch, 2 track inch and
4 track z inch formats.

installation rather
than before. Our
approach to after sales maintenance
is five -fold. 1) The
training and experience
of our engineers.
2) Quick response time.
3) Availability of

appropriate technical
material. 4) Under
and the MTR eries a re available for standing the requirements of each
demonstration in you:- own studio.
customer. 5) Substantial inventory of
Early delivery is offe_ ed on all models. spares for all current models. All five
From the user's point of view,
factors have to be fulfilled to provide
a supplier's commitment to their
the complete service. We know
product is more important after
Otani
so talk to the specialists!
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9009. Telex: 21879

product reference
4- Chome,

Digital Recording
Equipment

Minatoku, Tokyo 107.

Random access PCM editing system with disk
storage of music program.

This product reference differs slightly from ou
standard reference section in that it includes a
wide range of manufacturers connected with
digital recording from multitrack to editing. As
things are moving very fast in this field we have
included some manufacturers who do not at
present have a definite model in production but
are likely to do so within the near future.

EMT (West Germany)
EMT -Franz GmbH, Postfach 1520,

D -7630 Lahr.
Tel: 07825 1011. Telex: 754319.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01 -953 0091.
Telex: 27502.
USA: Gotham Audio Corp, 741 Washington Street,
New York, NY 10014. Tel: (212) 741 -7411. Telex:
129269.

EMT Digiphon control unit

dbx (USA)
dbx Inc, 71 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02195.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment, 97 -99 Dean Street.
London W1. Tel: 01-734 2812.

Recording system using hard disk digital storage.

HITACHI (Japan)
Hitachi Denshi Ltd, 1-23-2 Kanda Suda -Cho,
Chiyoda -Ku, Tokyo 101. Tel: 03 255-8411. Telex:

Predictive Delta Modulation processor.

24178.

DENON (Japan)
Nippon Columbia Co Ltd, No

14 -14,

Akasaka

UK: Hitachi Sales (UK) Ltd, Hitachi House, Station
Road, Hayes, UB3 4DR. Tel: 01-848 8787. Telex:

933611.
USA: Hitachi Sales Corp of America, 401 West
Artesia Boulevard, Compton, CA 90220. Tel: (213)
537 -8363.

Combined PCM processor and VHS format video
recorder.

JVC (Japan)
JVC, The Victor Company of Japan Ltd, Tokyo.
JVC (UK) Ltd, Eldonwall Trading Estate,
Staples Corner, London NW2. Tel: 01 -450 2621.
Telex: 923320.
USA: JVC Cutting Centre Inc, RCA Building, Suite
500, 6363 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028.
UK:

PCM
Digital mastering system including
processor, editing system, U -matic video recorder
and digital audio disc mastering preview unit.

MITSUBISHI (Japan)
Mitsubishi Electric Corp,

Mitsubishi Denki
Building, Marunouchi, Tokyo 100. Telex: 24532.
USA: Mitsubishi Electric Sales America Inc, 7045
N Ridgeway Avenue, Lincolnwood. IL 60645. Tel:
(312) 982 -9282.

0U11

FIRS1' YEAR,
1958.
Gotham Audio Corporation revolutionizes
the stereo disk recording industry and significantly upgrades
the American studio scene by offering, in one place,
the world's most sophisticated audio equipment
and engineering backup.
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Digital record ng service with location editing
facilities. Also digital recorders up to 8 -track
available for sale.

STUDER (Switzerland)
Studer

International AG, Althardstrasse 150,
CH -8105 Regensdorf. Tel: 01 480.29.60. Telex:
58489.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ. Tel: 01-953 0091.
Telex: 27502.
USA: Studer Revox America Inc, 1425 Elm Hill
Pike, Nashville, TN 37210. Tel: (615) 254-5651.
Telex: 554453.
Soon to be launched digital multitrack, digital
sampling rate convertor and digital delay preview
unit.

Mitsubshi 32-track
Digital 32 -track recorder and
recorder.

2 -track

mastering

SONY (Japan)
UK: Sony Broadcast Ltd, City Wall House, Basing
View, Basingstoke, Hants RG21 2LÂ. Tel: 0256

55011. Telex: 858424.
USA: Sony Corporation of America 9 W 57th
Street, New York NY100019. Tel: (212) 371 -5800.
Telex: 424595.

Digital 24 -track multitrack recorder 2- channel
PCM processors, digital audio editing system and
digital delay preview unit.

SOUNDSTREAM

UK: Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough
SL2 5DD. Tel: 0753 76911. Telex: 849069.
USA: Teac Corporation of
America, 7733
Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. Tel: (213)
726-0303. Telex: 677014.
2 -track

reel -to-reel digital recorder.

TECHNICS (Japan)
UK: National Panasonic Ltd, 308 -318 Bath Road,
Slough SL1 6JB. Tel: 0753 34522. Telex: 847652.
USA: Panasonic Co, 1 Panasonic Way, Secaucus,
NJ 07094. Tel: (201) 348-7000. Telex: 710 -992 8996.

PCM processor and digital cassette deck.

TELEFUNKEN (West Germany)

(USA)

Soundstream Inc, 2505 East Parley's Way, Salt
Lake City, UT 84109. Tel: (801) 486.4701. Telex:
388900.

TEAC (Japan)

AEG -Telefunken, Postfach 2154, D -7750 Konstanz.
Tel: 07531 862460. Telex: 733233.
UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House,

Sony s range of dig/tdl equipment
Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG.
Tel: 02813 89221. Telex: 849469.

Telefunken are marketing the Mitsubishi range of
digital equipment under their name in Europe and
the UK.

3M (USA)
Mincom Division, 3M Centre, St Paul, MN
55101. Tel: (612) 736 -9567. Telex: 297434.
UK: 3M UK PLC, PO Box 1, Bracknell, Berks. RG12
1JU. Tel: 0344 26726. Telex: 849371.
3M

32 -track

digital recorder, 4 -track digital recorder
and editing system.
U
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Advision and the digital refit
MENTION

the
name
`Advision'
and you're likely to evoke thoughts of the
revolution in sound recording and popular
culture associated with the 60s. Memories too
perhaps of Jeff Wayne's War of the Worlds, the
double album that's platinum in most every
country and remains CBS Records' most successful LP to date.
Quite simply Advision has been around for 30
years, which is a long time for a sound recording
studio. Now, with a change of ownership and the
injection of fresh capital, the studio is about to
become one of the most advanced and comprehensive in Europe.
"Advision started off as a -track mono studio
in New Bond Sweet," says joint managing director Roger Cameron, recalling the old days before
the studio moved to its current Gosfield Street
premises in 1969. Roger joined the studio five
years after its inception from a disc -cutting and
film dubbing background, swiftly advancing to
balance engineer and studio manager.
"We then became the first 8 -track studio and
later the first 24- track, adding the first
automated mixing console (a Quad /Eight
system) about a year before AIR," says Roger.
Advision was also one of the first to sync up two
machines for 46- track. Now, Advision is the first
studio in the UK with a Sony PCM -3324 fixed head 24 -track digital recorder. According to
Sony, two studios are operating the machines in
Germany and Holland. There are also three more
on order for British studios; but only Advision is
up and running with the system in Britain.
"My partners Doug Hopkins, Jeff Trendell,
and myself took over the studio from its founder
Kevin Hibberd earlier this year," explains Roger,
"and we decided that the studio required heavy
technological investment." An investment of
some £350,000 in fact. Advision is now a division
of a holding company called Addax Film Productions together with Pumacrest Ltd and equipment suppliers Feldon Audio.
Pumacrest, which operates the old Island
mobile, was brought into the business by Doug
Hopkins. He created the Team mobile years ago
before joining RAK and later Island at Basing
Street, setting up mobiles in each case.
"I'd known Roger socially for years even
though we were competing with each other,"
says Doug. "While I was at Island rumours
started to circulate that the studio was up for
sale, so I spoke to Jeff Trendell -he's the accountant -and we devised a financial package to
buy the studio. As it happened, the studio eventually went to SARM but we thought we could
use the same plan for Advision; which we did."
The modernisation programme involves each
of Advision's three studios in some way or
another. Studio 2, the large mixdown room facing a glazed overdub booth, is almost complete
with the digital 24 -track in service through an
SSL 6000 series 32 into 24 desk (of which more
later).
Studio 3 is a film dubbing theatre totally reequipped with Magna-Tech high -speed 16 -35 mm
rock -and -roll equipment, including a high -speed
Holoscope projector. In addition to this, the
dubbing theatre is capable of handling syn1
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Control room to studio 2 with SSL desk

32/24 Quad/Eight console in control room

chronous 24 -track analogue or digital mixdown
configurations.
Downstairs in the orchestra-sized Studio , the
winds of change are approaching gale force. Extensive refinishing is planned for completion by
the end of the year. "We're going to give this
area a facelift," says Roger casually gazing at the
Albert Hall -style wave breakers on the ceiling
(and designed by the same person). "Don't write
much about them; they might not be up for much
longer. We're also changing all this," he says,
pointing to the patterned and stylised absorbers
on the walls, which also accommodate a film
screen for music scoring, opposite the sideways on control room.
Briefly the control room has a basic 32/24
for
primary
desk
( "great
Quad /Eight
recording ") and a selection of reverb systems.

to analogue or digital tape machines."
Back to Studio 2 and a closer look at the SSL
6000 console. It's analogue, because Roger
wasn't convinced by digital desks on the basis of
facilities weighed against the cost. "An analogue
desk requires D/A (digital to analogue) conversion followed by A/D back into the recorder,"
says Roger, "but that's a negligible loss compared to analogue tape generations. I've also
tried the across -tape A/B test on the Sony -that
taken off the replay head to
is an input to track
the track 2 input, and so on to track 24. The
signals from the clean input and track 24 off-tape

1

with

assorted effects

I

"We've got three EMT plates plus Lexicon, Ursa
Major, and Sony digital units, depending on the
recording requirement.
"These days a lot of post -production work is
done with video, but one of our strengths is to be
able to cope with practically any sound requirement," says Roger. "I also believe that film scoring is an art which needs to be built up over a
period of time. We've got a C- format in VTR
going into Studio 2 which we will be able to lock
1

1

are indistinguishable.
"We've also found that digital tapes retain the
signal more accurately than normal analogue,"
claims Roger. "Identical recordings made on
digital and analogue systems sound fairly similar
in the initial A/B test. But after a while, and with
a few playings, the difference in quality between
the two media becomes much more noticeable."
The desk has automated mixing on the faders,
which remain stationary during playback and
assume a relative function during updating. A
bargraph fader position mimic diagram is
available on a Sony Profeel monitor, with a second Profeel for video dubbing work. Mixes are
64
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TWIN PPM BOX
High quality Ernest Turner TWIN
movement in a mains -powered
unit. The illuminated coaxiallymounted pointers of the TWIN
offer an unrivalled method of
monitoring stereo left and right or
sum and difference controlled by a
front panel switch. Meets IEC65 -2,
85415 safety. Also single version,
boards and kits for building into
equipment.
Ring or write for full specification
of this or:

* PPM2 and PPM3 drive circuits
* PPM5 20 -pin DIL hybrid
* Ernest Turner movements 640,
642, 643 and TWIN with flush -

mounting adaptors and illumination
kits * Peak Deviation Meter
* Programme and Deviation Chart
Recorders *Stereo Disc Amplifier
3 and 4 * Moving Coil Preamplifier

*10 Outlet Distribution Amplifier
*Stabilizer *Fixed Shift Circuit

Boards *Broadcast Monitor
Receiver 150kHz -30MHz *Stereo

Microphone Amplifier.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.
The Forge, Lucks Green,
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG.
Tel. 0483 275997

Every sound engineer

needs a little magic
The Ursa Major 8X32 digital reverberator puts pure
magic at your fingertips. Touch a button and you're transported to a concert hall stage. Touch another and hear
sound roll through vast, empty canyons. And another, to
conjure up a bright, tight plate that adds body to brass and
drums. And then another: a larger plate, warm and beautifully balanced for voices.
In fact, the 8X32 lets you create and explore an almost
infinite universe of acoustic environments. Four pre-set
programs establish basic spatial qualities; then, the
microprocessor-based controls allow you to separately
fine tune all seven key reverberation parameters. For more
control, there's a full remote console, LEDs that constantly display all the panel settings, and 64 registers of

URSA MAJC'` R, Inc.

non -volatile memory to preserve and recall useful set -ups.
And the 8X32's acoustic spaces sound real. Rich,
uncolored and clean-even with difficult material and
decay times as long as 20 seconds.
If you'd like to add a little magic to your sound, spend
some time with an 8X32. We invite you to write us for
detailed system specifications, prices (surprisingly low),
and the name of a local Ursa Major dealer. See for yourself
what it's like to acquire powers you once thought existed
only in your imagination.

The 8X32 DIGITAL REVERBERATOR

Box 18, Belmont, MA 02178 USA Telephone (617) 489 -0303
URSAMAJORBELM

Telex: 921405

Advision and the digital refit
stored on a floppy disc, the number depending
on the number of changes.
But perhaps the main benefit of the SSL 6000
is its Total Recall feature. This allows all the
primary settings of the channels -each have a
noise gate, compander and parametric EQ compared to the 4 -band EQ only of Studio l's
Quad /Eight and groups -to be displayed on the
Profeel to allow exact replication of the original
mix session. Does this not sterilise the art of mixing, with ever -increasing decision postponement
and mechanical rather than artistic guidance?
"On the contrary," replies Roger. "This
feature allows total confidence in the re- creation
of original conditions, without the producer and
artists being forced to continue a session beyond
physical endurance for fear of losing the 'feel'.
Isn't there a tendency for the engineer to
become blasé about digital's dynamic range and
the real level of channels during automation, and
wind up the level during subsequent updates? "It
comes down to good recording technique as
always -and probably more so with this
technology," says Roger.
"The old maxim of emphasising a channel by
reducing the level of the others instead of the
beginner's mistake of jamming all the faders
against the end -stop still holds true, and we use
PPMs throughout to provide accurate metering
of transients. It's especially important to train
and maintain a skilled staff -we're fortunate at
Advision I think in having two ex- operational
engineers among the directors to understand the
complexities involved."
It has been argued that complexity is the name
of the game with digital recording. "It's all very
simple with the Sony PCM-3324, " says Doug.
"You can cut the tape with a razor in the same
way that you would edit an analogue tape. There
is no need to edit between two machines videostyle, as with the 3M DMS. "
"For drop-ins, a delay circuit is incorporated
which alleviates the normal time gap between the
erase and record heads," says Roger. "This produces a better result than a normal analogue
drop -in." Two additional analogue tracks are
provided for rock -and -roll editing guidance, with
1/2-in video formulation tape yielding 60 min on
a 14 in reel.

Then there's the question of standards," adds
Doug. "Sony uses 16 -bit encoded to the DASH
(Digital Audio Stationary Head) standard, which
is being adopted by Studer and Matsushita
(Panasonic-Technics) as well as Sony's own MCI

company. Also we've got a lot of other Sony
digital gear anyway, so the 24 -track blended well
with our existing servicing arrangements."
The 'other digital gear' at Advision is the
PCM-Fl Betamax and PCM -1610 U -Matie
(rotary -head) stereo master machines. "We can
patch either into any of the studios," says Roger.
"The 1610 has become the industry standard for
Compact Disc mastering, though RTW in Germany have a unit which will transfer from F/ to
1610." Each use a 16 -bit system, but the encoding is different. PCM -1610 digital masters
can be edited in a separate suite accommodating
the Sony DAE-1I00 Digital Audio Editor, which
allows cross -mix edits with a changeover period
of up to 98 ms, and a 6 s solid -state RAM for
edit review.
It was suggested to Roger that CD puts a new
responsibility on the balance engineer -that of
the disc mastering engineer, since the 1610
master is transferred straight to CD without the
usual intermediate stage: "Engineers should
always be aware of the medium they are working
for," he says. "We always have Academy
monitor EQ available for film dubbing and of
course the Auratones for tranny- testing pop
music," (the normal line -up is JBL 4350s
through Crown amps, though this may change).
Isn't the new realm of dynamic range offered
by CD wasted on the average listener? "I believe
that top quality must be striven for," says Roger,
"otherwise, why aren't we still recording on wax
cylinders? Compressors may be developed for
CD players to allow selection between
background or in -car and more deliberate listening. But generally, while the consumer- may not
be able to itemise quality, he is usually aware of
the experience."
What about CD track marking and the initial
banding standards conflict? "There is now a
common banding standard on the first point and
secondly we don't band CD tracks here. The
masters are sent away for 'PQ editing' which
puts a cue at the start of each track for programmed playback. What's more important, is a
system of authentication for CD product. I've
been speaking to SPARS, the US equivalent of
the APRS, of which I am a committee member,
about their CD vetting procedure. They use a
sticker system which authenticates all- digital
recordings, and I'd like to see us operate a
similar system in the UK."
Roger Cameron sees Advision making a
significant contribution to CD. And besides that,
he likes the discs:
There's also the ease of handling," he says, "I
had a fault on one of my discs recently caused by
a scratch on the surface. A good rub with a bit of
Brasso, and the disc was as good as new."
Richard Dean
A Quad/Eight

Digital editing suite

theatre

also graces Advision's film dubbing

SYSTEMS

SONY
Wireless Microphone

JBL

Professional

Eastern Acoustic Works, in,

tt

DOLBY

MAIN DEALER IN THESE
AND MANY OTHER
FINE LINES
COMPLETE SYSTEM DESIGN

AND INSTALLATION

HARRIS AUDIO
SYSTEMS, Inc.
1962

N E.

149 St..

N

(305) 944 -4448

Miami, Florida 33181

SOUND EAST
Michael Harris

SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO RECORDING STUDIOS
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AKG
acousDcs

addition to the purity of sound
that an orchestral recording in a studio or
concert hall demands from a good
professional microphone, the AKG C422
stereo condenser microphone attains
those indefinable qualities called
In

ambience, imagery, presence.
Suspended at a
distance f'om the total
sound source, the C422
has the ability to make
concert recordings
come alive, searching out
the multiple tones and textures of the
music, the movement of strings in air, the
metallic sound of brass, the human voice.
Read the specification by all
means
impressive enough. But it is
those unquantifiable qualities of
excellence that make the C422 unique.
May the source be with you!

-

SPACE INVADER
Specification Inc' ides.Two double diapnragm CK I2 condenser capsules, one fixed, one
rotating through 180° for full stereo recording 9 polar patterns,
selectable remotely with the S42E remote control
Sensitivity at 1000 Hz; 0.6 mV /pb = 6 mV/Pa =64 5 dBV
Frequency range 20Hz -20kHz ± 2 5 dB from published curve

TO: AKG ACOUSTICS LTD.

191

THE VALE, LONDON W3 TEL

01 -749

2042 TELEX 28938

PLEASE SEND FULL DETAILS OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL MICROPHONES

NAME
ADDRESS
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Since our Studiofile report in October last year, Jacob's have installed
'3M digital mastering system at their studio in Surrey.

a

3M Digital Mastering

at Jacob's Studios
3M's third UK digital mastering system is now up
and running at Ridgway House, the Surrey
countryside setting for Andy and Fran
Fernbach's Jacob's Studio.
Jacob's is a residential studio offering every
home comfort in a rambling farmhouse retreat,
an architectural splendour dating back to
Georgian times. The studio was set up more than
three years ago when the Fernbachs outgrew
their smaller local premises and saw the need for
a residential facility.
Most work comes from albums and already
Jacob's has been home and 'workshop' for Rick
Wakeman and Haircut 100. Sad Cafe and
Kajagoogoo have recorded singles there, while
the new 3M digital installation is bringing
Barclay James Harvest to record a new album.
Jacob's already competes in a specialised
corner of the recording market and the purchase
of the 3M digital mastering system is seen by
Andy Fernbach as giving him the edge over the
half -dozen or so competing residential studios.
The digital installation moves Jacob's up league
into competition with European residential
studios and Fernbach says "Digital has made
quite a difference; it has already brought in the
big producers."
A lot of producers who have come to Jacob's
have not worked with digital before; for them it
opens up new possibilities. But Fernbach also
hopes now to attract the American producers
who already have digital experience. In his
words: "the availability of digital injects a new
element into Jacob's reputation -it puts us in
line for work where we previously might not have
been considered ".
For the moment Andy and Fran Fernbach
manage Jacob's themselves, although as a
professional musician himself Andy wants to
make more free time to get on the other side of

the mixing desk to do his own recording. Two
studio engineers and a maintenance engineer
comprise the full time technical staff; their
reaction to the 3M system has been every bit as
positive.
Fernbach stresses that the benefits of digital
are not something to be found on a spec sheet but
are very real. In his words: "Musicians are really
knocked out. It's just been a revelation. Digital is
difficult to describe, it has a lot of 'presence',
almost like 3D, but everyone's been excited by
the general sound and clarity."
Creatively too the 3M offers new approaches.
Originally concerned when he'd read and heard
about the digital system's editing requirements,
Fernbach was enthusiastic once he'd learned a
new approach to editing. "When there's a really
tight edit there are things you can do digitally
that you can't do with a razor blade. You can
preview the pre- and post -edit sound from the
3M system without making the edit." The
Jacob's engineers were in full agreement that
once a new way of working with edits has been
accepted then digital editing opens up areas of
creative possibility.
Through the summer the second studio is
being refitted and then both studio areas, which
join end to end, can be used for digital recording,
offering even greater flexibility over booking and
usage of studio space whether for digital or
analogue 24 -track recording. Already Andy is
discussing the possibility of a special order
16 -track digital recorder with 3M to further
expand his business. Multitrack master editing
would then be simple offering even further
possibilities for Jacob's clients. 3M's DMS has
so far offered full satisfaction to Andy
Fernbach's demands as both businessman and
musician -that is high praise indeed.
David Prakel

f Sound
Off?
When your recorder or reproducer
sounds off, the problem could be
due to the tape steering up or down
because of faulty alignment. Eliminate this problem with the all new
VIF Capstan Idler Assembly.
Precision designed by Walter White,
the VIF 1005 has a unique selfaligning feature which enables it to
remain exactly parallel to the capstan at all times, thereby completely
eliminating alignment problems regardless of capstan diameter.

r

Professional sound equipment for
the professionals in sound.

INTERNATIONAL'
P.O. Box 1555
Mountain View, CA 94042
(408) 739-9740

1

Reel Holding

Power

When you're looking for a quick loading, highly reliable method of
securing either NAB or RETMA tape
reels in place, look to the VIF 1000
Lock -Down Reel Retainer.

This precision designed retainer
works with 1/4" and 1/i" reels on
both rack and console mounted
recorders. And, the VIF 1000 has
been developed to provide you with
years of trouble -free service even
under the roughest handling.

Professional sound equipment for
the professionals in sound.

INTERNATIONAL'
P.O. Box 1555
Mountain View, CA 94042
(408) 739 -9740
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Klark-Teknik Series 300
GRAPHIC EQUALISERS

Reliable performance at reasonable cost.
Introducing s whole new family of audio
equalisers combining active -circuit design with
thick-film engineering ... to reduce the component
count and set new standards of reliability and
performance.
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Dedication is the soul of good design.
Klark-Teknik are dedicated to
making every product a classic.

'
,

/,ake
Clarke

Cutting the cost of certainty
In 1975 Klark -Teknik launched the DN27 - the
graphic equaliser that brought the price of high reliability
and precision performance down to a new affordable
level. Now our policy of constantly watching new
advances in technology has led through a series of design
breakthroughs to yet another generation of graphic
equalisers. Every equaliser in the Series 300 from KlarkTeknik has been given extra heart by innovative use of
microelectronic circuitry engineered with thick-film
technology.
Result: our Series 300-equalisers don't only equal the
performance of the DN27 - they actually improve on both
its impressive reliability record and its unrivalled price:
performance ratio. The whole family of related
instruments show greatly increased capability over a wide
variety of applications ranging from monitor and
recording equalisation to sound system tuning. But that's
not all ... Klark-Teknik have designed the Series 300
around a philosophy of maximum affordability.

FITTING INTO YOUR PLANS
How did we do it? By pursuing a policy of dedicated
attention to our design objectives, we were able to fulfil
the professional's need for greater control over sound. By
giving attention to production engineering detail we have
been able to maximise the economic as well as the
performance benefits from the new technology, so that
this new family of instruments fits in with your needs and
your budget better than ever before. As an added benefit,
all the instruments in this prolific family now fit into just
2U of rackspace - except the DN360 that fits two whole
channels of equalisation into 3U of rack.

The photograph

of the DN360 below,

is ACTUAL SIZE.

DN360

KLARK TEKtIIK
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RELIABILITY CONTROL!

THE INVISIBLE EXTRA

Even with the advanced technology incorporated, these
instruments are given the full backing of Klark -Teknik
'reliability control', which proves each equaliser against a
specification consistent with the highest professional
standards. Only top quality components are used, and
every unit is bench- tested and aligned before a bum-in
period and final performance test.

Careful design of microelectronic filter circuits and the
application of thick film technology have effectively raised
our previously outstanding reliability standards by a
measurable amount. This makes it possible for KlarkTeknik to back every equaliser in the series with a unique

five year warranty!
Parts only.

GI
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Specification
Dó360

DN300

DN3O1

DN332

DN27A

Electronic balancing
Impedance (ohm)

Balanced

Balanced

Balanced

Balanced

Unbalanced

Balanced

20kk

Unbalanced

10x

20k
10k

20k
10k

20k
10k

10k
10k

Unbalanced
600 ohm
<60 ohms
+22dBm

Unbalanced
600 ohm
<60 ohms
+22dBm

Unbalanced
600 ohm
<60 ohms
+22dBm

Unbalanced
600 ohm
<60 ohms
+22dBm

Unbalanced
600 ohm
<60 ohms
+22dBm

+0.5dB
+0.5dB
<C.01%@1kHz

+0.5dB
User defined
<0.01 %@lkHz

± 0.5dB

± 0.5dB

User defined
<0.o1 %@1 kHz

+0.5dB
<0.01 %@)kHz

+0.5dB
±0.5dB
<0.01 %@1 kHz

< -90dBm
>75dB@1kHz

< -90dBm

< -90dBm

N.A.

N.A.

< -90dBm
>75dB@lkHz

+ 19dBu

+ 19dBu

+ 19dBu

+ 19dBu

N.A.
N.A.

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

+6dB

+6dB

+20dB

+6dB

+6dB

Type
Centre frequencies

MELT

MELT

MELT

MELT

LCR

2 x 30

30

2 x 16

27

ISO

25-20kHz
octave
=5 %u
* 6 /12dB
18dß /octave
-- 3dB @30Hz

25 -20kHz

30
25 -20kHz

20 -20kHz

40-16kHz
2/3 octave
±2%

filter slope

Low pass filter slope

Input

Output
Type
Min. load impedance
Source impedance
Max. level

Frequency response
(20Hz- 20kHz) Eq out
Eq in
Distortion @ +4dBm)
Equivalent input noise
(20Hz -20kHz unweighted)
Channel separation
Overload indicator
Auto -bypass (failsafe)
(

Gain

< -90dBm

Filters

E

Tolerance ...
Maximum boost/cut
Subsonic filter
High pass

2/3

octave

2/3

octave

2/3

octave

+5%

±5%

+5%

± 12dB

-15dB

± 12dB

N.A.

N.A.

N A.

15Hz -300Hz
12dB /octave

15Hz -300Hz
12dB /octave

18dB/octave
- 3dB @30Hz
N.A.

N.A.

2k5Hz -30kHz

2k5Hz-30kHz

6 /12dB/octave

6/12dB/octave

± 12dB
N.A.
N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Power requirements
Voltage

110/120/220/240V
50 /60Hz

110/120/220/240V
50 /60Hz

110/120/220/240V
50/60Hz

110/120/220/240V
50/60Hz

Consumption

<15 VA

<15 VA

<15 VA

<15 VA

110/120/220/240V
50 /60Hz
<15 VA

4 5kg
7kg

3.5kg
6kg

3.5kg
6kg

3.5kg
6kg

6.5kg
8kg

482mm (19 inch)
305mm (8 inch)
133mm (51/2 inch)

482mm (19 inch)
205mm (8 inch)
89mm (31 inch)

482mm (19 inch)
205mm (8 inch)
89mm (31/z inch)

482mm (19 inch)
205mm (8 inch)
89mm (31/2 inch)

482mm (19 inch)
205mm (8 inch)
133mm (52/4 inch)

Weight

800

Nett
Shipping

Dimensions
Width
Depth
Height

Terminations
Inputs
Outputs
Power

3
3
3

pin XLR
pin XLR
pin CEE

3
3
3

pin XLR
pin XLR
pin CEE

3
3

3

pin XLR
pin XLR
pin CEE

3
3
3

pin XLR
pin XLR
pin CEE

3
3
3

pin XLR
pin XLR
pin CEE

MELT- Proprietoy Microcircuit.
The whole Series 300 family of graphic equalisers comply with standard 19 inch rack mounting requirements.
As

part of a policy of continual improvement, Klark -Teknik reserve the right to alter specifications without notice.

PIN CONFIGURATIONS

Tautput
view of plug (A3MXLR).
Enbalanced

e

Balanced

Rear view of plug (A3
Unbalanced

Balanced

GND

I

GND

1

2 GND

2

COLD

2 GND

1

3

HOT

3 H

3

GND

HOT

Options
Security covers

Transformer balancing

An optional perspex security
cover is available to prevent
unauthorised interference with
calibrated equaliser settings in
permanent sound installations.
For DN300 Order number SC30
For DN301 Order number SC30
For DN332 Order number SC30
For DN360 Order number SC36
For DN27A Order number SC27

Retrofittable output balancing transformers:
For all Series 300 models
Order number BU37
Transformer input balancing is available on all
Series 300 equalisers but must be specified with
initial order.
Order number BN37
For DN27A pn/Out)
Order number BA27

THE RIGHT
PERFORMANCE LEVEL
AT THE
RIGHT PRICE
Series 300 equalisers are

designed with inbuilt capability
for a very wide range of

applications - including:
In live performance - sound
reinforcement, wide -hand
equalisation and monitor
tuning.
In the recording studio monitoring, system equalisation
and 'second thoughts track
clean up.
In the motion picture

industry - dialogue sound
equalisation ... and B -chain
equalisation in the re- recording
studio.
In stereo broadcasting announcer microphone
enhancement and stereo
channel equalisation to give
maximum on- the -air brightness
and punch.
In the discotheque to give bass
with substance - and aggressive
top for increased accentuation.
For contractors and others
who need effective equalisation
to achieve spot-on public
address system intelligibility.
In the theatre for front -ofhouse system and grouped
microphone equalisation.

Ask around, you'll find that

Klark -Teknik equipment is
known for its ability to take the
roughest conditions with the
smoothest performance, in the
studio or on the road.

Klark-Teknik Research Limited,
Coppice Trading Estate, Kidderminster,
Worcestershire DY11 7HJ, England.

Your supplier is:

Telephone: (0562) 741515 Telex: 339821

Klark-Teknik Electronics Inc.
262a Eastern Parkway, Farmingdale,
N.Y.

11735, USA.

Telephone: (516) 249 -3660
klark- Trknik Research Limited.
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Electro Voice
SOUND IN ACTION

Electro-Voice manufacture a range of High
Quality products for stage and studio, from
Microphones to concert P.A. Systems.

Shuttlesound understand what professional
audio means - maybe this is why they
represent E -V and other fine products in the
U.K.

your reputation depends on Sound
Reproduction - can you afford to ignore us?
If

SHUTILESOU\D

"SOUND THINKING ABOUT SOUND PRODUCTS"
UNIT 15, OSIERS ESTATE, OSIERS
TEL.

01-871

0966

ROAD LONDON SW 18 lEJ
TELEX 27670 SHUTSO G

TM

remember the days so many
years ago when sound mixers
were large metal plates sporadically
with
sprinkled
multi -coloured
knobs, certain of our friends and
latterly competitors used to mix
audio signals by throwing audio
currents down mixing busses and
terminating them with beautiful
transformers. The results were
adequate at the time-and indeed
often excellent by present -day
standards. In the 1950's the `virtual
was
earth'
mixing
system
(re)discovered and suddenly the
ability to mix any number of audio
signals to a single output with no
'on /off' loss became a reality and
balanced mixing went out of
fashion.
Engineers at Alice were always a
little diehard and conventional and
the idea of `passive mixing' was
retained even up to the present day
in the little Alice 828 mixer -but in
unbalanced form.
Continuing experimental work at
Windsor on low noise input stages
and new ways of using these newfangled op-amps came up with the
theoretical concept of balanced
mixing using an `instrumentation'
type of circuit in place of the
transformer. The test bench proved
that this arrangement not only
reduced the noise created by the
mixing system itself, but gave the
added
benefit
a
6 dB
of
improvement in overload margin
unbalanced
over
conventional
WE
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systems. This was all very well, but
the system was still a `dual
unbalanced' one and did not have
IS
WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW
the inherent advantages of the
transformer in terms of interference
rejection and power transfer.
ANOTHER MULTITRACK CONSOLE?
The real answer came as in all
good stories -right out of the blue.
The story of the Silk started in the summer of 1982. Robbie Weston was A doodle on the design white board
planning an expansion to his Berwick Street empire and during a chance showed two op -amps in a somewhat
meeting discussed the possibility of a 24 -track desk for multi -purpose radio immoral pose -the back -to -front
and TV commercial production. The stock Alice reply to any suggestion of one providing negative feedback to a
competing in this field was: "Why not try the manufacturers who are good positive input! The ` Superbal' had
at multitrack desks-we don't make them." Because of the three successful been discovered (we would love to
Alice equipped studios already in Silk House, their advice was sought again know if the Russians discovered this
in October. "These are the two leading contenders-what do you think." first was well!) The `Superbal'
The two consoles were well known, excellent multitrack mixers and Alice circuit arrangement was quickly
to
hardware
and
commented accordingly- choose the one which will do the job. In converted
November Robbie started an hilarious inverse sales routine, asking advice measured to death; with different
on digital interface systems, sub -grouping, in -line ergonomics, light column op-amp types, changes in resistor
meters and a host of detail design problems. In December at an evening values, band limiting and biasing,
meeting they finally got the message-the available technology was not what until we thought that we knew
Robbie had in mind. The mixing system he wanted combined the enough about this oddity of physics.
The results of measurement were
ergonomics of some American consoles with the price and excellence of the
all
encouragement. Noise was as
UK industry with some interesting technical additions vital to his operation.
distortion was not
Alice had to admit that they had already developed some complex digitally predicted,
controlled audio switching systems and were at an advanced stage in the measurable, overload tested the
development of total balanced audio as an answer to performance capabilities of some very expensive
limitations. A few glasses later they had agreed to commit the ultimate crime test equipment. The biggest problem
was where to test the beast in the
of our industry
build yet another multitrack console. Within a few days
practical, sceptical and cruel world.
of late nights Steve Dove had proposed a channel that looked like the
diagram of a central heating system and Ted's hair was falling out at the The answer to that one came in the
concept of 100 audio connections to the monitor module. The quotation innocent form of a `can you build a
simple mixer for VT editing' request
was calculated on innumerable cigarette packets and the deal settled
from Auntie BBC. The design team
immediately before Christmas.
How could Alice compress development and production of a (he was locked in a room with only
revolutionary digitally-controlled console into the 4 -month period that bread and water) created some
Robbie had talked them into? Read on -Ted Fletcher and Steve Dove will extraordinarily dense PC boards,
and a mechanical design that fitted
tell you why mixer manufacturers die early and never become millionaires.
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Development of a

digitally-controlled console

the
requirements.
This
was
converted to workshop schedules
and the first superbal mixer was
born.
The reaction to the `special' from
the acceptance engineers was initial
stunned silence, followed by a
considered `no comment' when it
finally dawned that conventional
were
test
techniques
totally
inadequate for this technology. The
mixer might as well have been a
piece of well -screened wire! It would
be boring to enumerate the figures
that were finally measured; suffice it
to say that the BBC's EP 14 test set
don't go that low -or high!
The basic superbal circuit is
shown in Fig 1 and anyone with a
mathematical bent is welcome to
attempt the parameter calculations
for the twin balanced ports.

Robb.e Weston seated at the newly- installed digitally- controlled console at Silk Sound in Berwick Street, London

Alice was running out of ideas for

ideas were ignored and cardboard
bringing the industry's bright young mock -ups were used to check yet
things down to earth and teaching again the reach of any young
enthusiastic recording engineer.
them some homespun physics.
Mechanical details were prepared in
The Silk idea
double quick time; rejected, and
The digital age was upon us all in the The analogue Silk
summer of 1982.
Once the order for a Silk had been done again in even quicker time.
The Fl was a practical reality and confirmed, the problems started in Colour schemes were tried out and
clever clogs in flash magazines were
telling us how analogue went out
with hot pants and no self-respecting
audiophile would be seen dead
listening to anything but beautiful
digital sounds. Arguments raged
(and still do) about the fine points of
psychoacoustics in the medium war
but those antidiluvian engineers at
Alice were looking fondly at their
catalogue of physical oddities and
giggling.
The Silk was a development in its earnest. How big can we make the sneered at, knob styles proposed and
time, and a timely development: a rack, what sort of metering is best, quailed at (no time for special
bringing
together
digital what is the ideal ergonomic layout, injection moldings). The complete
of
exuberance and analogue innova- and so on and so on. The answers mechanical concept was finished in
tion. The story of its conception at were arrived at in the simplest the space of three weeks.
Meanwhile circuit preparation
the head of the text is true and possible way -by experiment from
happened precisely at the time when first principles. All preconceived was grinding to a conclusion. Some

The concept of digital control
demanded very advanced
switching matrix thinking

long term decisions had to be made
in these early(!) stages.
The consensus based on about a
century of experience and some
extreme opinions (see on these
pages) demanded a wholehearted
leap into the balanced technology.
The microphone amplifier should
be a transformer balanced device.
Strange choice? Not really, we know
not of a transformerless microphone
input that is really proof against all
ills; and even if one was available,
the testing time to make 110% sure
would take too long. The circuit
chosen was one which offers extreme
overload margin combined with a
very wide gain swing.
Line inputs are an entirely
different bucket of bits. The
superbal technique comes into its
own again with supremely accurate
static and dynamic balance-with
none of the deficiencies or
disadvantages of transformers.
The concept of total digital
control
demanded some very
advanced switching matrix thinking
No clicks, no crosstalk, no
distortion.
Someone
actually
mentioned relays -but he hasn't
been seen since. The requirement
was for an extremely dense
configuration with a performance
that would allow say 20 passes
through the matrix with no
measureable
degradation.
The
answer was once again with us all the
time in CMOS broadcast switchers
using balanced (well I never)
techniques. The matrices in the
`channel' consist of arrays of
16- legged animals whose gates are
opened and shut incredibly quickly
by the 24 discrete digital command
centres. These matrix arrays link the
analogue circuitry into forms which
resemble a conventional mixer;
either in -line' or `production'
(channel /group).
It was well after the `channel' had
been laid out, built and tested in
prototype form that a drawing office
silkworm made an attempt at

...
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The SDS6

is

a

Ulf programmable

8

channel sequencer designed specifically to
t -igger Simmons electronic drum modules.
It hcs been designed to allow the non drummer and composer access to the
exciting sounds of Simmons electronic
drums, as well as widening the horizons of
drummers and percussionists who wish to
play "live" (using Simmons Drum Pads)
over composed passages stored in the
sequencer.
Via the unique "matrix display ",
99 patterns of Brim music can be programmed in any -ime signature and used to
compose up to 99 sequences, each up to
250 patterns long. Chains of these sequences

1111111111111

can then be compiled to produce songs.
Every single drum "hit" can be
assigned a dynamic level from 1 to 9 and a
variable "humanizing" control gives a
realistic feel on playback.
A comprehensive range of sync inputs
and outputs allow the SDS6 to work with a
multitude of other electronic equipment and
a tape syncing facility is provided, along
with program dumping to an external
memory pack in 0.4 of a second, making a
vast library of compositions instantly

available.

-

The Simmons electronic drum kit plus
the SDS6 sequencer
the worlds most
versatile electronic percussion system.

For further details, please contact:-

ESIMMONS]
Simmons

E

ectronics Ltd., AEaey Mill, Abbey Mill Lane, St. Albans, Herts AL3 4HG. Tel: 0727 54601/2. Telex: 8952387
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digitally-controlled console
drawing up a system block diagram
for the collection of hardware that
we all prayed would turn into a Silk.
The final (current ?) version is shown
in Fig 2. The arrangement of interconnecting matrix blocks, although
show
to
difficult
extremely
diagrammatically, works beautifully -all you've got to do is ignore
the block and just use the thing, it's
only a sound mixer after all!

The dustbin concept
All mixers large or small suffer to
some extent with ground path
problems. The universal problem is
that if any current flows along any
conductor, a small voltage is
produced between the ends of that

conductor. The obvious answer,
impossible up to now, is to avoid
any current whatsoever in ground
paths. In a true balanced system the
problem ceases to exist as no signals
are referred to ground at all -they
all refer to themselves in opposing
phase. Of course there are
unbalanced sections even in the Silk,
and here are danger areas where
ground paths could degrade
performance down to that of a
conventional mixer. Here yet
another esoteric concept was used:
the dustbin. This makes use of the
'virtual earth' effect of a high gain
op-amp, effectively reducing ground
currents by a factor of about
100 dB, in fact, eliminating the
problem completely. Already this
technique is in use in other mixers
and has proved to be more
economical and effective than the
'reference earth' system used by
some well known continental
manufacturers, and certainly more
economical than employing a master
plumber.

Now come on Steve, you
remember what
this is

telephone lines without a lump of
iron. The circuit is self -balancing
and repeatable and can be driven
from balanced circuitry. The last
link in the analogue chain had been
found: the superbal output.

Gee whiz!
In the Silk there are:
8,000 6k8 1% resistors
63

integrated dircuits per channel

450 illuminated pushbuttons

MHz oscillators
of screened twin cable
10,000 insulation displacement connections
In spite of over 2,000 devices in
the mixer, the total power
consumption is less than 200 W.
32

1

6 km

Why not all digital?

Sixteen -bit linear digitally encoded
audio makes for an extremely
The sheer complexity of the mixing impressive recording and transmispaths in a truly multi -purpose sion medium, as is evidenced by the
console demanded something special many machines and links using the
in the circuitry. The mathematics of
the superbal system promised The personal touch is added
perfection and the reality aproached
it. All the balanced mixing lines were
run in unscreened ribbon cable with
no special care taken about magnetic
fields, high level signals or tone
generators. In reality there was no
room to do anything else within
excess of 100 balanced pairs
squashed through 5 cm holes in the
main frame. The Silk contains some
200 superbal mixing stages within its
system.
The output stages (which are
numerous) presented a further huge
problem to 'Silk City' (as the sign on
the door said). How could a totally
balanced mixer be produced without
output transformers? Yet again the
Alice catalogue of dusty relics came
up with the answer in the form of a
discarded circuit developed to drive

Mixing the mix
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idea. (That it really isn't 16 -bit by
the time error correction etc
overhead is included shan't be dwelt
on -it's inherent to any digital
system). The idea that it is the
is
rather
danger'ultimate'
ous-people thought that rotating
drums of soft wax were pretty neat
once -the best attainable performance presently for transmission is
along a matched transmission line,
which may be approximated by a bit
of wire. That is the standard of
reference, not that which is currently
commercially viable and fashionable.
On that basis, we come across a
rather interesting pecking order of
performance capabilities for various
parts of the chain:
Recording: digital (except for
preference in such cases as drums
where the soft -limiting characteristic
of analogue tape does wonders by
nicely smashing off the transients).
Transmission: Digital for other than
short links, except for mass

distribution where analogue wins on
financial and 'technical inertia'
bases. (How many trannies are there
world?
How
many
in
the
PCM-Fls ?). With suitable error
correction digital audio over an RF
path is now almost as hardy as FM.
Processing:
(a)
Simple
time
manipulation (delays, Hangers, fake
reverb etc). Either expensive or next
to impossible to achieve in analogue
but cheap using well -proven bits and
technology in digital. (b) Complex
(frequency and phase versus amplitude manipulation -that means EQ,
sunbeam -and gain).
Gotcha! How do you get gain out
of a digital system? Answers on the
smallest possible postcard please
If you have say a small signal
using only four bits of a 16 -bit word,
it doesn't matter how much you
multiply it up it's still only going to
be 4 significant bits of information,

...

only displaced up the digital word.
Gong! No advantage at all.
Implicitly, any signal that needs to
be processed has to be presented to
the digital processor at a sensible
manageable level before it can do its

job.
Leaving apart the sci-fi world of
laser -interferometry
microphones
and such, real-world sources have to
be manipulated before they even get
a sniff of digits. Even allowing for
sci -fi, the unique characteristics of
D12s, U47s and PZMs will still be in
demand. The means of this
manipulation? Analogue of course!
This brings us to quite a sobering
juncture and the ultimate lie to
digital processing. Present day
analogue technology allows mixer
companies such as Alice to regularly
churn out even budget -range
consoles with a microphone input
1 dB
or
factor
of
noise
better-resultant noise being mostly
attributable to the thermal noise of

the source.
Without radically
altering the climate or moving quite
fast there is no way things will get
any quieter, so here we are lumbered
with a minimum noise power of
some -126 dBm for a typical 200 SI
source. Let's assume our noise
source (microphone) is plonked in
front of somebody and 70 dB of
gain is needed to crank said body's
utterances up to a manageable level.
The thermal noise is brought up to
70 dB also and no degree in maths is
necessary to deduce that it has been
brought up to -56 dBm. Even
allowing 20 dB headroom that
makes a total dynamic range of
76 dB -what price the claimed
96 dB range of a 16 -bit digital
system here?
The question of what the noise
floor of a typical multi- source
balance would be only needles the
point further.
Admittedly, the same argument of
expected programme noise floor
versus system dynamic range applies
to proponents of analogue signal
processing but if the numbers game
is to be played -and it does seem to
be a fair amount of the gee-whizzmanship of digital marketeeringthen analogue can acquit itself very
smartly. Walk this way . . .
On the Silk, using the vaunted
Superbal mixing system, a buss noise
figure of some -86 dBu peak
(equates to about -93 dBu RMS) is
achieved. Allowing for 25 dB
headroom above nominal signal

of topologies-just to try and make life
easy all round.
Experience, like why two circuits
with identical frequency and phase
characteristics
sound
entirely
different. Like why a Constant Amplitude Phase-Shift network
based mid- section sounds so much
smoother than a State-Variable
based section. Like why secondorder responses work beautifully
sometimes
and
diabolically
elsewhere in the spectrum. Like why
the 30- year-old Baxandall arrangement makes cute, hip, new filters
wither by comparison.
All this often -quantified, sometimes ethereal and occasionally mystical nouse can readily be called and
acted upon in analogue design
procedures.
Somebody, somewhere has an
awful lot of groundwork to make up
in establishing the specific EQ
characteristic emulatory algorithms
channel with a reasonable sounding for digital audio processing systems.
EQ.
It sure ain't gonna be us.
Making the assumption that
It became quite evident over a
given the way our industry makes period of time just how far the
money enough for us all to survive market wasn't prepared to go in
-equalisation is here to stay, ease of terms of the radical control and
implementation is the important operational changes permitted by
parameter.
the use of digital control.
An amassed wealth of both design
Single- channel-or 'Assignable'
knowledge and user feedback has -control surfaces found a few
obtained over the (many, sobs) years friends, but far fewer than those
in trying to evolve elegant, simple to rightly or wrongly horrified by the
use and effective analogue EQ prospect.
The pure assignable
arrangements. All manner of concept is as far removed from
weirdnesses and tortured circuit
74

level (0 dBu) that sums up to a

multiplication

or summation

system dynamic range capability of digital signals ameliorates signifiover 110 dB.
cantly the position.
Taking present -day 16-bit signals,
summing 24 of the claimed -96 dB Cost
signals (always assuming that root - A handful of pots, chips and
square summation is appropriate for bits-presto
a
with
channel
the possibly coherent quantisational reasonable sounding EQ.
noise characteristic) a total dynamic
A
fast minicomputer,
A/D
range of some 82 dB results.
interface, an analogue front -end
There's only about 38 dB in it, not gain- stage,
a
few
horrific
much!
algorithms, an aircon plant and an
If 'claimed 96 dB' sounds bigotese interactive control surface -presto a

If a numbers game has to be
played, it had better be played
very carefully indeed
this is due to the subjectively nastier
quantisation noise reducing the
useable dynamic range- measurement via a CCIR 468 filter bears this
out, both techniques indicating a
-90 dB -ish figure.
If a numbers game has to be
played, it had better be played very,
very carefully indeed
analogue
audio signal processing for the
moment easily exceeds digital
simplistically for things like dynamic
range,
although
the bit -slice
technique of using an overflow
number of bits to increase the post-

-
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FIG 2 Silk Series Schematic
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digitally-controlled console
operational optimum as is the
present highly redundant multi knobbed monster brigade; the
optimum lives somewhere between.
The 'Silk' approach, of 'automating' every sensibly recallable
function of major signal paths
within a powerfully unconventional
in -line desk format was felt to be a
worthwhile step into this conceptual
void.

The digital Silk
Given
enough
funds,
time,
enthusiasm and opening hours, the
depth of digital (and almost
implicitly computer) control is
virtually
unlimited.
Complete
storage of all switched and variable
functions, the time -cue related recall
and direct instantaneous usage of
that information, the removal of the
electronics from the control surface
yeah, yeah, yeah.
This was a real mixer to a real job
by a real installation deadline using
real, at hand technology which lent
itself admirably to the active recall
requirements of the desk. At a real
price.
Note the definition; 'active recall'
meaning anything stored that when
recalled
directly
actuates
the
appropriate control -as opposed to
'informational recall' (with the
greatest of respect to the guys near
Oxford) which will remember the
universe and it's cousin's girlfriend
but only tell you where everything
was and leaves the actual resetting to
you.
Concurrent to Silk was a massive
computer -controlled audio switching matrix development program, in
particular for a large Government
department
and
for
large
broadcasting
in
organisations
general. As the control mechanism
for this, some mighty fine software
had been contrived -uncommon
and astonishing good sense came
over all involved in the decision to
make the Silk console digital stuff
compatible with both the matrix
hardware and configure it for ease
of software implementation. As an
aside, the software takes the form of
machine code manipulatory routines
running within a high -level- language
executive; this possesses the twin
virtues of speed with very human
interactive characteristics, namely in
prompts and informational display.
(Anyone who's tried to write prompt
literals in code will empathise!)
Display characteristics are rapidly
modifiable in the executive to suit
the bill without causing major
upheavals.
With one eye on system
automation and the other on standalone capability, some embarrassing
questions had to be asked;
'Digital noise?'
'What happens if the central

...
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processor snuffs it ?'
'Is it Admiralty Blue or Honeydew?'
Despite the amount of fast digital
circuitry on each module, it was
decided to make every channel
stand-alone, ie it can be heaved out
of the desk, power hung on and
tested-digits or no digits. To this
end, every module has its own onboard free -running 1 MHz clock
oscillator, dividers and timing
peripherals. This lot abdicates
control to the frame system only if
that particular channel is being
addressed /interrogated -the rest of

the time it sits there Megging around
itself merrily.
The reality of what we'd actually
done only dawned quite late in the
possible
proceedings:
the
consequences of having 32 free running one -meg oscillators inside a
mixer frame with the same number
of high -gain input amplifiers and
medium-impedance equaliser stages
were really too creasingly painful to
even think about. We were building
it. It had to work . . .
It did.
Mercifully, the logic board of the

THE HUMAN SILK
mixer -making generally not appreciated by
customers is the tremendous human interplay involved in the
design, proving and construction of a new console series. The
small
Silk certainly had a dramatic effect on Alice
28- strong 'family'. The whole spectrum is there; wiremen, card
assemblers, test department, buying and credit control,
office
staff,
drawing
documentors,
accountancy,
administration and the odd few liabilities such as managing
directors and designers ligging about.
Getting an entirely new design together in the (ludicrously)
short time span galvanised an exhilarating single- minded
A

side

of

-a

corporate 'vibe'.
Silk was everywhere-the young lady administrative staff
were christened 'Silk Stockings', the design office generating
the computer correlated wiring schedules became the 'Silk
Press', Ted's office transformed into 'Silk City' as the design
co- ordination point.
'Silkworms' were weaving about everywhere, emanating
mostly from the 'Silk Factory', previously the workshop.
Some interesting personality conflicts arose as they tend to
under such intense circumstances -one fairly minor
difference of electronic design practice caused a big white line
to be drawn down the middle of the building for a while; the
pressure of deadline versus design satisfaction similarly
caused many dark threats of 'Silk Curtains' and sitting at
opposite ends of the pub.
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The heat was on. Everyone knew it and loved it.

TF & SD

channels being a mere 6 mm away
from the high-gain audio section of
the adjacent channel, we still don't
even know what the digital noise
sounds like. It is despite the odds the
quietest console to have left the
Windsor factory.
This can be attributed to a number
of things:
the 'balanced throughout' philosophy;
the non -ground -referral 'dustbin'
technique;
the
non -synchronous
digital
electronics;
the complete floating of all digital
circuitry from all analogue, (with the
exception of the matrix elements
themselves).
It's all in the grounding. Or more
to the point, it's not all in the
grounding.
A quite compact digital buss
(sharing the same indirect card
connector as most of the audio,
incidentally) carries card decoding
and local data /address matrix
information to the on-channel
switch decode /buss interface cells. It
would have been quite nice to have
provided
asynchronous
totally
switch debounce, decode, buss
drive, buss receive and matrix driver
circuits but a seemingly endless cycle
of PC board layout 'real-estate'
juggling proved this impossible. An
old but novel 'transitional logic' cell,
which, running at full processor
speeds, performs all the debouncing,
driving and buss interfacing for 24
controls in a few square inches of
board space. Suddenly -and to
everyone's relief -this made the
automatable channel a reality.
Authors' note: our sincere thanks to Robbie
Weston at Silk Sound for his ideas, patience,
understanding and humour; the best customer in
the universe.

Built by
Fop lar Demand!
The DDA M Series
Compact 4 bus audio mixing systems
of the highest quality in
8,16 and 24 channel formats.
The M Series - setting a new standard.
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Telephone: 01 -847 0363
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9 Warren Street
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Technisonic Studios
St Louis
Where was the first automated
mixdown console installed in the United States? Where can you find one of
the most complete recording plants in
the country
a place that will do
everything from recording, to automated mixing, to shooting film, to
designing and executing animation,
to pressing discs and shipping them
out? According to the highly experienced and often very opinionated
staff at Technisonic Studios, the
answer to these questions happens to
be the unlikely midwestern city of St
Louis, Missouri.
You need a map to get around
Technisonic Studios, or better still, a
seeing -eye dog. What looks from the
outside to be a fairly ordinary, if
somewhat underfenestrated, office
building, turns out to be a labyrinthine maze of tunnels, passageways, and stairwellsthat would warm
the heart of any writer of Gothic
mysteries. What it also turns out to be
is a completely up -to -date, although
cosmetically strictly utilitarian, soup to-nuts recording facility. "The only
way we can keep local business from
going out to the east or west coast,"
says 'chief talker' and manager without portfolio Ralph Canter, "is to
offer everything in one place, right
here in town." 'Everything' includes
a dual -console automated 40 -track
recording studio, three 4 -track
recording and production rooms,
high -speed duplicators for reel and
cassette tapes, complete film editing,
shooting, animation, and transfer
facilities, a sound stage, a mobile film
truck, a disc -mastering setup, and an
automated record press. "We used to
do plating here, too," says Canter,
"but we moved that over to the chief
engineer's house when we expanded
our disc pressing equipment."
Technisonic may well be the oldest
continuously operating recording
studio west of the Mississippi River. It
was founded in 1929(!) by Charles
'Bud' Harrison, when he took a job
with the Central Institute for the Deaf
in St Louis, operating and maintaining the lacquer -on- aluminum disc
recording equipment used for
research and therapy. In his spare time
he made discs for local advertisers and
radio stations, and soon he was
recording network radio broadcasts
from telephone lines fed from the east
coast, for delayed broadcast over stations in the Central Time Zone. In
1947, Harrison purchased a Magnecord'A in tape deck, and shortly thereafter an Ampex, and within three
years, all of the studio's original
recording work was being done on the
new medium.
In 1952, Harrison, by now a charter
member of AES, moved the studio
operation into its own building in the
suburban community of Richmond
Heights, a stone's throw from US
Highway 40, 15min from downtown

at the studio, and has been a full -time
employee for seven years. "We don't
put much time into appearance," he
chimes in. "We're a working place."
Off the main room are two
smaller rooms that wrap around the
control booth, one large enough to be
a New York rock studio in its own
right, the other a small overdub

-
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booth.
Control room
Inside the control room, set back on a
platform a couple of feet from the
walls is the L- shaped console, which is
divided into three independent areas:
record, monitor, and mix. The input
section is an API 24/32 with four
effects sends and stereo cues. At the
other end, 90° to it, is a 24-channel
API Automix desk. "The automation
was put in in 1975, the first automated
console in the country," says Canter,
"and we keep updating it. It's com%pletely voltage-controlled
faders,
quad pans, EQ, and echo sends. There
23are three complete EQ presets, which
°helps save data. It can't become
á obsolete. The only limitations are in
the programming, not in the board
itself. Right now we're using a Valley
People 65K programmer, one of the
largest ones they've ever made."
"The monitor section is separated
from the input section, so that the producer can set up his own mix without
him and the engineer getting in each
other's way," says Schulenburg.
"The record and mix boards can function completely separately, and either
one can take full control of a session.
When one goes down, the other
doesn't. We've even done two
different mixes in here at a time
although we try to avoid that."
Another pioneering piece of equipment, MCI's first JH-114 24 -track
deck, also from 1975, is in use here.
There is also an Ampex 16- track,
which was installed on New Year's
Day, 1972. "We keep it around,"
Canter says, "because it helps us fight
the basement studios." We fix a lot of
`4 other people's tapes," says Schulenburg, "and it helps that we're the only
studio around with two 2in machsines." Close at hand is an MCI
áJH -110 4- and 8 -track deck, which
Canter is trying to get a 1/2 in 8 -track
'East Coast' look, but Canter calls it head stack for, which would then
.
merely icing. There are no allow the studio to work with virtually
traps behind the wood
noa:hing's every format available. Quarter -inch
tape is handled by Ampex machines:
hiding anything."
"It's a live room," be explains, ATR -102 and 440 stereo, and ATR"but it has enough of whatever it is 100 and 440 mono. There are 40
that lets us close -mic too." Two large channels of Dolby -A, spanning three
baffles fold out from one long wall, generations of design, as well as two
and a rolling drum booth that mea- channels of Dolby -B and eight
sures 10 x 12 x 8ft is in one corner. channels of dbx.
"The booth is versatile too," says
Schulenburg uses Ampex 456 on
Canter. "It's tight, and it's isolated 24 -track music sessions, and Scotch
with lead sandwiching in the walls and 206 on commercial and 16-track
floor, but it's big enough for space work, 206 is also used for mixdowns,
miking." Bill Schulenburg, whose and a change is being considered to
good- natured joviality complements 226. "The Ampex is fine for music,"
Canter's austere manner, joins us. he says, "but the print- through is too
Schulenburg is responsible for high for voice -only work."
78
engineering 90% of the music sessions
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St Louis, where it remains to this day.

Harrison now holds the post of
chairman of the board. Company
president is his nephew, Edward
Canter, whose son is Ralph. The
younger Canter, a gaunt figure who
moves and speaks quickly and tersely,
yet with a hint of a Southern drawl,
conducts the visitors through the
architectural jumble that is now Tech nisonic Studios.
"We've never thrown away a piece
of equipment," he says. "Instead, we
just build new studios." All of the
studios were designed and built by
staff. The main music room, Studio
A, a rectangle measuring 30 x 40ft
with a 20ft ceiling, has wooden panelling on the walls that gives it an
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The LinnDrum
5
Drum_
. 1nD

With the em Bence of a number of
'alternative' drum achines, Linn
Electronics, the inventors of the digital
drum machine, feel t zat you may be slightly
confused as to why professional musicians,
producers and studios still insist on a
LinnDnim as their drum machine.
We don't think that it's only because
of the longer, crisp sounds or the flexibility and ease ofp eration; and it isn't
merely the large li ary of user-changeable
plug -in drum sou s or the custom sound
chip service that lets you put your favourite
kit sounds in the LinnDrum; nor is it the
sixteen drum sounds each with its own
output, volume fader and pan control or
even the 2600 event memory with its 98

patterns and 49 songs and programmable
dynamics; and it isn't simply the five trigger
inputs with which you can trigger all the
drum sounds from drum synthesiser pads,
tape tracks or any audio source or the
programmable trigger output that allows
the rhythmic programming of external
synthesiser sounds; nor is it the unique
tempo display in beats -per- minute or
frames- per-beat or the adjustable hi -hat
decay.
But it is the combination of these

features and many more that makes
professionals choose the LinnDrum. But
don't take our word for it - come and hear
it. Then decide.

inn

20 Conduit Place, London W2 Tel 01 -724 2451 for appointment
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Reverb at Technisonic is provided
by an acoustic chamber designed by
Bud Harrison, four EMT plates and
an AKG BX-10. Compressors and
limiters include an Eventide Omni pressor, two generations of Kepexes
and Gain Brains, and units from
UREI, Allison, dbx, API, and Fairchild. Equalisation is handled by
Pultecs, APIs, ITIs, and a UREI
Little Dipper. There are delay lines
from DeltaLab, and two Eventide

Harmonizers.
As with tape machines, Technisonic cannot bring itself to throw out
good speakers, and so old whitewashed Altec 9844s can be found in
every studio. In A control, there are
four, along with pairs of Big Reds and
Auratones. In the studio itself, four
Altec A 7s hang from the ceiling.
Amplification is all MacIntosh. "We
probably have 50 channels of Macs of
various sizes around the building,"
says Schulenburg, "and we've never
had any trouble with any of them."
"We tried some Crowns a few years
ago," says Canter, "but we blew them
out inside of a few weeks."
The consoles in the 4 -track Studios
C, D and E, are Bushnell and API.
The disc mastering console is an API
as well. "We find it amusing that all of
the manufacturers of our consoles are
out of business," cracks Canter.
There are no fewer than 17 tape decks
in the three studios. Except for one
MCI, all of them are Ampexes,
ranging from mono 300s to 4 -track
ATR -100s.
One of the production studios is restricted to staff. "It's amazing,"
notes Canter, "what an engineer can
get done in there when the client isn't

impressive, and there are no compatibility problems."
"Having an in-house record plant
allows us to answer any questions
about the final product immediately," says Ralph Canter. "I really
don't like to press less than 100 copies
of anything, but sometimes we get
radio orders for 30 or 50 discs. A big
part of our operation is the low volume specialty record."
Down in the basement is the record
press. The first unit on the premises
was installed in 1952, and it was replaced in 1980 with automatic equipment. The staff don't seem to mind
that the place is hot and smelly.
Barrels of vinyl flash clutter the
floors, and stacks of blanks line the
walls. "All of that shouting about
virgin vinyl is ridiculous," opines
Canter. "We tell clients who demand
it that we've found, for the lowest
noise and the best stability, that about

around."
Technisonic's list of microphones
covers two pages, and, as expected,
spans the decades. There are RCA
77DXs and 44BXs, Neumann U47s
and U64s, and Telefunken 251s, as
well as RE-18s and brand -new AKG
D33OBTs.
Past the multiple sound effects libraries and the duplication room,
which houses an Electrosound 8:1
'Ain duplicator, an Electrosound 16:1
and a new Gauss 64:1 stereo cassette
high -speed machine, as well as King
automatic cassette loaders, is the disc
mastering suite. Here a stereo Ampex
440 deck feeds the custom API
console, which Canter believes was
one of that company's last completed
pieces of gear. It is connected to a
Neumann VMS-70 lathe outfitted
with an SX-74 cutter head. The
current lathe dates back to 1974, and
has seen plenty of use. "We do lots of
demo work," says Bill Schulenburg,
"and I tell bands that if there's more
than 15min of music, then rather than
run off cassettes they should make a
single -face disc. If they plan to make
more than 30 or 40 copies, it's
cheaper, and the sound quality is
superior to what you get with highspeed tape duplicating. It's also more
78

works out considerably cheaper."
Having so many formats right at
hand has allowed Technisonic to experiment with different disc transfer
techniques, and Canter has come up
with some surprising conclusions.
"In the old days, of course, everything was direct -to -disc, but we
recently tried it again, both recording
live to the lathe, and also feeding the
Automix console directly to it. What
we found was that the most appealing
sound came from a regular old
Dolbyised 2 -track tape transfer. Now
we know a little more than we would

otherwise."
Elsewhere in the basement, and in
the extension to the building that was
put on in 1967, are carpentry shops for
set construction, props storage, film
editing rooms, an Oxberry animation
stand, and a small sound and shooting
stage on which today is parked the
studio's remote film truck. Film is a

national Michelob Light beer TV
commercial."
"We have no writers, directors, or
producers on staff," explains Canter,
"although we have 30 full-time employees, including six engineers, two
film editors, a cinematographer, a
cameraman, and a grip. For the other
jobs, we contract freelancers that
we've had experience with." Meanwhile, Schulenburg is preparing to
run a film project himself. "I always
boasted that if someone ever asked me
to direct a film, I wouldn't say no.
Well, someone asked me."
Financially, Technisonic Studios is
in an enviable position. "We have no
outstanding loans," says Canter.
"The only loan we ever took out was
for the building, and that has long
since been paid off. I myself own an
in-house company that acts as a clearinghouse and agency to pay musical
talent. It's a natural offshoot of the
rest of our work, and it makes things
easier for the producers. We can also
help finance film projects, by accepting the expenses and billing the client
on a 30 -day basis. Our accounts receivable is around a $'/, million and
we're doing almost $2 million a year. "
Technisonic's unusual approach to
business has paid off in other ways as
well. Awards from advertising, industrial, marketing, and film associations, as well as an Emmy and a Clio,
line the walls of the only `pretty' room
in this strictly functional plant, a
small waiting area behind the receptionist's desk.
Says Ralph Canter, "we've grown
the way we have because we simply
have to do everything ourselves. No
one can come in the door today and
ask us to do anything we haven't
already done. We couldn't do this well
0.f our various operations were two
blocks away from each other. Unlike

New York or Los Angeles, speciality
houses just can't survive in St Louis.
;Musically, the town is slow, but for
á us, when the sound business is off, the
film work is up, so we keep going.
large part of Technisonic's operation,
"I would love to specialise doing
and the audio and visual media are business this way can get pretty
often combined. In one editing room, confusing. But unless we can offer full
for example, a film shot in Studio A, services, with no frills and at low
documenting a music recording ses- rates, how can we possibly expect
sion, is being worked on.
anyone from the advertising agencies
to work here, when they could be
Workload
vacationing in southern California ?"
"We do no videotape work here,"
Canter says that Technisonic is now
says Canter, "just 16 and 35mm. responsible for 90% of St Louis's
When videotape came in, it killed commercial recording and filming.
most of the film houses in town except The studio is also developing a cous. We jumped into a higher echelon. production arrangement with KSHE,
35mm is still the best medium for com- a local FM rock station, which will
mercials and industrials. Last year all result in an album compilation of
63 Clio Award -winning spots origina- local music, Bill Schulenburg laughs,
ted on film.
"One record reviewer said that we
"The industrials keep us in busi- were `rapidly becoming a favorite of
ness. In the past, we would do two or local artists'. That's pretty good,
three a year, but now we're shooting because we've only been here fifty
Paul D Lehrman
30 or more." Says Schulenburg, "our years!"
versatility is finally being noticed and Technisonic Studios Inc, 1201 South
appreciated. We participated in the Brentwood Boulevard, St. Louis,
first non -Los Angeles shoot for a MO 63117, USA. Tel: (314) 727 -1055.
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10% regrind is optimum."

Among the pressing plant's bigger
clients is the Rolling Stone Rock
Revue, a syndicated weekly radio
show made up of short bits of music
and talk that airs on 600 stations.
"The tapes arrive Monday," says
Canter, "and we ship the records
Thursday. We do 30min of stereo ten shows on each side. Because we
work so fast, and put so much on, we
have to be careful not to overcut, so
we pull back on the level about 5dB
from normal. But as far as quietness is
concerned, I'll compare these shows
to anyone else's work any day."
An important adjunct to the pressing plant is a fully- staffed packing
and mailing room. "If you're trying
to cover the entire country," says
Canter, "and using parcel post or
United Parcel Service, which charge
by the zone, then you can imagine
mailing from the centre of the US
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Craighall Studios,
Edinburgh
Situated in the very heart of the
statuesque `Beautiful City' Craighall
is one of Britain's longest established recording studios. Owner Bryce
Laing has been in the business for
over 25 years and has seen the industry's progress first hand. His first
venture was actually in a soft furnishing business and he still retains a
directorship in that company today,
although he devotes all his time and
energy to his studio.
The studio itself has distinctly visible signs of being steeped in tradition. A long standing link with EMI
has kept Craighall at the forefront
of the industry and its goings on.
Bryce started with a simple 2 -track
in the back room of the furnishing
store, which also sold records. When
the building came up for demolition,
the record shop had to move
elsewhere and the studio went with it
for a while before going to the
building it occupies today.
The move to Craighall Road took
place in 1962, and although they still
had 2 -track status this was soon to
change to 16 -track with a Neve and
Studer set -up. Bryce has since then
been involved in many different
aspects of recording including his
own label, disc cutting facilities and
a mobile unit. The label and its

catalogue were at that time deeply
involved with EMI and during the
years 1966 -81 they were contracted
to supply mainly Scottish albums including the Royal Tournament and
military bands.
Bryce has very fond memories of
his link with EMI and was
understandably sad when in 1981
EMI decided to close down their
MOR department with the result
that relations with Craighall were

ended.

Nowadays Craighall's

-is

Label -Waverley Records
distributed through Ross Records in
Aberdeenshire, and the studio has
recently started making compilation
albums for the MFP label.
The studio occupies a house, the

conversion of which did not involve
too many drastic measures, although
the floor of the recording area was
lowered quite considerably. This
resulted in a very high ceiling, giving
an airy atmosphere and a fairly ambient feel. In this room there is a bay
window which, although strangely
high up, allows sunlight (yes it does
shine in Edinburgh) to flood in. A
section of the floor immediately inside the room was left at its original
level creating a small platform often
used for seating choirs. Another nice
touch is the `musicians balcony'
roughly 18 x 12 ft -which was put
in to create more space. This it does
very adequately and also provides a
good acoustic for up to seven brass

-

players. Beneath this is situated the
6 ft Steinway concert grand piano,
and since the area is fairly dead
acoustically,
it
is
sometimes
preferred to utilise the area by the
bay window for drums etc as it is
much livelier.
Acoustic treatment generally is
minimal consisting of patches of
Slotex (a wall covering which absorbs high frequencies), complemented by an equivalent amount
of blockboard to liven the room up.
None of the walls is parallel, and so
it was found that there was little
need to do anything more. The floor
is carpeted and these coverings may
be lifted if the general acoustic is not
live enough for any paticular session. A useful feature of the balcony
is its more than adequate separation.
In fact, if there are rather too many

friends and relations hanging
around, it seems that putting them in
the balcony gets them out of the way
and even if they are chatting this
doesn't usually interfere with the
session.
There is an additional area which,
until very recently, served as the control room and which now may be used as a vocal booth. This also
doubles as the rest area which is very
convenient since it looks directly on
to the studio, so you can always see
when you are needed.
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Mey-Sound

The control electronics behind the 833
Studio Reference Monitor System
Meyer Souid's 833 Studio Reference
Monitor System is standardised for consistent
response
giving a growing number of professional engineers and procicers more
creative control. The C833 controller shown
regulates frequency and phase response,
and has Meyer's exclusive Speaker SenseTM
circuitry to prevent driver overload. The 833
handles up to 400W, with powe- and headroom that lets you feel the full effect of the
music -- and performs consistently for longer

-

than previous speaker designs. Effectively

linear -ime response and improved
'coherence'* ensure clear and controllable
stereo imaging.
*See our new brochure on the 833.

To see

-

the difference in our

-

speakers, or hear the difference in our
system see us at AES in New York or
contact Meyer Sound.

-

Meyer
Sound

Meyer Sound Laboratories Inc.
2194 Edison Avenue, San Leandro,
California 94577, USA.
Telephone: (415) 569 -2866

ari

In Europe:

Autograph
Sales Ltd

Stable 11, British Rail Camden Depot,
Chalk Farm Road, London NW1 BAH.
Telephone: 01 267 6677
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16 -track headblock. Other machines
include a Studer A80, Studer B67
and various Revoxes, with monitoring on JBL 4315s. Ancillary equipment includes an AKG BX15 reverb,
MXR digital delay, four MXR
phaser Rangers, two Tweed Audio
compressors, four Drawmer noise
gates, four Dolbys, an MXR graphic
equaliser, three Bel noise reduction
units, a Sony cassette machine and a
Technics computerised record deck.
The last item is there because
amongst other things Craighall compiles tapes for the Scottish Dance
Institute exams, and this involves
taking excerpts from various LPs.

Contact with the control room
itself is via a video monitor and Tan noy Gold speakers in Amesbury
cabinets.
The recent upgrade to 24 -track
coincided with the building of a
brand new control room, during
the course of which acoustic
measurements were taken at regular
intervals. Again, acoustic treatment
is minimal with the back wall being
broken up by two screens set at right
angles to it. Between these is a small
area for those not directly involved
in the session.
The Raindirk Concord 2000 desk
and Soundcraft Series 760 24 -track
machine form the basis of the new
set up-the machine also having a

Amongst the collection of

Neumann, AKG and Shure

ANY
Super Power
4" Voice Coll

High Power

3" Voice Coil

s,rr

\
eCetec Gauss

See them. Write for your nearest dealer.
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9130 Glenoaks Blvd.
Sun Valley, CA 91352

microphones are three AKG C24
valve mics which the studio has owned since 1959 -and they are still the
best mics they have ever had says
Bryce Laing! They have been soaked
through time and time again whilst
being used for the Edinburgh Tattoo
and other outdoor activities, and
after a respectable drying out period
have worked perfectly.
Craighall also owns a very busy
mobile which has been working since
1971. This is fitted out with a Tweed
Audio 14/8 desk, Studer 8 -track
machine and JBL 4311 monitors.
Various effects and noise reduction
are brought in from the studio when
necessary. As well as all the functions it attends in Edinburgh itself,
the mobile makes regular trips to
Europe, often for military work,
and at the time of our visit, they
were preparing for a trip to the
Sultan of Oman!
A more recent addition to the
business is Keith Mitchell who came
to Craighall straight from school as
tape-op and is now the fully fledged
house engineer. Bryce has unusually
stringent requirements for his tape ops whereby he insists that they be
able to read music as well as playing
an instrument, because the nature of
their work often demands the
reading of scores.
Although a lot of the work does
involve Scottish country music and
bands they have also been involved
in a large quantity of classical recordings-of special interest being the
first ever stereo recording of Elgar's
2nd Symphony with (Sir) Adrian
Boult conducting. They also do
quite a lot of work with the Scottish
National Orchestra.
The 24 -track update was partly
precipitated by the fairly new fierce
competition which has suddenly
flared up between the studios in
Scotland, with the result that not only have Craighall splashed out on
brand new equipment and control
room but they have slashed their
rates. You can't become much more
competitive than that! Janet Angus
Craighall Studios, 68 Craighall
Road, Edinburgh EH6 4RL, UK.
Tel: (031) 552 3685/(031) 229 8389

AL JARREAU'S MUSIC
HELPS MAKE COLORFUL
READING

ColorSounds is a unique
combination of music and
color that advances the read ing capabilities of children.
Instead of getting turned
off to school because they
can't read, kids master reading
in an exciting new way...while
listening to popular music.
Al Jarreau contributed
one thousand dollars to sup port this special educational
technique. And the Ampex
Golden Reel Award made it
possible. It's more thar just
another award. It's a thousand
dollars to a charity named by

artists receiving the honor.
For Al Jarreau, BreakÍn'
Away was the album, Dawnbreaker and Garden Rake

were the recording studios
and the kids of ColorSounds
were the winners.
So far, over a quarter of a
million dollars in Golden Reel
contributions have gone to
designated charities. For children's diseases. The arts.
Environmental associations.
The needy.
Our warmest congratulations to Al Jarreau, Dawnbreaker, Garden Rake, and to

all of the other fine recording

professionals who've earned
the Golden Reel Award.

AM PEX

Ampex Corporation

One of The Signal Companies

0

butines!
PRS
A few months ago I recounted the tortuous tale
of the Performing Rights Society or PRS, and
its long running squabble with Trevor
Lyttleton. Without Lyttleton, PRS would be
just three little letters to most people. Because
the MCPS hasn't been involved in any similar
squabbles, it's still just four letters to most
people. But the MCPS, or Mechanical
Copyright Protection Society, is in fact more
important to the industry than the PRS.
When a band or orchestra wants to perform
music live, it pays royalties to the composer
through the PRS. When it wants to record
music, it pays royalties through the MCPS. As
with the PRS, the MCPS is intended to save
composers and the firms which publish their
music the hassle of dealing direct with the
musicians who play it. Here's how the system
works, with a few side issues you may not have

thought about.
Take a song like Star Dust by Hoagy
Carmichael. Actually there are several songs
called Star Dust by different composers. You
can't copyright the title of a song, so there's
nothing to stop anyone writing another 'Star
Dust'. In most Western countries the local
copyright bodies, like the PRS and MCPS in
Britain, won't get confused. But in Latin
America, where it's hot and who cares anyway,
there's often money to be made for locals from
writing a few songs called 'Star Dust',
'Yesterday', 'Yellow Submarine', or 'White
Christmas'. Or better still, something with the
same title as whatever happens to be top of the
pops. The chances are that you'll cream off
some royalties by mistake.
The MCPS, now in Streatham, England, has
been going since 1912. In 1976 it was bought
by the Music Publishers Association. The
MCPS employs around 180 people, to keep
tabs on around two million published songs, of
which around 100,000 are recorded at least
once a year. Some of the files are on card
index, others on computer. Each year now
around £12 million comes in and £10 million a
year goes out. The money comes in from
anyone who records music and it goes out to
the publishers who then pay it to their
composers. The MPA wants the MCPS to
make as little profit as possible, either
ploughing money back into projects like
computerisation, or as a rebate. Last year the
publishers got a rebate of £150,000.
A hot property composer will now get
anything up to 90% of the money paid to his
publisher by the MCPS. Around 75% is
average. But before the pop music boom it
often used to be a 50% split between
publisher and composer. Payment is pretty
prompt. The MCPS takes around three and a
half months, on average, to turn round its
money from record companies. If there's a
delay the MCPS has to pay the publishers 3%
over minimum lending rate as a penalty.
Thanks to computerisation and good indexing,
turn round is pretty straightforward. BBC
Radio, for instance, now sends in its returns as
data on magnetic computer tape. A lot of the
time the BBC computer is effectively talking
direct to the MCPS computer. The £2 million a
year that the MCPS creams off is spent mainly
on policing other parts of the industry. Too
many companies are using music on their video
productions without paying for permission. For
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instance, when a record company makes a
video promo to promote sales of a disc, no
royalty is paid. But a royalty must be
negotiated with MCPS if the promo video is
later sold as part of a pop video compilation.
As soon as a work has been recorded once,
anyone can record it again without permission.
All they have to do is file a statutory notice
with the MCPS saying that they are recording
the work. Payment is then at the fixed rate of
61/4% of the retail price of the record in the
shops. This money is evenly divided between
the number of titles on the disc, unless any of
them is inordinately long. This of course
explains why some record producers are so
anxious to get their own songs on an LP, or B
side. If the disc sells well, then they get a share
of the action, however lousy their songs may
be. The MCPS has the right to audit a record
company's accounts. Large companies pay
their 61/4% royalty on the number of
discs leaving the warehouse, because this is
classed as sales and they are trusted. But
smaller companies will often be asked to pay
on the total number of discs pressed. The snag
here of course in the old run -on trick. There's
money to be made for a record company if it
can press more copies of the disc than it
admits. The balance is royalty -free, which
means a nice little extra profit for the record
company.
Although publishers may have different deals
with different countries, under EEC law there's
no way of stopping the free movement of
records throughout Europe once a recording
royalty has been paid in one country. Whatever
the publisher or composer would like, a record
that is legitimately issued in Germany and
France can't be blocked from Britain and
Holland. This is one reason why many of the
record companies are now centralising their
pressing operations in one European country.
Unfortunately for Britain, a lot of the pressing
work that used to be handled here is now being
handled from Holland and Germany where
standards have on the whole been higher for
mass -production.

The way in which MCPS gets revenue from
the broadcasters is very complicated. The
sooner Britain gets some clearer copyright laws,
the better. But to cut a long and confused story
short, when the broadcasters play a record over
the air (subject to the Musicians' Union 'needle
time' agreement) they have to pay a fee to PPL
(Phonographic Performance Ltd). When they
re- record a disc on to tape, or record a band
live in the studio, then they pay MCPS. It's
perhaps not generally known that there's a
yawning gap between the rates paid by the
BBC and the independent broadcasters. BBC
TV has been paying the MCPS around £3.30
for every 30 seconds of music recorded, or rerecorded. But the ITV companies are now
paying nearly £20 per 30 seconds for the same
privilege. The BBC argument has always been
that it runs on a licence fee shoe string, and
pays its staff far less than the ITV companies.
But watch out for some hard bargaining when
the BBC starts satellite broadcasting in 1986.
At least one of the BBC's two channels will be
a subscription service. Will the BBC be able to
continue to swing its low payments to the
music publishers? Or will the music publishers
use the subscription satellite service as a chance
to get the BBC over a barrel?

BARRY FOX

Satellite broadcasting
Satellite broadcasting is coming, faster than
some people want. Although the BBC is due to
start transmission in 1986, the electronics
industry still hasn't got a specification for
receiver design. The European Broadcasting
Union is still having meetings on a final
decision about who will use what system. But
even when the broadcasters have made their
decision, their governments still have to make a
final decision. Although the UK is committed
to the IBA's MAC system, with packets of
digital audio slotted into gaps in the waveform,
the French and Germans are still talking about
sticking with SECAM and PAL transmission.
Dual standard receivers will cope with both
systems.

Then there's the problem of encryption, or
scrambling to ensure that only those people
who have paid for a programme can receive it.
The more complicated the system of
encryption, the more the decoder costs. But a
cheap system is easy to crack. Essentially, the
TV picture lines are broken up into irregular
halves at the transmitter and reassembled at the
receiver, according to key data which the
subscriber `buys'.
Current BBC thinking is in favour of both
the BBC satellite channels being available only
on a subscription basis. The original
Government idea was for one subscription
channel and the other channel 'free' in return
for a blanket increase on the licence paid by all
TV viewers. According to a tiered approach
now also favoured by the BBC, a few selected
programmes would be available only on a
pay -per -view basis. It wouldn't be the old
coin-in- the -slot approach as used with the early
cable TV experiments both in Britain and
America. More likely, satellite subscribers
would buy a 'smart card' like those supplied by
the banks for their cash dispensers. On its own,
the smart card is valueless, but when fed into
the decoder, along with an identifying code
number, it unblocks a circuit. Obviously, it
would be expensive to send every subscriber a
new card every month when they paid their
subscription. So more likely the card will need
a new number every month. The viewer will
receive this number in return for each monthly
subscription.
To cope with pay -per -view the same card, or
another card, would have encoded credit units.
Telephone cards are already available from
British Telecom to work non-cash 'phones and
they are planned for gas meters. During a
pay -per-view programme, the receiver just
gobbles up an appropriate number of units
from the subscriber's card.
All this is feasible, but to be viable the code
circuitry has to be integrated with essential
components in the domestic receiver. If not, a
DIY electronics enthusiast will be easily able to
do some judicial circuitry. Less able enthusiasts
will very probably electrocute themselves.
The British electronics industry is not, let's
face it, noted for its quicksilver speed in
design, development and marketing. That's
why so many TV factories in Britain are now
owned by the Japanese. Although 1986 may
sound a long way off, it's uncomfortably close
in terms of IC design. So every time there's
another delay in settling the satellite
transmission standards, the 1986 start date
looks even more like a pie in the sky.

THE INIMITABLE SYNCHRONISER
If you're thinking of setting up an audio post

production suite, you should be putting Q.LOCX as
the heart of the system. Q.LOCK's control of
video, audio or film machines allows the
engineer to concentrate on t:-le performance.
not on the equipment. Easy to operate,
with interfaces to virtuaaly all tape
transports, Q.LOCK can handle all the
routine tasks of machine control,
and offer precise
synchronisation.
_S

The experierìce
hundreds of Q.LOCK users hai
led to specialist software control
packages for applications such as
Video Audio Post Production (VAPP).
Sound Effects AssembljSFX) and Automatic
Dialogue Replacement (ADR), whilst the new
Options control software permits the operator to
configure operational routnes to his own requirements through the Q.LOCK contrcl keyboard. Containing
its own multistandard timecode generator. readers. auto locator functions, automatic record functions. and supplied
complete with the necessary interfaces, interconnecting
cables and connectors. Q.LOCK is the complete control
synchronising system.
We want to discuss your requirements.
Contact us for further details of how Q.LOCK car help you.
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doing anything other than
Cable TV is widespread in the United States, but few companies are making money and 17,520 hours of video
that:
all
change
to
set
out
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Music
ago,
Two
years
movies.
showing
Editor to the US
music later, they are part of the mainstream of US rock culture. Carl Levine, Contributing
video'n'rock'n'roll.
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created
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how
at
looks
magazine VideoPro,

rock around the clock
Carl Levine

California desert location where CBS artists Lover Boy shoot their newest video, Queen of the Broken Hearts
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ALTHOUGH television and
rock 'n' roll both emerged in
the '50s, experienced adolescent
growing pains in the '60s and sought
identification in the '70s, it was not
until the '80s that the two finally settled down together on American
cable TV. Nobody ever questioned
the impact of television in promoting rock. The popularity of Elvis
and the Beatles, was certainly
enhanced by prime time appearances
on the Ed Sullivan Show. Research
studies proved that an appearance
on Dick Clark's Band Stand or Don
Kirschner's Rock Concert would
result in increased sales the following week. Despite the positive effect
television appearances had in promoting record sales and artists, rock
on TV was limited to spot appearances by major artists on prime
time variety shows or to syndicated
afternoon and late night programming. Thanks to MTV, video 'n'
rock 'n' roll have emerged as one in
the '80s.
MTV, Music Television, is an
advertiser -supported, basic cable
service, produced and packaged by
Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Company (WASEC). Since
August 1st, 1981, MTV has provided

stereo video rock around the clock 2- channel mono. According to John
and revolutionised the music in- Fisher, production manager for
dustry in the United States. At a WASEC: "We play with sound eftime when the record industry is fects to enforce stereo. When we
singing the economic blues, video -irst started we experimented with
clips are being supported to the tune -eal
stereo sound on studio
of major investments. Music Televi- segments, but it was limiting because
sion is replacing radio as the basic The jocks could only stand in one
ingredient in promoting records place. Now we do so much material
sales in America and video is viewed :n such a short period of time, there
as being a cost efficient way to break :s no time to experiment."
new acts or support established stars
MTV is distributed from the
and present performers in foreign WASEC owned and operated Net markets.
work
Operations
Center
in
Although WASEC has reportedly Smithtown, Long Island, via
invested over $20 million in MTV, transponder 11 of RCA's Satcom
the station is still operating in the F -3R. The VJ and interview/walkred, however a profit is predicted in on segments, shot at Teletronics, are
the near future. MTV is currently continually sent by messenger to the
carried by 1,650 affiliates and Smithtown uplink facility, 50 miles
reaches over 13.5 million sub- from midtown Manhattan, where it
scribers. It has been described as is mixed on air with the video clips
'video valium', 'the hit parade gone and commercials to create the MTV
mad' and 'a destructive force on the feed. The music clips are rolled into
youth of America', which is pro- the show from an Ampex automatic
bably why it is so successful among carousel that holds up to 24, 6 min,
its target audience. "MTV is 2 in cartridges, by a technical directargeted at the psychographic group tor, who mixes the video rock,
of rock enthusiasts," explains John around the clock.
Sykes, director of programming for
"After looking at our specs,
MTV. "Surveys show that 52% of Ampex produced the only three
our audience is 18 to 34, 20% is 12 to stereo automatic 2 in quadraplex
17 and 20% is 35 and over. We cartridge machines in the country, to
reflect the new musical trends meet our needs," explains Andy
emerging in the '80s. We feature Setos, vice president engineering and
conventional and modern rock from operations for WASEC. "OperaAmerica and England."
tionally speaking, MTV is a stereo
According to Sykes, "MTV has a
very positive effect on record sales.
Independent studies by Billboard
and Variety have shown that
retailers experience a 507o to 35% increase in record sales when MTV is
introduced into the market."
Australian band Men at Work
demonstrated how Music Television
play is replacing FM radio play as
the prerequisite for record sales in
America. The group's 1982 debut
album only made it on to the
restricted play list of AOR FM
radio, after its video clip appeared
on MTV. Despite the initial snub by
radio, Men at Work went platinum
and was perched atop the best seller

Since there is a much greater loss
in audio than video quality when

transferring to subsequent generations on in Type C video, an attempt is made to match original
studio sound on all clips. At Regent
Sound, a % in tape dub of the
studio audio master is matched to a
in type C video master using a
EECO MQS synchroniser to link an
Ampex VPR 2 in VTR with Dolby
A to either an Ampex ATR 104 4track or an Ampex 102 2- track.
"Large record companies are consistently on the ball with good
transfers and alternate versions of
the studio master audio track. For
this reason 60% of the audio matching is straight forward," Regent
Sound engineer, Bob Donlan relates.
Despite MTV's efforts to maximise
the quality of the audio, sometimes
record companies or groups cannot
provide a dub of the studio master
audio track. Another problem in
matching audio is producing a clip
using a sound track other than the
master. "We can generally make
95010 of the matching work, but if we
can't match sound, we will clean-up
the audio from the videotape by
transferring it to a 4 -track and
equalising audio for the entire
song," Donlan discloses.
MTV splits the audio and video
signal on its feed and offers cable
operators a Stereo Transmission
1

1

1

Although the majority of MTV programming consists of three or four
minute video clips (approximately 14
in an hour) supplied free of charge
by record companies, a heavy production schedule is required to maintain a daily, 24 hour cable channel.
Wrap- around studio segments of
'video jockeys' hold the video clips
together. To create the 24 hour daily
programme MTV is in production
approximately 60 hours every week
at Teletronics, in New York,
videotaping all VJ and celebrity
segments.
MTV's
weekly
production
schedule begins at 10 am on Monday
at Teletronics Center Stage, a 65 x
50 ft studio on the west side of
Manhattan. A Neve 24- channel
audio board, with a Vega wireless
microphone system and Dolby noise
reduction is used to record the VJs in

Bob Donlan resyncing MTV audio at Regent Sound, New York

-adio station with pictures. It took a
f-antic nine months to build the
Smithtown uplink facility. Every :hing in the plant is 2- channel, with
Dolby A encoding on all audio. We
also have the first two Grass Valley
1500 lx switchers with audio following video in stereo. In 1978 or
earlier, MTV would have been prohibitively expensive. With developments like stereo layback and stereo
synchronisation, technology has
caught up to the needs of transmitting a stereo television station."
MTV spends up to $1,000 to standardise and perfect the audio and
deo on each clip. The clips are sent
to Image Transform in Los Angeles
for colour correction, to check for
drop-out and to enhance the quality
of the video. The record company's
master audio mix is dubbed at
Regent Sound in New York to pro v:de the best quality stereo mix for
the clip.

company, Millaney, Grant, Mallet
and Mulcahey, is one of the leaders in
concept video rock. The four British
directors, who are the principals of
the company, have produced over
500 clips in the last three years. Their

credits range from ABC to Ultravox
and include: The Rolling Stones,
Barry Manilow, Olivia Newton
John, Rod Stewart, Fleetwood Mac,
Elton John and Squeeze.
Clips are generally shot in 16 mm
film or in type C video and post
production is generally in video, if
the budget permits. An average clip
takes 10 to 14 days of production including concept and costs between
$20,000 and $100,000.
Does concept video rock sell
records? According to Grant:
"When a clip is played on the Top of
the Pops, you can see the rise in
record sales the next day." When
asked about MTV promoting record
sales, Grant's response is, "It must
be. The clips are quite expensive and
if they weren't working the record
companies wouldn't pay for them.
We have quite a lot of work lined up
in the future, so the clips must be
1

working."

charts.

Producing music
television

weak song. A performance piece can
only be as good as the performance
and the music. Another advantage
of concept clips is that they can be
made, even if the artist is
unavailable for the production.
The London based production

Processor which allows for reception
and delivery of stereo sound. The
processor consists of two components which receive the signal
from the satellite and launches it into the cable on the available FM frequency of the affiliates choice.
Learning Industries in Costa Mesa,
California and Wegener Communications Inc, Narcross, Georgia,
manufacture the Stereo Transmission Processor which was designed
by Don Steed. The signal to noise
ratio on MTV is actually better than
most FM radio stations, proving
that television audio need not be
bad.

Producing video clips
The major scripting queston facing
producers of video rock is whether
to create concept pieces or present
live performances. Concept clips are
probably more in vogue, because a
good video clip can help to sell a

A wide range of producers and
directors are creating programming
for the relatively new video clip
market. Bob Giraldi Productions of
television commercial fame (Miller
Lite Beer, Dr Pepper, McDonalds)
made a smashing debut into the
video clip area with Michael
Jackson's Beat It -it was voted the
most popular video ever made, by
CBS News. The 'mini musical
movie' was shot in 35 mm Panavision on location in the Los Angeles
downtown Bario section at night and
required two days of rehearsal and
two days of production. Two versions were edited, a video version for
television on in type C tape and a
35 mm print which is being shown in
movie theatres in South East Asia
with Tootsie. A 4 -track audio mix
was made at Motown in Los
Angeles, combining the studio
master with sound effects from the
location shoot. When asked about
the budget, executive producer Antony Payne of Giraldi Productions
replied, "Too much emphasis has
been placed on the price, rather than
the quality of the video. It did cost
between $140,000 and $150,000
which is actually breathtakingly low.
A movie scene with the talent and
time of this clip would cost twice as
much." Bob Giraldi Productions'
30 s commercials are generally
substantially more than the Beat It
budget and considering Giraldi
directed the clip himself, Tony
Award winner Michael Peters was
choreographer, the size of the cast
and the clip's production values, it
was a bargain. To date no video clip
has beat it.
86
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MTV
Donlan of Regent Sound recommends that the producer or director
should use 4 -track when making the
audio for the clip. Music should be
on tracks 1 and 2, with induced
timecode on track 4. He adds,
"Ideally that tape should be used for
production and if you are shooting
the group in a studio use the 4 -track
locked in playback mode." For location clips Donlan suggests, "when
making the Nagra dub make a
4 -track copy. If you can't, be aware
of where the Nagra audio is and send
it with the clip."
The MTV production staff and
Regent Sound personnel are willing
to provide free advice to producers /directors of clips to help ensure high quality audio in sync.
"The best situation for us is when
the producer contacts us first," says
Setos, "that might help us limit our
steps in matching master audio. We
do not require stereo on 1 in
videotape, since we lay back the
audio at Regent anyway." Setos
finds that clips from concerts are
easier to match at this point in time
because the live performance on
multitrack has fresh sound and picture with original master audio and
video tapes.
Many production companies, like
San Francisco based One Pass
Video, are videotaping live performances at very competitive prices. In
recent months, One Pass has recorded Elton John, Mel Tormé, Dave
Brubeck, Luciano Pavorotti, the
Crenshaw,
Marshall
Ramones,
Willie Nelson and Eddie Money.
The Eddie Money concert was taped
live at the Kabuki Theatre in San
Francisco and has appeared on
MTV.
According to Scott Ross, director
of production operations for One
Pass, "The Eddie Money Concert
had six Ikegami HL 79 cameras and
The Record Plant (Los Angeles) did
a 24-track audio mix. With production crew and post-production, the
total cost was $20,000." Ross feels
that the key to keeping costs down
is, "When you are doing live performances have an AD who knows
every move the artist will make and a
director who knows how to cut live
TV." Ross also feels, "A facility can
give a better break on equipment."
For the Eddie Money concert,
Record Plant provided an MCI JH
636 console and two Studer A800 24track tape machines. The standard
microphone complement included
Electro -Voice RE 205 on kick drum,
Sennheiser 421s on tom tom, AKG
451s for overheads, Shure SM57s on
snare drum, Neumann U 87s on saxophone, direct boxes and Shure SM
57s on guitars, direct box and
Electro -Voice RE 20s on bass guitar,
Shure SM58s for vocals, and Crown
PZM and Neumann U 87s for the
audience.
Live performance audio/video
can also be used to enhance the pro86

duction values and impact of a concept clip. Arnold Levine Productions used the live 24 -track audio of
Billy Joel's concert in Washington
DC and then selected specific
footage from the six iso cameras to
be matched with dissolving colour
slides provided by Vietnam veterans,
to create the moving Good Night
Saigon clip. According to Arnold
Levine, "In addition to the expense
of the live performance, the clip cost
$23,000 for production and a donation of $7,000 to the Vietnam
Veteran Agent Orange Organisation." The personal slides, combined with the live performance which
includes Vietnam veterans on stage
singing the song's chorus with Joel,
are the basis for the emotional impact of the clip.
Video clips are not only being produced for promotion of established
artists. Sophisticated production
techniques are also being employed
by artists attempting to break into

on 16 mm
"The
recalls.
Casale
technology did not permit stereo
sound and our budget for the two
day shoot in Akron, Ohio, was approximately $5,000. It was basically
a segment intercut with imagery of
simple insert shots to enhance the
song. The audio was '/< in mono
which we could not restrip down,"
Casale relates.
Casale reveals that Devo generally, "Use a work track off a stereo
Nagra. During post production a
clean track is then put on I in video
tape from a studio 'A in audio
tape." Casale adds, "More and
more production is using video.
Ideally, budget permitting, I'd
prefer shooting in 35 mm transferrin."
ing to 1 in and editing in
Casale warns creators of clips to
beware of the difference between
sound."
For sweetening, the audio was video's 59.94 Hz and film's 60 Hz
transferred to 8- track. Track 1 had audio cycle. "On That's Good the
stereo left, track 2 had stereo right audio had to be jam synced with new
code because the engineer did not
make the adjustment for 60 cycle
film during video post production.
It's like reading the fine print,"
Casale suggests. "We're still in the
dark ages with people offering

script, which included precise
timecode numbers making it easy to
shuttle to the exact cue point. The
slate operator was tied by an umbilical cord to the timecode
generator. During post production,
the 16 mm footage was transferred
to in type C video, and the original
master in tape with timecode and
the studio master audio track were
then put together as the master video
as well.
According to Ross of One Pass,
who directed the production, "The
sync was always perfect because the
numbers don't lie. During production we saved valuable time because
we never had to listen since we could
use the timecode as a visual cue."
Ross feels, "The Nagra is not a very
good field playback unit; however it
is excellent for recording natural

we shot Satisfaction,

film,"

1

1

1

misinformation."

MTV and the future of
video rock

One Pass shoot clip for My Boyfriend's Back

the music business or trying to obtain record contracts. One Pass
recently completed a concept clip for
recording veterans Mary and Peter
Buffet, who are attempting to
establish themselves as feature artists, after years of working as backup /studio performers. Their clip, a
remake of My Boyfriend's Back illustrates the technical creativity being employed in the production of
video clips, even by artists seeking to
obtain a record contract.
Although My Boyfriend's Back
was shot on 16 mm film, One Pass
had a simultaneous recording of the
master audio tape made on in and
two 3/4 in videotapes. Time code was
put down on the address track of
each videotape in addition to the
stereo audio tracks. The 1 in master
videotape was locked away and during production, a Sony BVU 800 was
utilised for audio playback, as well
as having the timecode readout used
as the slate. The audio person had a
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and track 8 was used for timecode
off the edited master. Natural sound
was dropped in on tracks 3, 4, 5 and
6. Since the audio and video tape
recorders were locked via a BTX and
therefore in perfect sync, the final
stereo left, stereo right mix could be
adjusted until the desired levels were
achieved. Since One Pass utilizes a
Rank Cintel with Callaway AVRS
for film to tape transfers and colour
correction, timecode can be used as
the common denominator between
all audio, the address track of the
VTR and video on the Rank Cintel.
My Boyfriend's Back cost approximately $40,000. The cost and
technical sophistication of producing this clip, which will be aired on
MTV's Basement Tapes competition, indicates the drastic change in
budgets and hardware since 1978,
when Gerald Casale of Devo, a
pioneer in video rock, produced his
group's first clip.
"We experienced resistance when

"MTV has legitimised video rock 'n'
roll. In the last two years MTV has
made rock'n'roll part of our mainstream television culture," Robin
Sloane, director of national video
promotion for Elektra /Asylum
Records states. "Besides MTV there
are 95 other ways to use video
clips," she enthusiastically adds.
"Video is the silver bullet that
knocked the doldrums out of radio
music and the recording industries,"
Randy Hock, director of national
promotion and marketing at Arista
Records, declares. Despite cutbacks
in other areas as a result of slumping
sales, record companies are investing
substantial sums of money into
video. A major reason for the record
industry being bullish on video is
MTV, which has shown that video is
a cost efficient way to break new
acts, promote artists and sell
records. MTV has lived up to its
name and has provided excellent
sound, an element overlooked by
network and syndicated TV.
MTV has opened the door for
other rock related cable programming. Syndicated television programmes as well as cable, government owned and private television
stations around the world are broadcasting rock 'n' roll. Stereo VCRs
and disc players and other new home
items like Sony's 'video albums' and
`video 45s' are just being introduced
to the consumer market. Video clubs
and video juke boxes are already a
royalties,
like
Issues
reality.
publisher payments for air play, artist's rights and production budget
responsibilities have not been resolved as yet, but thanks to MTV, the
new phenomenon of rock 'n' video
in stereo has emerged in the '80s.

Synconfidence.
Shopping for a desk these days can
be a chancy business. Limited budgets
all to often mean limited equipment,
limited performance and limited
potential for future expansion. It's a
story that many smaller studios know
to their cost.
Enter the SYNCON Series B -a
mixer of unrivalled flexibility.
Designed by AHB to grow with your
studio, but with a minimum upfront
cap_tal outlay.
The in-line modular concept means
that you can start with a basic 16 track
format and, without factory
modification, expand to a 44 input,

-

ekHB
ALLEN AND HEATH BRENELL LTD.

69 Ship Street
Brighton BN1 1AE
Tel. (0273) 24928
Telex 878235 MBIAHB G

Allen & Heath Brenell (USA) Ltd
Five Connair Road
Orange, CT 0477
Tel. (203) 795 3594
Telex 643307

fully automated console. For the
24 track user, the popular B36 shown
here) has 32 input /output modules,
24 track routing and 64 line inputs for
remix.
The excellent design and superb
sound -handling capabilities of the
Series B puts it firmly in the Big League
- but with a price tag that explodes the
myth that a quality desk must
necessarily set you back an arm and a
(

leg!
We can confidently claim that the
SYNCON Series B represents one of
the best value -for -money deals in
today's market.

SYNCON

LEXICON'S NEW 224X with LARC
Its only limit is your imagination
Only Lexicon's 224X does it

zil

.

And now the 224X comes with

LARC -the key that gives you easy acce:.s to the rota/ capabilities of the most

powerful processor in the world.
LARC (Lexicon Alphanumeric Remote Console) tells at a glance
where you're at
which family of programs you're into
the specific
program selected
plus the variations vein the program. They're all spelled
out on LED displays. And, with LARC, you can now store your setups on audio

...
...

...

cassettes.

...

Superior controls. Decay time in two frequency bands
crossover
high -frequency rolloff
predelay
internal
apparent listener position
chorus
diffusion. And early reflections provide exceptional control over the

...

...

...

.

.

.

...

initial sound.

Dynamic decay. Special signal processing capabilities can change revert time
in response to program dynamics.

Unique Split ReverblEffects
Achieve two levels of effects simultaneously- either two reverberations or reverberation combined with effects.
Each input can be processed iirdependentfy, with different effects,
and for each input there are stereo outputs. Split reverb puts the processing
capabilities of two systems into one. On/ Lexicon has it.

Unparulleled Sound Quality

Full 15kHz bandwidth, 84-dB dynamic range, and less than 0.07% distortion.

Unmatched Versatility
Hall, Plate, and Rcom/Chambei algorithms,
e

19 kHz.

36 nonvolatile memories. All parameters of setups can be stored in memory
for instant recall -and can be archived on cassette tape.

Unquestionably the best! Lexicon digita reverberation programs are
the most mature in the industry, repeatedly acclaimed by users and reviewers.

including a Small Room program for suttee acoustic
enhancements and film/video work. More than 30
preprogrammed variations (with more tc come).

Comprehensive delay effects. The most extensive set of time-delay functions
available. Put in a vocal track and get out six independent voices. Create phasing, flanging, and, repeats in a single pass. Put in a rhythm track and get out
syncopated chords. Use up to six separately adjustable delay taps, with up to
1860 -ms delay, each with high -cut and low -cut filters tunable from 170 Hz to

.

1 1/4.

\\.\\\`°

An Investment in the Future
Your investment in a 224X with LARC is an investment that will pay big dividends today -and tomorrow.
Your initial purchase price buys you all software
updates, subject only to a small media charge.
Look into the Lexicon 224X digital
reverb /effects system with LARC*. Compare it
with anything else on the market. You'll find
this superb system is, by far, the most powerful
of them all.
'Field conversion

is available for owners of existing
224X systems. Contact Lexicon or your Lexicon dealer.

1_,_
exicon

Lexicon, Incorporated Waltham, MA USA TELEX 923468
In U.K.: Scenic Sounds Equipment, 97 -99 Dean Street, London W1V 5RA

tel 01-734 -2812
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Electrical safety
requirements
Ken Dibble

HE pro -sound industry is as
international as any in its
trading habits, with equipment from
every corner of the globe available in
most developed countries. The product range available in any particular market depends only upon a
resources
and
manufacturer's
energies in servicing that area, and
to a lesser degree, on traditional
trading ties and political barriers.
In many countries however,
before a manufacturer can begin
peddling his wares, it is necessary to
ensure that his products will comply
with any relevant national legislation. As far as member countries of
the EEC are concerned, there is a
European Communities Council
Directive, (No 73/23 /EEC (O. J. No
L77) dated 19 February 1973) Article
2 of which states
`The Member States shall take
all appropriate measure to ensure
that electrical equipment may be
placed on the market only if,
having been constructed in accordance with good engineering
practice in safety matters in force
in the Community, it does not
endanger the safety of persons,
domestic animals or property
when properly installed and
maintained and used in applications for which it was made.'
However, the Directive then goes
on to stipulate at some length, that
in complying with Article 2,
and
repressive
.. preventive
measures by means of binding provisions' shall not restrict free trade
within the Community, and states in
Article 5:
.. electrical equipment which
complies with the safety provisions of harmonized standards
shall be regarded ...as complying with the provisions of Article
2 for the purposes of placing on
the market and free movement
(within the Community)'.
A harmonised standard is one
which has been agreed by the national committees of all member
states, and in the absence of such a
standard, Article 6 provides for an

T
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Does your equipment come up to standard? Ken

runs through the legal requirements
electrical equipment in the UK.
Dibble

appropriate CEE (International
Commission on the Rules for the
Approval of Electrical Equipment)
ElecIEC
(International
or
trotechnical Commission) standard
to be substituted.
It is within this framework that

for

UK is encompassed within the Consumer Protection Act, 1961, and

comprises the Electrical Equipment
(Safety) Regulations, 1975 and the
(Safety)
Electrical
Equipment
(Amendment) Regulations, 1976.
The Regulations are concerned with:
the UK electrical safety controls a) insulation and earthing;
operate.
b) accessibility of live parts;
c) the fitting of all -pole switches on
appliances with accessible heating
UK legislation
The primary instrument at law in the elements;

STUDIO SOUND, OCTOBER 1983

specific standard,
professional audio comes under the
heading `Household Electronic Sound
and Vision Equipment'
In the absence of a

or guarding of
moving parts;
e) the enclosure or guarding of parts
which get hot;
f) the generation of excessive heat
and the dangerous emission of radiation of any kind and the emission of
toxic gases;
g) the provision of information on
safe operation.
The regulations are consistent
with the requirements of the EEC
Directive and with one or two
specific exceptions which do not
concern us here:
...apply to any electrical
equipment (including any electrical apparatus or device)
designed or suitable for domestic
use (whether indoors or out -ofdoors) at a voltage (in the case of
an alternating current) of not less
than 50 volts nor more than 500
volts or (in the case of a direct
current) of not less than 75 volts
nor more than 750 volts'.
The muscle behind the Regulations is not contained within the
document but is to be found in Section 2 of the Consumer Protection
Act, 1961, the basic provision of
which is to prohibit the sale and
possession for sale of goods and
component parts which do not comply with the Regulations. Again,
there are exceptions- mainly it
would seem to cater for the maintenance and /or disposal by trade of old
equipment manufactured prior to
the introduction of the Regulations,
but it should be noted that the term
`sale' in the provisions of the Act
would appear also to include hiring,
letting and hire -purchase transactions.
In endeavouring to interpret the
Regulations, it is essential to have to
hand three further documents issued
by the Department of Trade. These
are the Administrative Guidance on
the Electrical Equipment (Safety)
Regulations, 1975 and the Electrical
Equipment (Safety) (Amendment)
with
1976 along
Regulations,
Amendment No 1 and Amendment
d) the enclosure
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ANGELA 28/24 at Castle Audi

,

Dallas, Texas

AMEK "ANGELA"
Most of our competitors have a simple technique for designing their consoles. Using inferior, penny -pinching
electronics and mechanical construction, they disguise the relative sonic inadequacy of their product by creating
a seductive, cosmetic appearance.
Only one manufacturer consistently uses another approach. AMEK. All our consoles are built to the same
standard of total excellence. Our belief, after ten years of console building, is that the only long -term future for
this company lies in ma ntaining a standard the others never have reached, and are moving further away from
every year in their drift towards mediocrity.
ANGELA' has the ciarac_eristics expected of an AMEK console: Matchless acoustic transparency; a totally
musical equalizer with aproper bass response; inexhaustible routing possibilities. The steel chassis, hardwired TT
jackfield, gold -plated edge connectors and rigid PC motherboard do not speak of anything less than our
perfectionist attitude towards our products. All this is now possible for a price far more modest than previously
associated with our ccn#oles.
'ANGELA' is available in a very wide range of configurations, from 16/16 through to 62/48. VCA Faders, with
DC subgrouping and theAME <'MULTIMIX' computer are standard options. As the ultimate product in its price performance category, can you afford not to know more?
AMEK CONSOLES INC
11540 Ventura Boulevard
Studio City, CA 9163L
U.S.A.
Telephone: (213) 50E 9788

AMEK SYSTEMS & CONTROLS LTD
Islington Mill, James Street
Salford M3 5HW, England
Telephone: 061 -834 6747
Telex: 668127 AMEK G

Electrical safety
No 2 issued in 1977, 1978 and 1980
respectively.
These
documents
clarify and considerably elaborate
upon the requirements of and compliance with the Regulations, and
give useful guidance on the way the
Regulations are likely to be interpreted and applied by the DOT.
They further provide a list of BSI,
CEE, and IEC standards which are
acceptable under the Regulations,
compliance with which will ensure
full conformity.
This really is the key to this whole
complex subject, for whilst an
equipment manufacturer can warrant his own product under the
terms of the Regulations, it is much
more convenient and straightforward to design within the framework
of an established standard and seek
type approval by the appropriate
recognised certification authority
in this case, the British Electrotechnical Approvals Board for
Household Equipment (BEAB).
In the absence of a specific standard, professional audio comes
under the heading `Household Electronic Sound and Vision Equipment'
in the Administrative Guidance
document and lists only BS415:1979
Specification for
Safety
Requirements for Mains Operated
Electronic and Related Aparatos for
Household and similar General Use
as the `Acceptable Standard' under
the Regulations. We shall therefore
consider the requirements and implications of that standard rather
than become embroiled in the more
general and legalistic requirements
of the Regulations themselves.

-

BS415:1979
The harmonising standard in this
area is CEE /1 which is identical to
IEC /65. BS415 is in exact agreement
with IEC/65 except where it has
been amended by declared UK
deviations. A note in Appendix B to
the Administrative Guidance document, as amended by Amendment
No 1 1978 draws attention to the
form and effect of the deviations:
`It is possible for equipment
made to the latest edition of IEC
65/CEE!
to meet the requirements of BS415 or give an
equivalent degree of safety and
meet the requirements of the
Regulations. However, compliance with IEC 65/CEE! might
not ensure full compliance with
the Regulations or comformity
with BS4I5...'
The statement goes on to quantify
some areas, including the accessibility of live parts in Class 2 appliances,
where the IEC /CEE standard may
not conform to the Regulations or to
BS415. It would therefore seem that
conformity to the requirements of
BS415 will automatically ensure
compliance with the Regulations as
well as with the European standard,
CEE1 and the International standard, IEC 65.
In essence, the Standard is concerned with personal protection
against electric shock, excessive
92

temperature, ionising radiation, implosion and danger
due to
mechanical instability or from moving parts. It is concerned only with
safety aspects and not with other
properties for equipment intended
for indoor use at altitudes below
2,000 ft which is not subject to dripping or splashing and designed for
supply voltages not more than 250 V
RMS single phase or 433 V RMS
between phases of a three phase supply.
Subsection 1.1 defines the scope
of the standard as:
..apparatus that is to be
connected to the mains, either
directly or indirectly, intended
for household and similar
general indoor use...'
and lists the following types of ap-

paratus:
radio receiving apparatus for
sound and vision;
amplifiers;
independent load and source
transducers;
motor driven apparatus which
comprises one or more of the
above mentioned, or can be used
only in combination with one or
more of them;
other apparatus obviously
provided to be used in combination with the above;
battery eliminators.
It will be obvious that the list is
providing for most types of domestic
electronic
equipment
including
television sets; radios; hi -fi; videos;
tape heads and microphones;
loudspeakers
and
headphones;
whilst the penultimate listing covers
practically anything else and must
therefore include such equipment as
aerial amplifiers, video games,
equalisation equipment,
effects
units, video cameras, etc. And
although not specifically included,
BSI are in practice including corn puters intended for the domestic
market, in the absence of a specific
applicable standard, although larger
computers come within the scope of
the office equipment standards.
The key word in all these regulations is the term `household' and it is
the interpretation of this expression
that must govern the extent to which
the Standard is applicable to equipment intended solely or primarily for
professional use. The Standard itself
provides some guidance by the inclusion of the following statement in
sub-section 1.1:
`In the absence of an appropriate standard for professional apparatus likely to be used
by laymen, this standard may be
used in so far as it is applicable.'
This does shed a glimmer of light
on the matter, but goes nowhere
near far enough, so the author approached the Technical Officer at
BSI who is secretary to BSI
Technical Committee EEL /25/2the committee responsible for the
preparation of BS415 -to seek
clarification on the point of what is,
and what is not, household or professional equipment. And in due
course, back came a most il95 k.
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COUNTRY

MCI DISTRIBUTOR

SPAIN
PORTUGAL
CANARY ISLANDS
ANDORRA

Singleton Productions

ITALY

Divisione Audio Professionale
Roje Telecominicazioni S.P.A.

Via Augusta 59 Desp. 805

Edificio Mercurio Barcelona
SPAIN
Tel: 237 7060 Telex: 97700 SING

E

20147 Milano
Via Sant' Anatalone 15 ITALY
Tel: (415) 4141/2/3
Telex: 332202 RT TEL

BELGIUM

Trans European Music SA
Koeivijverstraat 105 1710 Dilbeek
BELGIUM
Tel: (02) 5691823 Telex: 26409

SWEDEN
NORWAY

Tal Och Ton A.B.

FINLAND

Kempegatan 16
S -41104 Goteborg SWEDEN
Tel: (031) 803620 Telex: 27492
Oy Helectron Ab
Purotie -3 00380 Helsinki 38
FINLAND
Tel: 80558906 Telex: 122849
1

DENMARK

Sony Danmark A/S
Horsvinget 2630 Taastrup
1

DENMARK
Tel: 2995100 Telex: 33419

HOLLAND

Brandsteder Electronics BV
Jan van Genstraat 119
1171 GK Badhoevedorp
NETHERLANDS
Tel: 2968 81911 Telex: 13132

WEST GERMANY
AUSTRIA

Sony Broadcast Limited
Niederlassung Koln
Bleriotstrasse 1 -3 5000 Koln 30
WEST GERMANY
Tel: (221) 5966 410
Telex: 28881626

FRANCE

Sony France S.A.
19 -21 Rue Madame de Sanzillon
92110 Clichy FRANCE
Tel: 739 3206 Telex: 620674

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
HUNGARY
POLAND
RUMANIA

Center Technische
Handelgesellschaft GmbH
Wiedner Haupstrasse 98
1050 Wien AUSTRIA
Tel: (222) 55 46 06 Telex: 113583

BULGARIA
YUGOSLAVIA

Sony Broadcast Limited
Zweigniederlassung Wien
Haufgasse 24 1111 Wien AUSTRIA
Tel: (222) 838 601

SWITZERLAND

Sony Overseas SA
Filiale Verkauf Schweiz
Oberneuhofstrasse 3
6340 Baar, SWITZERLAND
Tel: 42-333 -222 Telex: 865295

UNITED KINGDOM
MIDDLE EAST
AFRICA

Sony Broadcast Limited
City Wall House
Basing View BASINGSTOKE
Hants. RG21 2L, UK
Tel: (0256) 55011 Telex: 858424

Nt\C\ \
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Division of Sony Corporation of America

CBS Studios know

what the score is...
CUSTOM

ENGINEERED SY

...get the picture!
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JH 800 Console

JH 110 B-14-2-VP

MCI manufacture a complete
range of mix ng consoles and
professional reel to reel tape
machines. For further details

consult your local distributor.

JH 24-24

SONY
Broadcast

Sony Broadcast Ltd.
City Wall House
Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom

Telephone (0256) 55 011
International +44 256 55 0
Telex 85 84 24
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From reel to reel
from batch to batch

from
delivery to delivery
quality
and consistency.
SPREAD
CHARACTERISTICS
Compelling charact
teristics of SPR 50 LH
are not only its
excellent and well
balanced electroacoustical properties
..
but especially also its
consistency. (Narrow
tolerances for all
characteristics.) You
know what it means when things go fast and
furious in the studio: No time for adjusting or
aligning.
IN

11/Ì/13;Cnarectenafics

1

You have to be able to rely on a tape whose

characteristics remain; both unchanged and
top quality.
BASF's SPR 50 LH gives you this surety.

Reliable in operation
BASF SPR 50 LH.

BASF Aktiengesellschaft
Gottlieb-Daimler -Str. 10
D -6800 Mannheim
Telephone: 06 21/40 08 -1
Telex: 464 990 basf d
1

"BASF

Regulations, to form the basis of an
intelligent assessment of what is and
what is not likely to be required to
comply. The following may help.

Quad -Eigtt Automated Custom
Console. Afred t-itchcock Theatre,
Universal Studios.

Some guidance
To start with some obvious examples, it will be apparent that
almost any type of turntable
assembly or the individual component parts thereof, and any type of

:ï'i4i°i

The lineage of the

248 Component Series
includes the largest and
most sophisticated audio
consoles in the world. 248
a manufactured console with
-

custom capabilities and an
uncompromised heritage
Quad -Eight quality and

-

professional quality cassette tape
recorder is just as likely to be sold
for `household' use as it is to a
studio or other professional user, so
clearly, these items should comply
with the Standard. Equally, reel -toreel tape recorders, up to and including it is suggested, machines like
the Revox B77 range and its commercial counterparts, along with
various 4- and 8 -track machines currently popular for home studio setups, are likely to be sold for
'household' use and therefore would
be required to comply, whereas the
Revox PR99 for example, and any
console mounted tape recorder
would be classed as 'professional'
and would probably come outside
the scope of the Standard. Possibly,
the Uher range of reel -to-reel porwhilst
comply,
should
tables
something like a Stellavox or Nagra
probably need not, as these are not
generally available for over -thecounter purchase, and in any event,
it is highly unlikely that any other
than a professional user with a genuine requirement for the particular
performance capabilities of the latter machines, would pay those prices
for a portable tape recorder.
So as far as these types of equipment are concerned, there should
not be too much difficulty in coming
to a sensible decision by the application of the spirit as well as the word

of

the

Standard. However,

something like a mixing console is
not so easily defined. Accepted, it is
highly unlikely that a large studio or
experience!
live sound console would be sold
over -the-counter for 'household'
use, but a small 6/2 or 8/4 might
very well be. But is a nonprofessional user likely to pay
1192S Vose Street. North Hollywood, California 91605
£700/£2,000 for something like an
Telex: 662-446 QUADFATHER LSA
TelephDne: 213 -764 -1516
Alice 828 or 2000 series, the Satt
SAM /82 or one of the little Audio
Developments mixers to give just a
few examples? Probably not, but
words "and similar general use" which the product is offered for sale. where, and on what criteria does one
Electrical safety
add a further uncertainty'.
If it is readily available to the general draw the line?
Power amplifiers represent
However, the letter specifically public (presumably by the over -theluminating response and some en- states that the Standard is not in- counter purchase at a retail another problem area, but one
is suggested -can pro...BS415 which
then
tended to cover '...professional establishment),
couragingly positive guidance.
Firstly, it would seem that the equipment operated by technically would be expected to apply'. bably be resolved in another way.
term 'household' is used by interna- qualified staff...' and would However, it apparently would not High power amplifiers intended for
tional agreement in preference to therefore exclude most types of cover '...professional equipment professional use are without doubt
'domestic' to avoid confusion with equipment likely to be found in a used by non -technical people which sold over -the -counter to nonthe use of that term to mean 'of the professional recording studio or in is subject to conditions more severe professional users for use in
home country'. Secondly, the use at a professionally staffed stage than would be expected in the home, elaborate home hi -fi set -ups and by
Technical Officer would seem to t2 show. Nevertheless, it would seem for example, amplifiers used by pro- part -time musicians and DJs, and
in agreement that further clarifica- that BS415 is increasingly being fessional musicians'. Meaning in any product that is so marketed will
tion is needed, for the reply agrees quoted in tenders and contracts for that particular instance, presum- be required to comply. However, it
that the 'Scope' section of the Stan- professional equipment in the ably, that the Standard is insuffi- is suggested that the majority of proabsence of any other suitable stan- ciently stringent to cover the more fessional type power amplifiers curdard is:
rently available which are rated at
...somewhat ambiguous as dard. In interpreting the clause 'pro- arduous usage.
Vague though the foregoing may more than 150 W/4 S2 are unlikely
there are no definitions of the fessional equipment likely to be
terms "household", "profes- operated by laymen', the deciding be, there are probably sufficient to comply with the requirements of
96k'
sional" and "layman" and the factor is apparently, the way in clues, if used in the context of the
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Electrical safety

rack will become subject to the Standard rather than the component
equipments. This aspect is further
clause 9.1.1 of the Standard in qualified in paragraph 7 of the
respect of the existence of a 'live ter- Regulations which states that:
'In the case of equipment
minal contact' at the loudspeaker
which has a mass exceeding
output connector, as the male
40 kg and which when in use norXLR /3 or insulated binding post termally stands on the floor, a part
minals fitted to most such amplifiers
shall be treated for the purposes
will not meet the 'standard finger
of (the) Regulations...as not betest' and will therefore constitute an
ing capable of being touched by
'accessible live part' within the terms
hand, or with a finger, without
of the Standard. (This particular
something first being done which
area will be discussed by the same
requires the use of tools, if that
author in a future issue of Studio
part can only be so touched from
Sound.)
underneath the equipment and
However, it would seem that
by tilting it.'
where poor amplifiers- and /or any
This regulation is obviously inother items of equipment for that
matter -are housed in equipment tended to cover washing machines,
racks, and the equipment or system refrigerators, and similar domestic
appliances, but is nevertheless clearis supplied already racked and interconnected by a turnkey contractor, ly applicable to the situation here bethen it is the entire rack which is re- ing considered. This particular
quired to comply, as in the terms of aspect is likely to be an important
the Standard and the Regulations, consideration as regards turnkey
the complete assembled rack will sound systems provided in schools,
comprise a single item of equipment. colleges, clubs, theatres, public
The various references in the Stan- halls, industrial and commercial
dard to equipment covers, specifical- premises, etc, where there is every
ly give that provided the equipment likelihood of the equipment being
by
non -technically
covers are not removable by hand operated
and that the design of the covers is qualified users.
such that the required degree of protection is afforded (in other words, Summary
that all the rack accommodation is It is unlikely that an action would be
taken up or blanked off, that rear taken against any equipment
covers are fitted and that the design manufacturer or supplier unless or
of the rack meets the requirements until an accident occurs, even
of the Standard) then the complete though the Consumer Protection

Act 1961 prohibits the sale and
possession for sale of goods which
do not comply with the requirements
of the Regulations. However, should
an investigation reveal that an accident could in any way be attributable to an equipment malfunction or design shortcoming, then
proceedings could very well be instituted against the supplier and /or
manufacturer under the Act. The
responsibility will then lie with the
supplier and /or manufacturer to
show that either the equipment does
comply with the requirements of the
Regulations or that it is outside the
scope of the Regulations and
therefore is not required to comply.
Compliance with BS415 is one
way an equipment manufacturer or
supplier can be sure of meeting the
requirements of the Regulations as
far as equipment falling within its
scope is concerned, and will at least
show good intent if not absolute
compliance in respect of equipment
that may not strictly speaking, fall
within its scope as the nearest applicable recognised Standard.
BS415 itself is not an instrument
at law and compliance is not mandatory. However, the Electrical
Equipment (Safety) Regulations,
1975 and the Electrical Equipment
(Safety) (Amendment) Regulations,
1976 are the law of the land and are
enforceable as such under the Consumer Protection Act, 1961. Enforcement is the responsibility of the
local Trading Standards Office or

Consumer Protection Department
who can be expected to take advice
and guidance from the Electrical
Advisor to the Board of Trade. The
final decision is a matter for the
courts.
In this first part of this article, the
aim has been to trace a reasonably
definable path through the jungle of
legislative controls that seem to surround this subject, and to attempt to
provide at least some basic guidance
as to the extent and scope of the requirements. However, the author is
not qualified in law and the treatment of the subject has in any event,
had to be generalised over a very
broad base. Should further information be required, it is recommended
that copies of the various documents
herein referred to be obtained, and
further, the Department of Trade
maintains an advisory service on the
application of the Regulations whilst
the British Standards Institute are
usually prepared to advise on the application of their standards. The
relevant addresses will be given at
the end of the second instalment.
Part two, which will follow
shortly will consider some of the
particular requirements of BS415 in
relation to the types of equipment
likely to be used in professional
audio and the extent to which a random selection of such equipment imported into the UK is likely to comply-irrespective of whether or not
the samples selected come strictly
within the scope of the Standard.

I N
The MP 30 Pressure Zone Hemispherical
microphone represents a significant breakthrough
in microphone technology. All who use it
confirm its freedom from phase interference
distortion resulting in a purity of sound easily
identifiable. This revolutionary design with a
circular back plate for easy mounting, including
dishes, is ideal for reproducing almost anything.
Use it on the floor, inside instruments, hanging above
musicians, on stage scenery, on podiums - in fact almost
anywhere and you will be amazed at the results. No special
adaptors are required. It operates on standard 48 volt supply. All in all, an exceptional
product and you will be pleasantly surprised at the cost. Let the MI.AB Hemi -mike MP -30
improve your sound recording. To find out more contact Derek Roughton now.

Audio Video Marketing Limited, Unit 20/21 Royal Industrial Estate, Jarrow,
Telephone: (0632) 893092/896233. Telex: 537227.
New Telephone No. from June 29th (091) 489309214896233.
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A&H AT MUSIC LAB
SYSTEM

SYSTEM 8 is the sensational new range of

affordable studio and P.A. mixers from
Allen

& Heath.
In the value - for -money stakes SYSTEM 8 is truly

=

FEATURES INCLUDE

* External Power Supply with Phantom Power option.
* 3 Band EQ with Mid sweep and selectable shelving.
* Long travel fader. * Peak LED on all inputs.
* Insert points on inputs and outputs.

unbeatable packed with more features than any
other mixer of comparable price!
Flexibility. A well -designed control layout eliminates
tiresome re- plugging and lets you exploit the desk's
maximum potential with minimum hassle.
Expandibility. With SYSTEM 8, two or more units
can be linked together quickly and easily- without
sacrificing a single input or output. Need more input
channels? Just add an EX8 Expander Module.
Compatibility. SYSTEM 8 gets along famously with
all recording equipment. User-adjustable controls
and line-up oscillator enable perfect level -matching
on main output and tape return paths.
Use SYSTEM 8 with confidence. Selected high grade
components and substantial all -steel construction
make for a mixer that is both a joy to work with and
rugged and dependable in action. In common with all
professional-quality mixers, a separate power supply
ensures low noise and hum -free operation.

See the new SYSTEM 8 range

at Music Lab.

The amazing 1616 with
full 16 track monitoring.
Shown here with the EX8
Expander module.

MUSIC I

sae

72 -74 EVERSHOLT ST, LONDON N W1

ÀHB
ALLEN AND HEATH BRENELL LTD
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Telephone
Call in for
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01

-388 5392

demonstration, or write or phone for brochure.
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ECHO TIMES
THE NEW A.M.S.
DE- GLITCH MODULE
Since its introduction, the Advanced
Music Systems pitch changer has
been considered by many as the
quietest and highest quality system
available. Even when others described
systems as "glitch free" or introduced
circuit cards to de- glitch existing
pitch changing systems, it seemed that
people still preferred the A.M.S.
system. Although no pitch changer
can be totally glitch free, efforts have
been continuing over the past 2 years at
A.M.S. to provide a significant
improvement to the quality of pitch
changed material whether it be a
couple of percent either side of unity
or a full octave above or below.

The result of these efforts is now
commercially available in the form of
the A.M.S. de- glitch card as pictured
above. The card itself can be installed in
any DMX 15 -80 or DMX 15 -80S system
which contains or has been updated
to two pitch change modules. It
employs a new, even more advanced
pitch changing algorithm capable of
analysing the incoming audio
waveform and automatically adjusting
itself to optimise performance
according to pitch ratio selected.
The algorithms are implemented by a
10MHz, 16 bit microprocessor coupled
with discrete specialised circuitry.
The 8.8" by 2.2" de- glitch card is

NEW PROGRAMS ANI

MEMORY EXTENSION
AVAILABLE FOR RMX
Existing users of the RMX 16 will
know that the DELAY program allows
a delay of up to 810ms. at 18kHz
bandwidth and 90dB dynamic range
programmable in lms. steps. This
program was released as a mono in
single channel out program. A memory
extension is now availáble for the
RMX 16 increasing the maximum delay
to 1620ms. again at full bandwidth.

made up of 50 integrated circuits
offering a remarkable packing density
of almost 2.6 IC's per square inch.
The new de- glitch card also now allows
a host of new features on the very
popular Loop Editing System (LES)
employed in DMX 15 -80 and 15 -80S
units. Firstly, when forming a loop,
automatic optimising of selected start
and finish points is available. This
depends on whether "one- shot"
triggering by key depression /audio
input or looping is selected and it
reduces trigger-to- output delay to
virtually zero whilst maintaining best
loop splice performance.
The new card also makes it possible
for "electronic reel rocking" using the
DDL's nudge controls - speeding up
and increasing the accuracy of finding
desired points in the loop.
Previously, DMX 15 -80S systems
when placed in "LOCK-IN" to generate
loops only offered LES on channel A
of the stereo unit and because of the
internal structure of the system,
channel B was rendered inoperative.
With the new card, an exciting new
facility is now available which frees
channel B but automatically adjusts

New software for the RMX 16 is now
available and the DELAY program has
been altered and is now known as the
ECHO program. With the new Echo
program it is possible to program
different amounts of delay for each
output of the RMX 16 as well as
programming different amounts of low
or high frequency boost or cut to any
regenerated signal.
This new software version is REV.2.1
and as well as the echo program
A.M.S. have introduced a CHORUS
program and provided different
versions of the NONLIN and REVERSE
programs.
www.americanradiohistory.com

the pitch ratio on that channel such that
any information given "electronic
vari- speed" on channel A can be
automatically pitch corrected on
channel B. Hence, if a loop on
channel A is speeded up to twice the
sampled speed, then channel B pitch
changer will automatically have
dropped a full octave to maintain pitch
of the sampled loop from channel A.
The processing power of the DMX
range of units is staggering and as over
the past 4 or 5 years these new
developments by no means represent
an end to the work that continues on
these systems. In fact, further updates
to these very new improvements are
under way at present and may well be
available at the New York AES this
October.
For the technical minded amongst
you, a typical DMX 15 -80S system
contains:
2 10MHz 16 bit microcomputers.
1 8085 supervising micro with nonvolatile storage.
1 Discrete high speed arithmetic
processor.
Up to 1.5 Megabytes of optional
directly addressable storage.

A/V SYNC REMOTE
NOW AVAILABLE
A remote terminal corresponding

exactly to the A/V SYNC front panel is
now available and interfaces to all
systems already in the field. The
remote has been introduced to ease
the dilemma as to whether the
A/V SYNC should be in a video or an
audio bay. Now the chassis can be
located in one bay and the remote in
another.

A.P.R.S.
EXHIBITION

JUNE
83
A.M.S. were very pleased to be
visited during the exhibition by
several very distinguished members
of the industry. Pictured below is
Mr. Stuart Nevison of A.M.S. with
Rupert Hine producer /musician. Mr.
Hinés thoughts on A.M.S. are made

quite clear under the "People in the
know" section below. Also pictured
(right) is John Entwistle of The Who with
colleagues Cy Langston and Keith
Smith. John Entwistle owns a DMX
15 -80S with 3.2 seconds of delay
and two pitch changers and he dropped
in to order a de-glitch module for it.
Finally caught on film at the A.M.S.
booth were Hugh Padgem, Alan
Parsons and colleague. Hugh's work
includes albums for The Police,
Genesis, Phil Collins and Split Enz.

In fact Hugh had just popped in to
say goodbye before disappearing off
to Australia where he would doubtless
be overworking various pieces of
A.M.S. gear on the new Split Enz

Album. Alan Parsons work at Abbey
Road is well known whether it be
for others or for his own "Projects ".
Abbey Road already own a DMX 1580S with 6.8 seconds of delay and
pitch change capability and just
after the exhibition A.M.S. received
an order for two further DMX 15 -80S
units with 3.2 seconds of delay, dual
pitch changers and de- glitch cards for
each.
A great deal of interest was
generated by the A.M.S. stand at this

year's APRS. Manufacturers of audio
processing systems usually have no
difficulty in drawing attendees to their
stands to witness first hand the
weird and wonderful effects that can
be generated on their latest "toys".
Earlier in the year A.M.S. acquired
on of the J37 Studer multitrack
machines that had been used on the
1960's Beatles sessions. The machine
came from EMI Abbey Road and also
with the machine came copies of the
original Beatles master tapes for both
the Revolver and Sergeant Pepper
albums. The idea of getting hold
of this machine and the early Beatle
material was to provide certain
tracks at an exhibition and allow
anyone who wished the possibility to
add A.M.S. processing to what
on whole were very dry tracks by
today's standards. This meant that
stereo pitch changing as well as
reverberation could be added by
means of the DMX 15 -80S and the
RMX 16. The result was a total success,

the most popular track being the
Paul McCartney vocal from "Here,
there and everywhere" from the
Revolver album.
The demonstration was made even
more interesting by using a cue track
to provide automatic selection and
adjustment of the RMX 16 programs
and user selectable parameters. So,
should the visitor not feel the desire to
mix in the effects himself the
demonstration would automatically
continue, inserting the settings
A.M.S. felt would please. This element
of the demonstration alone generated
many interesting comments with
the obvious advantages this could
have during computer mixing and
work is already underway to make
this facility generally available
Also 8f interest on the stand was
the DMX 16E digital editer/sampling
system which captured the imagination
of both musician/producers as well
as broadcasters. With a full bandwidth
memory in excess of two and a half
hours, the interest generated at the
APRS has meant that we will be
hearing a lot more of this system in
these pages in the future.'

www.americanradiohistory.com

PEOPLE IN THE KNOW
Chas de Whalley interviewing
Rupert Hine in
'International Musician &
Recording Word':
R.H.: Everything is part of one long
chain. It's auxiliary gear readily
available in a studio which makes the
place for me. And it can make or break
the finished record too.
C.d.W.: Once on the subject of
outboard equipment Rupert Hine
begins to sound like an A.M.S.
salesman because he almost dotes on
the stuff Their Tape Phase Simulator,
their Digital Reverberation Unit and
their Digital Delay Line all come in for
resounding praise, not just for their
sound and their versatility but for their
compact size and the high quality of
workmanship. Farmyard Studios is
apparently completely up-to-date on
the A.M. S. line. Even down to the
latest software cards which offer up to a
one and a half second delay in the
DDL. And without which Rupert Hine
will simply refuse to work.
R.H.: It's so useful - I suppose it's
become almost second nature to me.
The DDL offers you so much variety
and flexibility. It only takes a little
thought and you can find thousands of
ways to use it - quite apart from the
usual echoes and chorus effects. I use it
for drums all the time. It has the
facility to store up real sound in its
memory which you can then recall at
will, either by pressing a button or else
using a signal voltage as a trigger.
That's the ideal way to convert Linn
drum patterns back into a real drum
sound you've recorded yourself.
Or else you can record yourself
slapping out a rhythm on your knees
and use that to trigger the real drum
sounds in the A.M.S. It's wonderful.
David Hewitt talking about Glyn Johns
mixing of The Who's farewell concert
at Toronto's Maple Leaf Stadium.
(Recording Engineer/Producer).
"Johns used very little processing
equipment in his mix, it was all in the
miking. The only piece of outboard
gear called in being an A.M.S.
stereo digital delay line ..."
Bruce Swedien on engineering Michael
Jackson's Thriller album.
(Pro Sound News).
"I use a lot of special effects, one of
the primary amongst them is the
A.M.S. digital delay ..."

Robert Palmer talking about the auc o
trigger on the DMX 15 -80S Loop
'Editing System.
(The Guardian)
''I listen to music by the sea and I had
fantasy of using a wave sound
is percussion, so I found a device for
:rapping the sound and playing it back.
To get the perfect wave sound I got
one from a sound effects record,
slowed it down and mixed it with a
:firework. To trigger it off I made a
levice with a contact mike on a ping-

'Ong bat that went off whenever I hit
t with a dart. It was a way of getting
he right result and also having a lot
)f fun ..."

INTERVIEWS
As in the first edition of E.T. we
nclude here short chats with a couple
A owners of A.M.S. systems. In this
- dition we spoke to Dave Harries and
-Vialcolm Atkin of Air Studios
.ind Andy Hilton of Hilton Sound.

AIR CUTS

Air
ondon /Montserrat

Air studios is one of those places
where hundreds of classic records have
been made and hundreds more seem
likely to be made. Even from the
early days of A.M.S. the bookings
board in the studio lobby boasted such
names as Roxy Music, Elkie Brooks,
-Frank Zappa, Blondie, Adam Ant,
Iapan, Paul McCartney, Kate Bush,

Duran Duran, Human League and
many many more that we didn't see.

Even more impressive for A.M.S. was
that Air were one of the first London
studios to purchase A.M.S. units.
Dave Harries worked at EMI Studios
Abbey Road before joining George
Martin at Air in 1970. He followed

Keith Slaughter as manager ofAir in
1973 and in 1978 he built the
Montserrat Studios with George
Martin. Malcolm Atkin is chief
engineer at Air. He previously worked
for the Pye mobile whose last gig
before being sold to the Manor was in

fact for Air.
D.H. I remember our first meetirZ at

- we were in studio 3 at the time
and you had just come down to
London for a couple of days. I th nk
you had sold the first DM 2 -20 flanger
:o Strawberry Studios up in Stockport
and this was your first visit to a London
studio. We liked it and decided to
.guy one. After we had used it for a
couple of months we found engineers
fighting over it and so decided to buy
Air

- one for each studio.
A.M.S.: I certainly remember that and
1 also remember the comments from
certain members of the Air staff which
were along the lines of - "you'll be
able to work full time now... !" - which
three more

I suppose was justified as our full time
employer was still with Lucas
Aerospace at that time!
D.H.: When was that? 1973?

A.M.S.: Late 1977
D.H.: No! Was it only so long ago?
M.A: I tell you what I remember as
being a breath of fresh air - when you
came into Air with the first prototype
A.M.S. DDL. It didn't hiss nor did it
have the horrible metallic sound of the
other earlier units that engineers
were being forced to use. We really
jumped on that one and no one was
surprised when we ended up having to
buy one for each studio.
D.H.: We did better than that because
we ended up with three units out at
Montserrat as well.
M.A.: I think the thing that has always
impressed me about A.M.S. is the
forethought that went into those early

units that has allowed them over the
years to have new bits of hardware
and software added to them. The
newest and most exciting addition is
the Loop Editing System. People don't
ask for an A.M.S. now - they ask
for an A.M.S. Loop Editor. What we
have seen a lot of people do now is to
use a noise gate in conjunction with
the loop editor so that if the unit
is being triggered by a real sound, the
level of the output from the A.M.S.
is controlled by the level of the real
sound input. This gives any triggered
sounds an added realism and certain
producers love that. We even had to
send out extra delay cards to
Montserrat for Duran Duran who
wanted to expand the Loop for some
special effects.
D.H.: Yes and everyone does ask for
them - There are an increasing number
of engineer /producers in London
who carry their own A.M.S. equipment
around with them. Chris Hughes
has worked here on all sorts of things
from Adam Ant to Tears for Fears
and he supplements our units with his
own. Paul McCartney has just finished
his latest album here and I have a
photo of the control room and there are
6 A.M.S. DMX DDL's piled on top of
one another. George Martin used them
for just about everything.
M.A.: Greg Walsh is another of those
producers who knows his A.M.S. units
inside out - I noticed that when he
was working on the Heaven 17
material.
D.H.: A.M.S. is the only standard
outboard equipment we have in Air
apart from an Eventide Harmonizer in
each studio.
M.A.: That is true, but that was only
because the A.M.S. pitch changer was
not available at the time. We did hold
out as long as we could but we were
spending so much on renting
Harmonizers in that we couldn't
afford not to buy the Eventides. The
A.M.S. units are very reliable, we have
had the odd problem but certainly
nothing to speak of. Considering the
number of units we have and the length
of time we have owned most of them
www.americanradiohistory.com

it is very fair to say we are delighted

with the reliability they have shown.
A.M.S.: Have either of you got a most
memorable day at the studios?
D.H.: The funniest was when we learnt
the Sex Pistols were coming in to
record for about a month. We had
letters from the building manager who
was concerned about their reputation
and obviously keen to establish that
we'd be responsible for them.
They were as good as gold! The only
slight concern I had was one day when
Johnny Rotten and Sid Vicious
managed to climb out through one of
the windows in Studio Two on to a
12" ledge that is about 80 feet above
Oxford Circus. They then disappeared
off round the building and the next
thing I knew about it was complaints
from Studio Four where they were
banging on the control room window
and pulling faces at the Ozark
Mountain Dare Devils preventing
them from getting on with their
recording. We had a feud on our hands
from then on!
M.A.: I think the funny things I like
relate to filming that has been going on
recently for the new McCartney movie.
Filming is a completely different
game and the amount of money
involved just gets into telephone
numbers. Shooting was going on at
Elstree and Geoff Emerick had been
using an RE 20 mike on a McCartney
vocal - the next time they got round to
the scene it was decided that the
RE 20 was not the sound they wanted.
So now there was a problem with
continuity and what should they do?
Simple, the RE 20 is a massive dynamic
mic and so they ripped the guts out of it
and stuck a Shure mic inside.
Of course that means at the end of the
week I get a bag of bits back.
To be fair though I sent it back to
Shuttle Sound and it came back
completely as new - they didn't charge
us and they even phoned up and
apologised for having it too long. You
wouldn't have believed it possible if
you had seen this bag of bits! Another
nice "continuity" story is when the
McCartney filming was going on at Air.
One of our engineers went into the
studio where filming had just finished
to continue the job of removing
an A.M.S. unit from the rack for use in
another studio. He must have tried
to do it earlier in the day and been told
he couldn't for continuity reasons.
But, he did forget his screwdriver
which he left on the top of the console!
So that day when shooting had finished
he went back into the control room couldn t find his screwdriver - but
then took the A.M.S. out of the rack.
When the filming eventually returned
to Air the A.M.S. was still being used
in some other studio so the film crew
had to rent a unit for about a week
to maintain continuity! What was also
nice was that when they finally
pulled out with all the footage they
needed at Air - our engineer's

screwdriver miraculously reappeared
on top of the console where it had

originally disappeared from!
D.H.: Well, now we have the new
Solid State Logic console installed and
that room was used this week for the
first time. That unbolting of the A.M.S.
reverb from the rack Malcolm was just
on about reminds me it is probably
about time we had 2 more RMX 16's so you'd better tell me what delivery
time is on them!

THE HILTON DIARIES
It almost seems as if every month
now sees the introduction of a "new"
piece of digital audio processing

equipment. Prices can range from
a couple of hundred pounds to in
excess of 10, 000.00 pounds.
Whatever the price, investment in such
devices often makes it difficult to get
a true reflection from owners as to
whether or not, after a unit has been in
service for a couple of months, the
purchaser still feels he has made the
correct choice. One group ofpeople
make their living by ensuring they do
make the correct choice when
purchasing effects units - the rental
companies. A.M.S. have long used this
yardstick as an unbiased reflection of
what the end user wants and needs.
The following interview is with one of
the U.K's leading rental companies,
Andy Hilton's 'Hilton Sound
Andy Hilton was a computer
programmer for his father before
starting a maths and computing course
at Manchester University. He left
mid- course to roady for Supertramp
before getting involved in engineering
for Gallagher and Lyle. When the
band wasn't touring Andy worked with
the P.A. when it was rented out to
other bands. When life on the road got
to be too much, Andy ended up being
the first house engineer at Virgin's
"The Venue":
A.M.S.: So how did Hilton Sound
start?
A.H.: A loan of three hundred pounds
from my father! Whilst working as the
house engineer at the Venue I was
amazed at how often, usually at the last
minute, I was asked to get my hands
on a Roland Chorus Echo - so I bought
one myself and rented it to whoever
needed it. With the advent of the
Lexicon reverb system, Barbara Jeffries
(at that time the manager of the Manor,
Town House and The Venue)

suggested I buy one and make that
available in a similar way to the Chorus
Echo.

A.M.S.: And was your company's
growth pretty rapid from then?
A.H.: It certainly was. People went
mad for the Lexicon 224 - I really just
could not get enough of them. I ended
up with 7 of them and they were all
permanently out on rental! Renting is
a strange business - whenever
something surfaces that is new,
everybody wants to rent it immediately
to be the first with a record out with
new "never heard before" effects on.
It was very good for me that interest
in the 224 was sustained - the 224X
hasn't followed in those footsteps,
I have 3 of them - they rent well but
they haven't generated as much
interest as the 224 did. The 224X does a
lot of "fun sounds" but I feel sure
people find that it is much more
difficult to use than the 224.
There are always new and
fashionable units coming along,
interest usually being generated by a
good demonstration at an industry
exhibition or convention. For instance
the German Quantec digital reverb or
the French Publison pitch changer.
They are good units but it is an
indefinable thing as to what makes a
system a lasting success. Take the
Quantec, I had the first rental unit in the
U.K. When I got it I saw almost from
the beginning that it would be a
specialist unit with a healthy but
limited amount of users. How you put
your finger on the things that people
want to use for a long time is a very
difficult formula.
A.M.S.: So what about A.M.S.

equipment?
A.H: I now have more A.M.S units than
anything else, 6 DMX 15 -80S digital
delay pitch changers and 6 RMX -16
reverbs and I still need more!
People have been as mad on A.M.S.
units now for the past twelve months
as they ever were in the early days of
Lexicon. What also amazes me about
A.M.S. is your pitch changers and
reverbs are everywhere - from a rental
point of view I kept expecting business
to fall off, but it seems the more
units there are around the more people
realise how good they are and the more
they seem to want to rent. What's really
keeping A.M.S. the leader in the field
is the continual increase in new

pieces of hardware and software for
existing units. That and of course the
inherent quality of the basic functions
of the units - just using small amounts
of delay on the 15 -80S gives the best
stereo chorusing effect I've ever
achieved. Add to that the possibility of
dual pitch changers, lock-in and the
audio trigger and it is easy to see why
people are so enthusiastic.
A.M.S.: So A.M.S. rentals are a
significant part of your business?
A.H.: Oh absolutely! Not only with me
but also with all the other major
U.K. rental companies where they can
represent like myself almost half the
business. When I look at the figures
it shocks me to see how much business
I do with A.M.S. When I buy something
I expect to rent the system for a
certain number of days per month with A.M.S. we exceed that by about
60% which is wonderful! The business
is very much a supply and demand
situation, but sometimes I try and
influence clients choices if I feel it's to
their advantage. Particularly bands on
the road, experience shows they'll be
far happier with reliable A.M.S. gear
than something that's broken at the end
of a taxi ride from me to their
rehearsal studio. I do rent to lots
of tours and you do have quite a list of
satisfied customers. The last Hall and
Oates tour took A.M.S. equipment
right round the world and used it very
effectively throughout the set.
Icehouse, Joni Mitchell, Culture Club,
Duran Duran, Kajagoogoo and
Joan Armatrading have all just done
tours with A.M.S. In fact the RMX 16
was the only piece of back line effects
equipment that went out with
Joan Armatrading. My most recent
disappointment was to learn that
Showco are knocked out with the
RMX 16 and that I won't be able to
rent my units to the forthcoming David
Bowie tour as he is going to be
using theirs!
A.M.S.: So where is it all going to end,
Andy?
A.H.: I really don't know - I seem to
continuously need more and more
A.M.S. units. I find more and more
that when I haven't got any A.M.S.
units left, neither have Audio Rents,
Britannia Row, M.L Executive or
in fact any of the other rental
companies. That is probably why I still
have systems on order from you!!!

DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE

Australia: Audio Mix Systems (lnt) Pty. Ltd., 5th Floor, 21 Pier Street, Haymarket. Sydney. NSW 2000 Tel: (02) 2646817. CONTACT: lain Everington.
Canada: Manta Electronics Group, 204 King Street East, Toronto, Ontario. M5A 1J7. Tel: (416)868 0513. CONTACT: Andy Cox
Denmark: Slt Studie & Ltdteknik, Helgisvej 9 11, DK 2000 Kobenhavn, Denmark. Tel:
CONTACT: Ole Lund Christensen
Finland: Into Oy, P.O. Box 22, SF 00661 Helsinki 66. Tel: (90) 742 133. CONTACT: Erkki Koskimo
France: High Fidelity Services SA, 4 Rue Pierre Semard, 75009 Paris. Tel: 285 00 40. CONTACT: Jean Noel Kendirgi
Germany: Elmus GmbH, Vertriebs KG, Bertaer Str 42, 1000 Berlin 33. Tel: 030 826 40 11. CONTACT: Henri Keinert
Hong Kong: Audio Consultants Co. Ltd., 58 Pak Tai Street, 9th Floor, Tokwawan. Kowloon. Tel: 3 7125251. CONTACT: John Ho
Italy: Professional Equipment, Viale Famagosta 37, 20142 Milano. Tel: 02 81 78 39. CONTACT: Ermanno Parazzini
Japan: Continental Far East Inc., Sa Saki Building 189, Roppongi 3 Chome, Minato Ku, Tokyo. Tel: 03 583 8451. CONTACT: Shingo Araki
Netherlands: Audioscript BV, Loosdrechtsedijk 107, P.O. Box 22, Loosdrecht. Tel: 02158 5104. CONTACT: Jan Slooter
Norway: Pro Technic A /S, Lyder Sagens Gate 19, Oslo 3. Tel: 02 460554. CONTACT: Martin Viktorin
New Zealand: Maser Communications Limited, 51A Seaton Road, Murrays Bay, Auckland. New Zealand. Tel: 444 6085. CONTACT: Gareth Jones
CONTACT: Fleming Ravn
South Africa: Tru Fi Electronics S., P.O. Box 31801 Braamfontein, Tvl 2017, South Africa. Tel:
Spain: Singleton Productions, Via Augusta 59, Desp. 804, Edif Mercurio, Barcelona 6. Tel: 228 3800/288 7602. CONTACT: W. Singleton
Sweden: Soundtrade AB, Rasundavagen 45, Solna, Stockholm. Tel: S 17152, 08 7300400. CONTACT: Carl Langenskiold
Switzerland: A.B.Q., Schwamendingerstr. 119/4G, Postafach 159, 8062 Zurich. Tel: 01 402140. CONTACT: Rolf Jauch
U.S.A.: Harry Harris Sound Services, 7138 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90046. Tel: (800) 637 5000. CONTACT: Harry Harris
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Telex: 06 986766
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.
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Telex: 52261

Published by Advanced Music Systems Burnley, England.

Advanced Music Systems is a trading name of Edendeck Ltd.,
Wallstreams Lane, Worsthome, Burnley, England. Tel: 0282 36943 Telex: 63108
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The Video Yearbook now in its seventh edition continues to
be the most authoritative source book for the video industry
as a whole, and has been completely updated and revised.
The Video Yearbook is divided into two parts. The first
covering the complete spectrum of professional video
equipment ranging from airborne video to videotext
decoders, together with industry services including
information on 400 video studios worldwide and details of
more than 1,000 video dea ers in 70 countries. Where
applicable all sections are profusely illustrated. The latter
section is a collection of invaluable indexes cross referencing over 8,000 separate entries which place a vast
amount of information in an easily accessible format.

The Pro -Audio Yearbook is an annual guide to products
and services for engineers and technicians operating in the
world of professional recording and sound broadcasting
around the world.

There are over 3,500 companies featured in this edition all
with full address details. This invaluable reference book is
available now.

throughout the world.

Produced by the publishers of Studio Sound and Broadcast
Sound magazines, the world's leading journals catering for
recording and broadcast studios, the Pro -Audio Yearbook
crams sixteen years of accumulated expertise and
knowledge of this field into one definitive reference source.
The 1983/84 edition has been completely revised and
updated. There are now more than 8,000 separate entries
with over 650 photographs. It also contains over 3,000
company listings of the Pro -audio and related industries
Studio Sounds Pro -Audio Yearbook is available now: The
International reference source for recording and broadcast
sound industries.

Special Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom

. NMI IM
Please send me
Please send me

MOM Ill IN III EMI MI Ill II MI III

copies Video Yearbook 1983/84
Name
copies Pro -Audio Yearbook 1983/84

MOM NM

Address

(, £25 + £2p &p each or $50 + $10 airmail delivery

enclose a cheque/postal order /International money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount

.I

..
II

Or debit my credit card

Credit card

Signed

14

VSA

No.
rG

(please print)

Please return the completed order form enclosing full remittance
(including delivery) or giving your credit card number to: Special
Publications Group, Link House Magazines PLC, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

Credit card holders can order
by simply ringing 01 -686 2599, Please allow 28 days delivery in
ext 213, quoting credit card No. delivery method.

mom im mum

Britain, extra overseas

.

depending on country and

mom! II
99

Wheré no sound has gone before.

DRAWMER

Available from Recording Maintainance Services. Tel: 01 943 1368

DO YOU CUT TAPE ?..
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... Now you can concentrate
solely on editing

SBeehive Mills

'CAT' The world's only automatic splicing
systems for the editor

We have a growing reputation for
o`fering unhurried attention and
unbiased advice, backed by a prompt
and efficient service whether your
requirements are for recording,
theatre, broadcast or PA.

Jersey St

A

Sole UK Distributors: Mike Fraser (Film Services) Ltd,
225 Goldhawk Rd, London W12 8ER. 01 -749 6911
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Competitive prices
Full after -sales service
Equipment designed and manufactured
Installation and commissioning
World -wide delivery

The Homesdale Centre 216 -218 Homesdale Road, Bromley, Kent BR1 2QZ

CaIIO1.464 4157

Soundcratt Revox Studer Ampex Fostex Sony TeacTascam BGW Audio Technica Bose Tannoy H H Sennheiser Superscope Court Acoustics
Neumann Drawmer EMT Urei Lexicon Kepex AHB Nagra Uher DBX Rebis Nakamichi Alice Seck Crimson Auratone Ashley Visonic David JBL
PEP Audio 8 Design Beyer AKG ADC Deltalab Master Room Orban Shure MXR Roland Electrovoice Calrec Bel Accessit GBS RSD SME Rogers
Quad Yamaha and more
-

.
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TRA
FOR SALE
ANCILLIARY EQUIPMENT

TAPE MACHINES

LYREC 24 Track and remote
3M M79 24 Track
3M M79 24 Track XT24 Autolocate
STUDER A80 Mkl 11 24 Track, remote and autolocate
M.C.I. JH24 24 Track Autolocate, 3 months old
M.C.I. JH24 24 Track Autolocate, new
STUDER A80 16 Track Mk1A, remote
STUDER A80 16 Track
AMPEX MM1100 16 Track, Seanch to zero, varispeed
3M M56 16 Track, good condition
OTARI 8 Track 1"
AMPEX MM1000 8 Track 1"
KLARK TEKNIK Transport''/" 4 Track, Richardson
electronics
M.C.I. JH110B Stereo, mint condition
M.C.I. JH110A Stereo, good condition
STUDER B67 V.U.
FERROGRAPH Studio 8 Stereo on console
SCULLY Stereo 280 14" reels
SCULLY Stereo 280
AMPEX 350 Stereo on console
AMPEX 351 Stereo on console, valve
AMPEX 351 Transport and Headblock
AMPEX 350 Transport and Headblock
AMPEX AG440 Stereo on console, as new
REVOX A77 Quarter Track Stereo with amps

£11000.00
£9500.00
£10750.00
£19500.00
£19500.00
£25000.00
£8150.00
£7750.00
£7500.00
£4750.00
£1850.00
£2500.00
£1500.00
£3000.00
£2000.00
£1750.00
£900.00
£600.00
£400.00
£350.00
£250.00
£175.00
£175.00
£1000.00
£275.00

MIXING CONSOLES
SOLID STATE LOGIC 40 input, automated
NEVE 36 input, 4 stereo groups, master group,
ideal reduction suite or theatre
NEVE 24 -16 -16
SOUNDCRAFT 1624, 24 input
HARRISON 2824 Allison 65K Automation
CHILTON 20 -16
CADAC 28 -16
HELIOS 16-8 -16 A&D Comp /Lims, etc.
DECCA 12 -4 4 Comp /Lims, etc.
DECCA Duplication or cutting console
ALLEN & HEATH Mod 3, 16 -8 -16
ALLEN & HEATH Mod 3, 16 -8 -16
AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS 007 12 -4 Portable

P.O.A.

1

RAINDIRK Series 111 12 -4 -8

£14000.00
£13000.00
£8000.00
£26500.00
£4500.00
£4000.00
£3850.00
£1700.00
£400.00
£1100.00
£1350.00
£1500.00
£3000.00

DOLBY
DOLBY
DOLBY
DOLBY
DOLBY
DOLBY

from
from
from

£6750.00
£5000.00
M8, as available
£2750.00
A361
£315.00
A360
£300.00
M16 Frame with 16 K9 Dpx Cards
£3500.00
DBX 216, 8 channels and 2 spare
£1250.00
DBX 155, 4 channels
£300.00
DBX 122 Disc N/R Unit
£250.00
BEL 16 Channel N/R
£600.00
BEL 8 Channel N/R
£300.00
PYE Lim /Comps
each
£ 150.00
ECHO PLATE from California, stereo
£ 1400.00
EMT 14OTS Stereo Transistor Plates, remote
£2000.00
AKG BX20
£1200.00
AKG BX20
£1400.00
AMCRON DC150 Amps
£225.00
CROWN DC300 Amps
£300.00
H. H. TPA 25D Amps
each
£50.00
QUAD 405/2 Amps, new
£185.00
QUAD 303 Amps, new
£103.00
MARSHALL TIME MODULATOR
£600.00
MXR Flanger 201
£300.00
BEL Flanger
£300.00
AUDIO & DESIGN E500RS Selective Processor
£500.00
Plenty of Audio & Design Scamp Modules in stock at low,
low prices
P.O.A.
AURATONE 5C Loudspeakers
per pair
£51.00
KLARK TEKNIK DN22 Graphic
£325.00
MXR 31 Band Graphics
£330.00
MXR Dual 15 Graphics
£330.00
MXR Dig Delay 1 sec.
£450.00
19" Rak Mounting Patch Bays, two row, 48 hole
£50.00
Large selection of secondhand Neumann, A.K.G.
Beyer Microphones in stock P.O.A.
2" Once used tape 3M
per reel
£15.00
2" 10'h" empty reels
£9.00
1" 10'/x" empty reels
£4.00
'/2" 10'/2" empty reels
£2.00
BEYER Boom Stands, new
each
£22.00
BEYER DT100 Headphones, new
each
£27.00
Record and Playback Heads 24 Track for 3M M79, new
each
£550.00
Splicing Blocks'4 ", new
£3.50
WHITE Equalizers
each
£330.00
ADAMS SMITH 605 Tape Syncronizer
£3000.00
M24,
M16,

as available
as available

appointed to sell 36 automatic record presses, record wrapping machine, 2 high speed plating systems,
airveying compound feed system, 2 complete jacket fabrication lines with four colour printing press, complete cutting
systems for record laquers and 1" cassette masters, 3 loop bins with 10 slaves each, Gauss high speed duplicating
systems and 31 various King cassette winders.
We have been

Your enquiries for any or all of the above equipment are invited.

LTD
SALES
ELECTRONICS
England
5BB,
Herts,
WD2
Road, Watford,
149b. St. Albans
Tel: Watford 47988/9

Telex: 262741

QUESTION:

Which range of studio
monitors, apart from the new
Tannoy SRM Series with
SyncSource,M provides a
single point sound source for
all monitoring applications?

ANSWER:

The New SRM Series with
SyncSourceTM A range of time
compensated single point sound
source monitors from:
Tannoy Monitors are available from:
Audio Services, Stockport 06632 2442
Elliott Bros., London WI 01 -380 0511
HHB London NW10 01 -961 3295
ITA London NW1 01 -724 2497
Don Larking Luton 0582 27195
Music Labs, London NW1 01 -388 5392
Sigma Sound, Nottingham 0602 783306
Michael Stevens & Ptns., Bromley 01-464 4157
Turnkey, London NW9 01 -202 4366
and in the USA & Canada: Tannoy Crown,
97 Victoria Street N, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada
N2H 5C1. Telephone (519) 745 1158 Telex 069 55328
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TAMMY,
Bringing Music Back to Life
Tannoy Ltd., 21 Canterbury Grove,
West Norwood, London SE27 OPW
Telephone 01 -670 1131 Telex 291065

i
OPENING HOURS 9.30am until 6.00pm Monday to Saturday.
AFTER SALE SERVICE REW care as much for your equipment as
you do! Which is why we do not depend on sub contracted service
-our own team of highly skilled engineers are there to ensure that you
have many years of enjoyable use fr)m equipment supplied by us.

/'L&) MT44 - Multitrack cassette, Dolby B &C,
four track and standard cassette

17-

MM30 - Portable 4 track cassette, mixer

metering_

graphic E.Q., LED peak
RB30 - System rack and patchbay

il
ií

Trustcard REW Credit Card

MAIN LONDON AGENT
Studio

4'The Ultimate Multi -track

£350

cassette'
16 8.2
16 4.2

£189

8/4 19" rack mount ideal home recording

f84

£799

f563
f511
£350
£258
£449

RSD 400C

I*

PC Series High Spec Amplifiers
5002M 500w p/channel RMS
peak meters 8 Ohms
£2,033
PC 2002M 240w p /channel RMS
peak meters 8 Ohms
£700
PC 2002 240w p/channel RMS 8 Ohm
f664
PC 1002 100w p /channel RMS 8 Ohms _f450
deto RM 804 8 into 4 mixer
£645
RM 160816 into 8 mixer
£3,497

1K amp

ADM 10241 second DDL
P.O.A.
ADM 2561 second DDL
P.O.A.
ADM 64 deep notch flanger/ADT unit -PO.A.

£549

T+44

£499

dojo Rockman Must be heard

200w p /channel 4 Ohms

(special offer)

£250

1

x 31 EQ

£438
£399
£279
£449

_

2 x 15 EQ
2

I)=--- to be believed

£199

Rockman Ultra -Light
without reverb

£159

MICROPHONES GENERAL

(MXR)

-

R1000 DIGITAL REVERB
The first digital reverb designed for home
recording, four selectable reverb modes up to 2.4
seconds. Includes 3 band parametric E.Q.
Ring for availability
£466

x10 EQ

Dual LTR compressor_
Digital time delay 2

Neuman: U87i £497 U47 £486
Shure: SM58 £105 SM57 f82
AKG: D202E1 f123 D12E £130
Sennheiser: 441 £132 421 f94
Beyer: M88 £160 M500 £117

F0stex

£1,374

PC

Digital time delay 1000 ms
Pitch transposer and display
Pitch shift doubler
Flanger doubler
Omni

£549
£1,322

£469
£599
£469

g(J MXR Digital Drum Computer

(unbeatable prices)
A8 + 350 mixer packages
250 4 track cassette
X 15 Multitracker

I/O

Series 200 in stock

An amazingly versatile, fully programmable
drum computer... at an affordable price. P.O.A.

1

e1,Ú KIT II Expandable drum synthesiser
2 x 81 interface providing enormous

M30 Mixer

£750

DUPLICATORS IN STOCK.

JBL
Studio Monitor Range
4401 per pair
£286
4411 per pair
£960
4312 per pair
£824
4430 per pair
£2,400
4435 per pair
£3,200
Some little used ex- demonstration JBL monitors
are available, P.O.A.

Sony professional portables always in stock
TCD 5M TCD 5 Pro Pro Walkman
Aufatone 5C Monitors
£63
Tannoy DC386 Chassis Pair
£360
Tannoy SRM 15X -1 Pair only
£1,030

Cassette
Rebis

£269

P.O.A.

£195
£74

£369
£316

RA205 ADT/Delay
RA204 Parametric EQ
RA209 Mixer (Delay System)
RA200R Rack Frame
RA201 Noise Gate
RA202 De -Esser

244 "Portastudio"

PRO AUDIO

Complete Uher range in stock P.O.A.

£260
£166
£899
£325

£434
£540

RlE1l1l

Ring for best prices.

Quad 405 II
Quad 303
Amcro PSA2 Ex- demonstration
Turner B502 S/H
Nakamichi BX3 Ideal Budget Stereo

Yp,U 234 4 track, rack mounting micrc
processor controlled cassette
122 Rack mounting studio cassette
2 speed
133 3 Channel AV deck

HD 1000 Harmonic Delay
DM 1000 Digital Delay_

P.O.A.

£1,092 including VAT

SONYANDWOLLENSACK HI SPEED CASSETTE

Professional Production Series 8 Track Package.

PO A
Limited Offer
Limited Offer

8/4/2 Mixer

with

program and memory potential.

Tascam 52, 58, M50.

£299

Soundcraft

Professional user prices
B77 Hi speed 2 track, NAB or IEC
£699
PR99 Hi speed 2 track NAB or IEC
_£999
All 'special' versions available to order, please
call for the best price.

TASCAM

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

All Fostex Signal Processors Available
(We are very cheap on Fostex)

R EVOX

£899
£590

TM

Central London Agents

peak meters
P2201 230w p/chanrel 8 Ohms_
P2100 95w p /channel 8 Ohms
P2050 45w p /channel 8 Ohms_
Q1027 27 band graphic equaliser_

32 2B Track

=

£940

Yea) Mosfet 1000 Hi spec

P2200 230w p /channel 8 Ohms

38 8 Track
34 4 Track

Two

i

£1,300

or video post production desk

POWER AMPLIFIERS

/w

INSTANT CREDIT Available up to (1000.
Ask for details of our REW Budget Account
Interest of 2.25% ofthe balanceoutstanding
will be charged to your account each
month (APR 30.6 %).

`

()YAMAHA
switching

WAYS TO PAY.
Cash or Cheque

£560

828 Portable mixer
8285 Production mixer
Complete Alice range to order P.O.A.

£795
£795

114 Charing Cross Rd, WC2

Tel:

f69
£85

f71

f86

01-836 2372/7851

oat:7M

L

Audio &Video Jackfields
for Recording and

:NI

IIILJ

1!1.111

000000000000000000000000
00000.000000000000000000
000000000000000000 000000*
000000000000000000'000000.

'O

Broadcasting

_at

171571511reeriaTreaMIEr

Mosses and Mitchell are recognised as being the largest
manufacturer of Jacks and Jackfields in the U.K.
We are approved suppliers to the B.B.C., British Telecom,
the Post Office, Pye T.V.T., Pye Telecommunications,
Mercia Sound and many other major users.

44444144440444G4V4444444

******0040'4440*440***4484ii;

We have a policy of continued design and technological
innovation and are now able to offer miniature type
Jacks and Jackfields which can be supplied with
wire wrap terminals as an alternative to the
traditional solder terminals.
At our modern factory in Farnham, Surrey we
are equipped to offer a flexible manufacturing
service geared to meet your individual
specification and delivery requirements.

v++

vti-

Veliti

MM

Mosses & Mitchell Limited, Weydon Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 8QL
Telephone: Farnham 721236 (STD 0252) Telex: 858820
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Dolby Model 372
A portable 2 channel professional A-Type
noise reduction unit

tone

1
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off
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off
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check

off low

2

000°113Y)

FEATURES
*Compact Construction
220mm X 184mm X 44mm; weight, 1.3kg.
*Independence from mains supplies.
*Input level controls either for record level
setting before encoding or for rapid 'Dolby Level'
calibration in play (decode). with accurate LED
display for each channel.
*Stereo headphone monitor with level control
independent from 'line-out' level.
*Differential inputs with wide sensitivity range,
minimum 10dBv (245mV) for Dolby Level.

-

Model 372

Dolby Laboratc rtes Inc

APPLICATIONS

-

*Video Tape Recorders where noise reduction
modules cannot be installed directly in machines,
e.g. portable 1" U- matic, etc.
*Mobile Recording
giving portability and
flexibility.
*Radio and Television Outside Broadcasts
keeping the noise low from the first generation, so
that modern production techniques, with noise
reduction, can be used to the best advantage.
,

-

-

Dolby A -type noise reduction is well proven
throughout the world in professional sound
recording, with over 70,000 channels in use.
Applications include master recording, multitrack, film sound production, and 1" VTR
soundtracks. Adding to the range of existing
products, the Model 372 increases the versatility
of Dolby noise reduction due to its compact size
and independence from mains supplies.

DOLBY' 1AHORAIORIES, INC., 731 Sansume Street, San Francisco CA 94111. Phone 1415) 392 41300. Telex 34409
346 Clapham
Road. London SW9. Phone 01 -720 1111. Telex 919109. Dolby and the double-13 symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories
Licensing Corp.

A 90dB dynamic range is not what it
seems when operating headroom
and low level digital distortion are

considered.
The 601 SUPER-DYNAMIC Limiter
has been designed to meet the
exacting specification required for
the digital era. It provides 100%
transient control and offers
a dynamic range of 100dB
(measured limit threshold

to noise).
The SUPER- DYNAMIC enables
optimum system loading without headroom provision.
Applications include:
mastering in the studio,
front ending PCM
delay lines or recorders,
transmission lines,
satellite link,
broadcast transmitters,
sound reinforcement and
disc cutting.

Facilities: Precision stepped attenu-

ators and controls; 20dB make -up
gain; side -chain pre- emphasis
(0-25- 50- 75pS); a unique musicvoice ratio control (VO) system;
transient clipper; symmetrical/
assymetrical (AM) output; output filtering (AM/FM) option;
logic function tamper-proof
'inhibit' and dual function
metering.
The system is a unity gain
single channel (F601 -R) or
stereo/dual mono (F601 -RS)
lu package incorporating
digital logic switching.
Inputs and outputs are
both electronically
balanced (with provision for transformér
option).
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Audio Design
I

Worldwide:

Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd,

16 North Street, Reading RG 7DA Tel. (0734) 53411.
Telex: 848722 ADRUK
1

U.S.A.:

Audio & Design Recording Inc.

O. Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310 U.S.A. Tel (206) 275 5009.
Telex: 152426 ADRUSA
P
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TheADO6

Tried and tested
by some of the best Judges
inthe world.
Ideal for Broadcasting -Post Production- OB vans etc.
- and many other incidents tobetaken into consideration.

Avdio

DEVELOPMENTS

SOUNDS PERFECT EVERY TIME

For personal attention contact Antony Levesley on 0543 375351 or write to
Audio Developments Hall La .WaLsallWoodWalsall,West Mid WS9 9AU
Telex No. Chamcom 338212 Code: Timing
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l II

ii

Certainly if your mixer fails
you will be! 1Ol111DRAC
mixers for sound reinforcement
and multitrack applications
are setting standards. Tough
enough to stand on and tough
enough to rely on! Sound quality
and facilities you thought
unobtainable at the price!
From 8/4/2S to 32/12/24 multitrack.
8 -4 -2S

I6 -I -IS
I

I

6-4-2S
4-4-2S

Omni 10,
I6/6 24/6

16 and 24
.::a a,
.,.eo,.M,.e,=
ar

Distributed

in

the UK by

Don Larking Audio Sales Ltd,
29 Guildford Street, Luton,
Bedfordshire LU7 2NQ.
Tel: (0582) 45C066,
and selected UK Music retailers.

Soundout Laboratories Limited
91 Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AH
Tel: 01 -399 3392 Telex: 8951073 /SN DOUT /G

OUflDTACN

affordable quality

Farnitdale N.Y. 11735. Tel: (516) 249 3669
Australia Klarion Pty., Regent House, 63 Kincsway South Melbourne 3205. Tel: 0361 3801
Canada Omnimedia
Corporation Ltd.,9653 Cote de Liesse Dorval Quebec H9P IA3. Tel: 514 636 9971
Denmark Kinovox AS_ Industnvej 9 3540 Lyyngge. Tel: 1121876
Finland MS Audio:ron Box 28 SF00421 Helsinki 42. Tel:
5664604
France Phase Acoustic, ló3 -165 Ba boisson, 3034 Marseilles. Tel: 91-49 87 28
Germany_ Audio V'mrieb- PeterStruvenGmbH, Bar weg45 -B D2000 Norderstedt Tel:040 524 51 51
Greece Bon Studio
13 Tsamadou St., Athens 143.. el: 3249 305
HONG KONG The Radio People Ltd, 25 Chatham Load South Kowlocn. Tel: 3- 690217
F.:al) lia] Ctida SRL, Via Ma-molada 17 BIS Sarbalo, Parma. Tel: 0521
Israel Barkai Ltd., 5 Krinizi St, Ramat Ga Tel: 7351178/732044
690158
Japan Tnctard Corporation, Bunsei Building No. 3 IFL88 5 -Chome Toranomon Mina:o -Ku Tokyo
Neiherlands lmke Roos,
Kuiperbergweg 20, 101 AG Arrsterdam ZO. Tel: 2093 't 83/972121
Singapore Lintec Pte. Ltd., Unit 212 Park Lane Saoppin , 35 Selegie Road, Singe re 0718. tel: 33871183387119
Spain Comercial Lavilla
Legalidad64-66, Barcelona 24
Telephone: 932 10105
Sweden OFOEektronik AB, P. O. Box501158005 Linkoping. Tel: 13I10241
SwYmlandSttudioM &M, ViLsTannheim ,ÇH5012Schoenewerd. Tel: 64
414_..'
United Kingdom Don Larking Audio Sales Ltd., 29 Guildford Street, Luton, Bede. Tel. 0582 450066
America Soundtracs Inc. 262a Eastern Parkway
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SEVEN HEADS ARE
BETTER THAN ONE.
CK 703

CK 707

CK 701

CK 704

CK 702

C K 708

With the average

condenser microany professional
soundman with diverse requirements will probably be more lastingly impressed by its limitations than its
capabilities.
Which is why we at BeyerDynamic
designed our MCM Series condenser microphones on a modular
principle.
With only one powering module,
you can interchange any of the
seven microphone capsules to cater
for every recording requirement
More
condition.
and

CK 706

compact, more convenient and
considerably more economic than
a conventional system, every item
in the MCM Series range is individually
available for the maximum ease of adaptability.
But with over fifty years' experience in the refinement of audio technology, our standard of design and
manufacture has a considerable reputation to maintain.
Engineered around the most advanced components
within a slim, functional casing, the MCM Series' crystal clear transient response and overall directional flexibility has established it throughout the country in top
studios and broadcasting corporations.
Compare the MCM Series to any other system. Whatever your recording requirements, BeyerDynamic can
put you in the right direction.

b
1

Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex RH 16 3DP Tel: (0444) 451003

FREQUENCY

OIIIi1C[r...
ABOUND STEP UP
FROM CROSSOVERS
The FDS300 and MCS200 series
frequency dividing systems have
created new standards in sound control.
Between them, they meet every
requirement in the sound reinforcement

J

s

a

field, with each unit offering four
outstanding features to set them apart
from other crossovers.Mid filter limiters
for each section; subsonic and ultrasonic
input filters; output level indicators; and
a choice of programmable frequencies
on 12, 18, or 24dB per octave slopes.
AGENTS:

France: Regiscene, Paris 374 58 36. Belgium: T. E. M., Bmsseb 569 1823.
Holland: Ampco BV Utrecht 433 134. Cennany: Audio Venrieb, GmbH Hamburg 524 51
Spain: Leaon Distribuciones, Barcelona 203 4804.
Italy: Pal Cida, Parma 698 144. Australis: Audio Tel, Sydney, 02 264 6817.
South Africa: Colosseum Acoustics, Johannesburg 23 4541.
Austria: Bourke & Dissertori GmbH Web 072427147.
Canada: Gerr Electro Acoustics, Toronto 86805 28.
Amerka: Klark Teknik Inc, N.Y. 249 3660. Japan: Matsuda Trading Co, Tokyo 295 4731.
Denmark: CSR Copenhagen, 01 543366.
UK AGENTS:
HHB Hire and Saks, London 01 -961 3295. Scenic Sounds, 01 -734 2812.
Music Laboratory, 01.388 5392. Turnkey 01 -202 4366.
Wigwam Acoustics, 0706 68766. Autograph Sales, 267 6677.

51

Brooke Siren Systems, 213 Sydney Road,
Muswell Hill, London N10. Tel: 01 -444
7892. Telex: 912881 BSSAUDIO

HARMONIC HALL TAPE DUPLICATION

We may not be the best, but: simply

better with consistency in quality.
50-15KHz frequency response
than 2dB noise on master copy (with Dolby)

± 2dB
less

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*
*

Runs of 50 to 1,000,000 cassettes.
Rapid Service available
Complete mastering facilities
Most advance equipment, e.g. Gauss 2400 tape Duplicator.
Paper labe l and inlay card printing

Full artwork facilities
Wide choice of coloured cassettes always in stock
Blank cassettes wound to any length
Shrinkwrap and cellophane overwrap
Special packaging and export undertaken
World wide delivery
Very competitive price
Demo tape can be send on request

Special production line for computer program cassette

691

HARMONIC HALL CO.

Flat AB, 11th floor. Block 2, Golden Dragon Ind. Centre, 162 -170 Tai Lin Pai Road.,
Kwai Chung, N.T., Hong Kong Tel:O- 277681 Cable: "HARMONICO" Telex: 36600 HHCR HX
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THE INDUSTRY'S MOSTCCMPREHENSIVE
CASSETTE DU DLICATING COMPANY
QUANTITIES 50 - 50,000.WEEKLY CAPACITY 120,000 CASSETTES
I.T.D. FACTO *F'T, FARADAY ROAD,
RABANS LAN =, AYLESBURY.

0296 27211

I.T.D LONDON DEPOT, 16 STUCLEÍ PLACE,
HAVuLEY CRESCENT, CAMDEN TOWN,
LONDON NW1

For those who only need a
Q. Lock Synchroniser
occasionally

INVEST IN A SOUND FUTURE
YOUR CAREER IN THE

MUSIC INDUSTRY
TREBAS If1STITUTE OF RECORDIf1G ARTS
WILL PUT YOU ON THE RI3HT TRACK

in a

...wedo

have a hire
service at good
rates, and with a
complete range of
interfaces

AUDIO KINET=cS

AUDIO KINETICS (UK) LIMITED
Emetic Centre Theabald Street
Berehamwood Herícrdsl-ire WDE 4P)
E igland Tel. 01 -S53 8
Telex 299951(Kirtek G3)

1
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year professional training program in the

80

courses

lu

RECORD PROCUCING
MANAGEMENT
SOUND ENGINEERING
limited internships available 80% of graduates placed
For Day or Evening courses starting January and October. APPLY NOW!

For application and FREE brochure describing

courses. contact: Admissions Director.

TREBAS INSTITUTE
225 Mutual Street
Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSS 2B4
Phone: (416) 977 -9797
developing people and the music industry since 1979.
member: Music Industry Educators Association. U.S.A.

(5)
112

2

RECORDING ARTS AND SCIENCES

TREBAS UISTITUTE OF RECOROIf1G ARTS

CLASSIFIEDS

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 43p per word, minimum £10.75. Box Nos. £2.50 extra. Semi -display rates on
application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in DECEMBER issue must reach these offices by 13th OCTOBER addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the
Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date,
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

SPEECH RECORDING

(VOICE

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold and installed. Competent engineering for any make or type. Tony Batchelor, 13a
Hamilton Way, London, N.3. Telephone 01 -346
0033.
(F)
CASSETTE DUPLICATING from 38p 1 -1 /hispeed. "SSP were very good quali y, the best
value for money."
Sound International, July
1981. Simon Stable, 46, Westend, Launton,
(H)
Oxon. Tel. 08692 2831.

SPR

HIGH-SPEED CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN -REEL COPYING
(ANY SPEED

ALSO

TO BROADCAST SPEC)

HIGH DUALITY BLANK CASSETTES
(C1 C96)
LABEL S. CARD PRINTING

-

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting
(masters and demos), pressings. sleeves,
cassettes, labels. Fixed and mobile recording
studios. Free brochure. TAM STUDIO,
13a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel. 01- 3460033

OVERS LANGUAGESiAUDIO VISUALS)

-PLUS RECORDINGS LTD
SPEECH
UNIT32, NO19,PAGES
-231
WALK, LONDON, SEI 4SB.

0961

01

(F)

PRESSING, CASSETTES of classical quality
promptly manufactured from your master tapes.
Sleeve printing, mailing service. Studio or mobile
units for masters. Specify requirements. Sound
News Studios, 18 Blenheim Road, London W4
1ES. Tel. 01 -995 1661.

(K)

MUSIC SUITE. High quality low cost real time
cassette duplication from 31p. Labels and Inlay
cards. Blank cassettes. For price list phone

100 C -60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo
Just f59.50 (plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality cassettes on
our high speed loop -bin system, load them precisely into top class shells. Price includes library case and all production
work from your '/sin edited master. Any length C-5 to C90.NOW ALSO cassettes in GOLD effect finish) Ring for
price check.

STUDIO REPUBLIC
47 High Street, Pinner

01 -868

SELECTA SOUND
Real time or loop bin tape duplication. Exact length casset-

tes; Seven types of housing standard, super- ferric, chrome
or high -bias tape including Maxell, Agfa, EMI and BASF.

Ring John Smailes, 04024-53424
Balmoral Road. Romford RM2 5XD

18

5555

099389 8196.

ELECTRONIC WIRING installation. assembly,
p.c.b., services on or off site. Contact Reg
(K)
Coleby, C.E.S., on 0733 265272.

REVOX SERVICE
SAME -DAY SERVICE A SPECIALITY
We have an extensive stock of Revox spares;
Revox-trained engineers and offer prompt and
efficient service including delivery and collection.

ELLIOTT BROS.

Li D.

WARREN STREET, LONDON N1
Tel: 01 -380 0511

MAIN 3M WOLLENSAK DEALERS
Meticulous alignment of all machines before sale.
Excellent servicing facilities. SCS Cassettes C2 -C100
on orders of 100 and over. Stockists for 3M Audio
and Video cassettes. Fast -copying service. Prompt
personal attention.

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICES LTD.
P.O. Box 2, Chard,

9

supplied. Studio available for
voice overs. Dolby facilities.
Design, artwork and
print services.

¡/

Tel 0460 20988

Sound Communication

`^

Freepost. Field House, Well jron Roar
',

Telephone 0924 451717

Revox

& Service
&Uher Sales
cassette

reel and
projectors, open
35mm slide
repotted.
and
etc., serviced
Tandberg, Met,
amplifiers,
amp
Elf, Ferrograph, Revox,
Bellu
agents.
Road, Watford,
approved service
St. Albans
LTD., 255A
in Iudge Street.
ACOUSTICS
Entrance
PHOTO
0923 32006.

te,

16mm sound

Herts. Tel:

5811ihstreet, NeW

ortPa:

nett Tel 0908610625

photo Acoustics

Singles, E.P. & L.P.'s. Ilv
Cutting, Processing.
Test Pressing.
Labels & Sleeves.
Cassette Duplication.
Minimum Records - 500.
Minimum Cassettes - 250.
Qualified Staff. ¡/
Sound Advice.

¡/

p !/

Somerset TA20 1LR.

Have um
Cassette and open reel copying.
Custom wound blank cassettes

Quality Pressing DIRECT
from our modem UK plant.

Ltd

!/

¡/

MARKET

LEADERS IN STEREO
RECORDS AND TAPES.

J

i,,

01-446 3218

CLASSIFIEDS
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COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE

High Quality Tape Spools

For super quality Master Discs, Demo Discs and
Pressings. Scully lathe with our latest CR 82/01

Stock or on Short Delivery

Ex

Stereo Cutting System.
Also half speed cutting for that very special disc.
Dolby 'A', Dolby 'B' and DBX noise reduction.

dB HIRE. Quality Concert sound equipment for

hire. From components to complete systems with
engineers. Tel. Phil on 01- 3464807.
(H)

London

Binfield,

Rd.,

5"

and

7"

in hulk

T I Plasro Plastics Ltd.
38 Wates Way. Mitcham, Surrey. CR4 4HR
Telephone: 01-640 0145/9

Bracknell, Berke

RG12 5BS

Tel. BRACKNELL (0344) 54935

TANNOY SERVICE
We have an extensive stock of Tannoy spares and exchange
units and offer a prompt, efficient service including delivery
and collection. We perform B & K analysis on all units to
factory set specifications.
For all repairs, contact the factory accredited service
agents: Elliott Bros. Ltd.
ELLIOTT BROS. (Audio Systems) Ltd., 9 Warren Street,
London W1. Tel. 380 -0511

REVOX PR99/B77 PARTS

Everything for your next small cassette production

Duplicating from 1p per minute. Label printing (yellow, blue
or white 4%p pair). Inlay cards: red, blue or yellow, f3.20
per 100. High gloss self- adhesive mini -prints in colour £10
per 100. Cassettes wound to any length. For details of our
complete services contact:

Audicord Records
59

Mayfield Way, Barwell, Leicester LE9

BBL

Tel: 0455 47298

GATEWAY CASSETTE COPYING
A" or cassette
master tape. All work carried out on Nakamichi machines
to the highest standard.
Real time cassette copying direct from

®

TAPE SALES

INPUT LEVEL)

'Magic Eye' pushbutton (e.g. CAL /UNCAL)...

f
Front panel, mono or stereo
Mains socket -2 -pin
Mating mains plug and lead -2 -pin
All removed from brand new machines and guaranteed.
Samples on request.
Ideal spares/repairs /refurbishing or for projects. kits etc.

¡be records
MUSIC SPEECH COMPUTER
Offers you high quality cassette duplication from to 500+
units. Studio recording for speech and solo work, including
editing etc. Phone JOHN SCHEFEL today for our Price List.
1

=

jbs records

division of FILTERBOND LTD
- Hertford
SG14 2DZ. 0992 551188
a

19 Sadlers Way.

JACKFIELDS etc.

=CM

Gas Street. Birmingham B1 2JX
021 643 4016
Cassettes C5 upwards, Ab ", 'h ", 1" and 2" tape. Spare
spools and boxes. Splicing and leader tape.
Open reel, video and audio tapes. Professional and domestic at discount paces. Large selection of cassettes. Precision
quality.
51

- large (e.g.

Illuminating VU meter with integral lead

30p
each
each £4.00
each £1.00
50p
each
30p
each
each f6.00
pair f10.00
50p
each
each 5.00
each 50p
each f2.00

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS NEGOTIABLE
ASC LTD. 19 THE GREEN, THEALE
TEL: 0734 302108
BERKS RG7 5OR

GATEWAY STUDIO

1A SALCOTT ROAD, LONDON SW11 8DQ
TELEPHONE: 01 -223 8901

comm.

Stereo jack socket
Mechanical tape counter
Switch (e.g. SOURCE /TAPE, SAFE /READY)
Splined knob- small (e.g. INPUT SELECTOR)

'/4 ", Video, Pre -Wired and Connectorized, to your specification. Also Cable

Bantam,

Assemblies, Patch -Cords and Custom
Panels. Complete installations undertaken.

Tel. 01 -464 4967
SPEEDY

R EVOA

BRYANT BROADCAST AND DATA
COMMUNICATIONS
Top Floor, 33 London Road, Bromley, Kent

SERVICE

spares stock held
Approved REVOX modifications undertaken
A personal service by experienced engineers.
plus collection and delivery
34 Danbury Street, London N18JU
Telephone 01-359 9342 (24 hours)

Plus TEAC, NAGRA, UHER. Large

078968579

FOSTEX 3050 digital delay £175.00. MXR
flanger doubler £300.00. Scamp rack & PSU
£175.00. Scamp SOI compressor limiters
£195.00. Scamp S06 dinamic noise gates
£195.00. Scamp 5300 expander gates £160.00
Roland RV800 stereo reverb £185.00. Neumann
U87 new microphone £375.00. Neumann U47
microphone £375.00. AKG C28 valve mics.
£100.00. AKG C12 valve mics. £725.00. AKG
202 ES mic. £650.00. Beyer 88 mic. £100.00.
Studer C37 stereo in console £595.00. Wollensak
cassette fast copier £700.00. Yamaha CS40 M 20
memory cassette interface £650.00. Brahms
Grand Piano £500.00. Ampex V4B bass rig
£550.00. Custom Sound 700 series keyboard amp
£150.00. A700 Revox with remote 1/4 inch 2
track. 33/4, 71/2 & !Sips £650.00. Telephone 0203

O6ß494244

21000.

RAPER &WAYMAN
A Mio)t TEST TAPES
NOW AVAILABLE FROM:
01 -388 5392

LONDON:

Music Labs
Turnkey
MIDLANDS: Protape
PMD Ltd
Audio Services
NORTH:
,

-The

1/2" ,

01- 2024366
021- 6434016

1

RUBY

NOISE REDUCTION UNIT

A real alternative to noise gates for controlling
noise in low cost effects.

Vale View Pl., Claremont Road,
DATABASE
Bath BAI 6QW. Telephone 0225 316102
I

(K)

", 2" formats

Test Tape of Reliability

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
Erricks Bradford 309266 (Julian).
(X)

ADVERTISERS
AN AD OF THIS SIZE COULD RELAY
YOUR SERVICE FOR AS LITTLE AS

£31.50.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS RING LINDA AT
STUDIO SOUND ON

01

BR1 1JG

STUDER J37 1" 8 track, Soundcraft electronics,
excellent machine in v.g.c. spare channel & 1"
line up tape, sensible offers: Tel: Malcolm
(K)
Northampton (0604) 403624.

MAGNETIC TAPE/FILM HEADS
We manufacture to order, 14 ", h ", 1" and 2" tape heads
and a wide variety of film heads at very competitive prices.
Please specify machine type for an early quotation.
*We also offer a prompt RELAPPING service at standard
prices.

BRANCH & APPLEBY LTD.
Stonefield Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA4 OYL
Tel. 01- 8641577

-686 2599, ext. 567.
THE FOLLOWING USED ITEMS
ARE NO LONGER REQUIRED:

AMPEX HIGH SPEED DUPLICATION,
Precision -wound cassettes, R/R copying
NAB

Et

CCIR.

RAINHILL TAPE SPECIALISTS
31

ECCLESTON STREET, PRESCOT, MERSEYSIDE
TELEPHONE: 051-430 9001

Lexicon Model 93 Digital Delay, Eventide 1745M Digital
Delay, Shure 10 Band Equalisers, RSD 16/4 Desk, Alice
30/2 Desk, Cadac 32/6 stereo /2 stereo desk, various
Hammond Organs, Yamaha CP80 Electric Grand Piano,
Gates Cart. Machine, Nagra IV -S, Sennheiser MD441 -U,
AKG D202ES, AKGD 190E, Sennheiser MD421 Microphone.

PLEASE CALL 01 -749 3910

with your offer

-

LOOK! a cassette deck with the professional user in mind
the TEAC C -3RX. This is a robust, 3 -head machine, rack
mount, DBX/ Dolby B, front panel bias and record level presets, full logic controlled transport with remote control
option and many other useful features. Special offer price
only E299 +VAT. Please write or telephone for further
information. Michael Stevens & Partners, The
Homesdale Centre, 216 -218 Homesdale Road, Bromley,

Kent.

01 -464 4157.

CLASSIFIEDS
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FOR SALE-PRIVATE

FOR SALE-TRADE
Uher 4200 Report Monitor portdble reel/
reel, new only £415.00. 4000AV new, only
£355.00. Prices inc. VAT. Full range of

5 extras £990. Teac 3440 plus DBX
£795 or £1650 ono. Two U.87's offers. 01 -458
(K)
6604.

TASCAM

accessories and full aftersales service
available.
Michael Stevens Et Partners 01 -464 4157.

ITAM

'/

inch 4 track, (pre-wired 8tk). With
806
tapes. Home use only. £550. Plus Spendor BC3s
£200, power amps £200. Phone Woking 23313.

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

BRITANNIA
ROW

01226 3377

(K)
Audio Kinetics Q lock 210 synchroniser, pr. JBL
4333's, pr. WHITE 27 band monitor EQ's, unused 16
track Headblock for 3M M79, TURNER B502
monitor amp, NEAL 302 cassette deck, pr.
SENNHEISER Profi -power mics. Any offers considered for quick sale. Tel: 01 -734 7443.

URSA MAJOR space station £1,250. Tel:

01

-584

(K)

8195.

ú;

Hilton
RP 700 Tapecaster NAB cart machine, stereo record/play,

excellent condition, one owner (myself) from new, hardly
any use, cost £900 11979), 110 volts but transformer
included, will accept

£225.00
Telephone MALCOLM 0604 403624

SOUNDCRAFT 3B MIXING consul 32 x 24
groups. LED metering PPM /VU. 4 band
equalisers one more than 2400 series. 8 auxiliary
sends. 3 years old. Home studio use only,
fabulous desk £10,500.00. 01 -671 3731.
OTARI 5050B 2 track £700.00 Ampex ATR 700
2 track £500.00. 01 -671 3731.
DOLBY 361 four only £380.00 each. 01 -671

Sound

i

Specialists in Studio Equipment Hire
A whole range of digital and analog
processing equipment
Phone Andy on 01 -708 0483

3731.

ONE INCH master tapes various makes £2.00
each. 01 -671 3731. (K).

10

Steedman Street, London SE17

COST- EFFECTIVE
FOR ONLY £36 THIS SPACE CAA SELL
YOUR NEW OR USED MIXERS TAPE

MACHINES, ETC. ETC.
RING LINDA AT STUDIO SOUND ON

01

-686 2599,

ext.

FOR SALE: 16 channel, 8 group, 16 track sound
mixing console with modifications to provide 10
additional channels and monitor. Was NEVE
(K)
type A246. Phone: 01 -727 3541.

567

.

..

Illu"'

IAIIU.illl

inlll

lk

FOR FURTHER DETAILS

01-354-2955 1348-1339

HOUSE AND PRIVATE
STUDIO FOR SALE
N.S.F. REVERBERATION
The N.S.F. Mk Ill stereo reverb plate.
Size 3' x 3' x 5 ". Excellent transient response Low noise.
Adjustable delay to 4 secs. Mobile /static, vertrhorozontal

working mode.
Price £520.

SOUTH LONDON
Immaculate 3 -bed terr. house with 95' garden containing
22' x 14' purpose -built fully equipped 16 -track recording
studio. Four releases on major labels in last year.
House and Studio: £40,950

Equipment: £15,500

*

Both: £54,950

Studer

track

Sony PCM Digital

Maglink

Q -lock,

OFFERS WELCOME
DETAILS: 01-648 2510

0789 765186 Stratford Upon ,°\von

24- 16 -8 -4 -2

Otari 24 track

Sony

U -matic

VCR+ monitors

Headblocks, Dolby, Fairchild
Revox, Teac

Advanced Sounds Hire
FOR SALE-PRIVATE

-

FOR SALE. A complete almost new home
little used but well maintained
Studio Rig
comprising: REVOX B77. 15/71/2 ips. '/ track
Stereo Recorder; REVOX B77. 71//33/4 ips.
Recorder;
REVOX B750.
track. Stereo
Integrated Stereo Amplifier; REVOX B77
Variable Speed Controller, Remote Control Unit
and Dust Covers; REVOX Rack for housing all
REVOX equipment; TECHNICS SL 10. Direct
drive Auto Turntable System; ALLEN &

(A division of Advanced Sounds Ltd)
Per day (weekly rate multiply by 4)
OFFER FOR HIRE:
THE EMULATOR With full library of sounds available. An ingenious
and easy to use 8 note polyphonic digital keyboard
by E -MU Systems, Inc which, over its four octave
range, precisely reproduces virtually ány given
sound or instrument. It is perhaps best described as
£75.00
a scaled down version of the Fairlight CM!
£35.00
with full range of alternative voices
Linn drum Mkt

-

-

WAVE 2.2
Roland TR808
Fostex A8 eight track

HEATH QUASI mixing desk.

2 x 4 channels.
Stereo; QED Tape Recorder Switching Unit;
AKG
AKG D330B microphones; 2 x
microphone boom and floorstands; 2 x IMF
loudspeaker Monitors Type TLS50IIa with floor
stands; assorted connecting cables. Cost new
by
telephone
£3,000.
Offers
on
over
06845- 69160, anytime.
(K)

*
*

-

£45.00
£15.00
£25.00

Also available prophet; Simmons
electric drum kit and much more
Free delivery in and around London
Truly competitive hire charges
Hire rates for longer periods are negotiable

*
TEL: Advanced Sounds Ltd 01 -467 4603

CLASSIFIEDS
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KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
Consultants in acoustics

LOST PROPERTY

30 years' experience in the custom design of all kinds of

MUSIC
LA B HIRE
the latest a nd

th_

AMS DMX- 15 -80S Digital Delay
AMS RMX -16 Digital Reverb

recording and TV studios, remix, dubbing and viewing suites
new and conversions. Down to 25 Hz.

-

Tel: 0442 54821

*
MIKE JONES Audio Consultant
Acoustic 8 Audio measurement,
Professional Audio Servicing
Independent advice on all your Audio & Tape problems.
Specialised Service to the Tape Duplicating Industry.
We can help you to reduce unit cost and increase profits by
solving those awkward technical and production problems.
19 Glenroch Rd., London NW3 4DJ, England.
Tel: 01 -586 5167. 24 Hour Answering Service

Immediate delivery and collection service

01 -387 9356
76 Eversholt Street, London NW

1

1

BY

*

A MOBILE RECORDING STUDIO FEATURING:
x Helios 32/24 sound mixing console;
x Studer A80/VU 24 -track recorder;
2 x Studer B62 2 -track recorders;
1

1

2 x 16- channel Dolby noise units;
Studio box and assorted video /audio accessories.

Lexicon 224X Digital Reverb
Lexicon 224 Digital Reverb
Lexicon 200 Digital Reverb
Linn Drum Computers

We also have a comprehensive
range of Tape Machines, Mics,
Mixers, Amps, Speakers, EQ etc.

£5,000 REWARD

Stolen from Steele Road,
Park Royal, London NW10, on
Friday 20th May 1983:

The above reward will be paid by:

CUNNINGHAM, HART ft CO.
Imperial Life House, 390 -400 High Road
Wembley, Middlesex. Tel: 01 -903 7111
Subject to the usual conditions

Residential Weeldv /Fortnightly TrainIno Courses in Edloburah.
Experienced Outside Broadcast Engineer (20yrs with BBC)
presently operating government appointed and approved full -time
recording training progamme, now offers to interested parties of all
ages a short 'hands on' basic training in microphone placement,
balancing techniques, recording and editing combined with luxury
B & B accommodation. Terms £150 per week + VAT. Sliver
Sounds Recording Service, Newton House, Newton, Nr. South
Queensterry, Edinburgh. Tel. 031 -331 3298

SITUATIONS VACANT
35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

BRITANNIA
ROW

01

226 3377

STUDIO FACILITIES
ATWELL STUDIO for classical sound recordings, location or studio (Steinway Grand),
demonstration tapes, records or high quality
cassettes. 124 Lower Richmond Road, Putney
SW15 1LN. Tel. 01 -785 9666.

STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND CONSULTANTS

BROADCAST ENGINEER. Plymouth Sound
ILR seek deputy chief engineer grade ILR1 /2.
HNC /HND and three years experience in a
recording or studio environment. Driver and non
smoker. Send cv to Tim Mason, Plymouth
(K)
Sound, Earls Acre, Plymouth PL3 4HX.

(X)

EXPERIENCED SOUND ENGINEER required
preferably with some capital. To participate in
16/24 studio in Camden. Tel: Stuart 01 -693
1387. 200 Lordship Lane, London SE22.

PUBLICATIONS

STUDIO BUILDING AND ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Undertaken. Brickwork, concreting, custom
joinery and cabinet making. Electrical and
installation.
electronic
Experienced
craftsmen. Reasonable rates.
Ring Recession Recordings, 01 -985 7573.

STUDIO MONITORING

We have solved monitoring problems with many studios such as CÏS,
you are no! happy with your
Majestir, The Mill and Complete Video.
present arrangement, perhaps we could solve yours with con ultancy,
design and/or package deal supply.

If

S.

J. Court

Tel.

&

Associates Ltd
Telex 268279

01 -435 0532

RECORDING
BOOK
THAT'S
THE
ROCKING
THE
MUSIC
INDUSTRY.
"Practical Techniques for the Recording
Engineer" by Sherman Keene is endorsed by the
Recording Institute of America and the State
Univ. of New York, Colleges, Studio /Schools,
Musicians and our Correspondence Students
around the world. Recommended by reviewers of
the MIX, Re/P, Guitar Player and other top
publications. THE BOOK: Hard cover, 380
pages, 28 chapters (4 on computer assisted
mixing), illustrations. $29.75 ($31.69 in Calif.)
+$2.50 UPS (or surface) shipping (overseas
air mail $16). THE CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE: Private instruction from a world -class
author /lecturer. Certificate theory course using
two textbooks, corrected and graded homework,
three final exams, unlimited dialog with the
author via cassette, Basic, Intermediate and
Advanced levels. Installment plan available.
THE CURRICULUM: for schools only
all
you need for a very complete course: Teacher's
Manual (lesson plans for 24 class modules in two
textbooks, reading and homework assignments,
suggested session content), Student's Workbook,
Final Exams. FOR INFORMATION OR TO
ORDER contact: S.K.P. 1626 N. Wilcox No
E -677 Hollywood, CA 90028, USA. Order by
phone using Visa or Mastercharge by calling

NEW FILM AND VIDEO ENTERPRISE in
West London require experienced film dubbing
mixer to manage this department. Apply in
writing with detailed cv which will be treated in
confidence. Box No. 896 c/o Studio Sound.

Cine- Lingual Sound Studios Ltd.
to expansion, we require a fully
experienced film dubbing mixer.
Due

Please contact
01 -437 -0136.

Lynne Robinson

-

I.P.E. design, document, assemble, install and commission
broadcast and recording audio systems anywhere in the
world to the highest standards and to clients' exact
requirements.

Independent Project Engineering Ltd., Melbourn
Science Park, Melbourn, Herts. SG8 6EJ. UK
Telephone 0763 61596

(213) 708-2933.

(X)

TECHNICAL ENGINEER
required by

WEST END STUDIO
Phone: LARRY 01 -437 6731
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SITUATIONS VACANT

Supervisor
Professional Audio Service
We E 'e a world leader in the professional broadcast industry with our

inter national headquarters for Europe, the Middle East and Africa
located in North Hampshire. Our range of audio equipment includes
analogue and digital studio tape recorders, mixing consoles, wireless
microphones and digital products.
Ai ersor is now required to head a small team involved with the servicing
of thc full range of our professional audio products.
The ideal candidate will have experience of supervising engineering
pers innel engaged in the installation. testing and commissioning of sound
stud o equipment. Knowledge of current digital and analogue techniques as
appl gable to the audio industry is essential. The person we are seeking will
be a lands on' member of the audio service team and as such some travel
awa from home is envisaged.

excellent benefits package, including attractive salary, Company
'ensicn /Life Assurance Scheme, and free private medical cover. If you
are it terested please write with details of career to date to Mike Jones, Senior
Pers nnelOfficer, Sony Broadcast Limited, City Wall House, Basing View,
Basi gstoke, Hampshire RG21 2LA.
We c -fer an

Car,

,

Sony Broadcast Ltd.

SONY
Broadcast
I CLASSIFIED

City Wall House
Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom
Telephone (0256) 55 0 11

ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM I

Please use this coupon for 311 your sales and wants. Rates 43p per word. Minimum £10.75. Box Nos. £2.50 extra.
To: Studio Sound, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Please publish
the advertisement below for
insertion /s under the heading

Name

Address

Cheque /P.O. enclosed £
made payable to Link
House Publications (Croydon) Ltd.

Box No. required Yes /No. If no, please include
remittance to cover name and address and /or tel. no.
Is a

Please write in block capitals.
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

AUDIO SERVICES

Advanced Music Systems

BEST PRICES

BEST AFTER SALES SERVICE
PROMPT DELIVERY
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME

TAPE MACHINES (Multitrack)

Tascam 85-16B, new
Fostex 816
Teac 3440, S/H from
POA
Tascam 38, new 8 SH from
£1395
Tascam 58 (pro W 8T) S, H
Fostex A8, new 8 S/H from
_.
£895
ham 1610. 16T. new
Brenell 1" 8 Track yr old. van-speed,
Tascam 34. new 8 SA-1 from
auto-locate. full function remote.
Brenell 1" 8 Track, 2 yrs old,
home use only. absolutely immaculate
£2295
good condition
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT FOR A.V. INDUSTRY TEAC A3440, Re-issued, Brand New

POA
£495
£2295
£4950
£695

1

£1995

.

£895

TAPE MACHINES (Stereo)

_....

Studer 667 MK II. brand new
Tascam 52 (Pro 'a" Stereo)
Teac 32.28 (NAB,IEC). new
Sony PCM F1

POA
£1350
£510
POA

Revox P999, new 8 S/H from
Revox B77. new 8 SM from
Revox A77, very good condition
Ampex ATR 100 Stereo _..

£895
£550
£275
£2950

£4500
POA
£2900

Trident Fleximix, home use only 12.8 -.2,
immaculate
Allen 8 Heath System 8

£2490

MIXERS
Tascam Model 16, ex- showroom
Syncon B all formals, new
Soundcraft Senes 2 16/812, rebuilt
Trident VFM 16/4/2, one only, ex -demo
Tascam Model 2a, ex-demo
P E P. Location mixer, ex -demo
Alice 828S. exc condition
Tascam Model 50 (new model in stock)
Teac Model 3, mint

£795

£425

(all formats) from
Tascam M30. SI-I
Trident Fleximix 16:8:2 in (light case,
immaculate
Soundcraft senes 4008
Allen 8 Heath 16:4.2, brand new

£395
£425

Tascam DX4D, 4-Chan, new
BEL 16 Chans, new
_.
Full Range DBX
_..

£150
£795
£695
POA

NOISE REDUCTION
Dolby 360. S/H with brand new CAT22
Dolby 361, mint

£1037

£495
£2290
POA
£650

£195
£650
BEST PRICES

CASSETTE MACHINES 8 PORTASTUDIOS
Teac Cl MK II with RX8. new
Tascam 122 (high speed) ex -demo
Tascam 124AV, ex- showroom
Tascam 244 Portastudio 'mint
Fostex 250. as new

£550

£295
£145
£495
£450

MONITORS
JBL Full range in stock
Tannoy Full range in stock. new
Tannoy LRM (Pair) exc. con

BEST PRICES
£395

Revox B7t0, new in box
OFFERS!
Tascam 133 (Audio Visual) 'mint
£350
Tear A550 RX. new
£195
Tascam 234 4 Charv4 Track, rack mount
cassette, 'new product'
£495

Auratones
Ex -Demo JBL Clearance SALE
amazing deals. new

£55
POA
POA

Visonik'Davids'

REVERBERATION
Stocktroniks plate with remote
Dynacord DRS 78, Digital Reverb
Fostex 3180 Reverb
Loads of 'GREAT BRITISH SPRINGS
Accessit Reverb. Stereo, new
Tapco Stereo Reverb S/H

£1150
£795
£294
£185
£115

,

C225

Ursa Major Digital Reverb
Vesta -tire rackmount stereo. new
Klark -Teknik DN50, new
AMS RMX16
Yamaha R1000 Digital Reverb
'new product

POA
£280
C440
£495

Quad 303 8 405 in stock
Studer A68 Power Amp 'mint
Fostex 300
Studiomaster Mostet 1000 new

£3900
£175
£395
POA
POA

POWER AMPS
Amcron, H /H. Yamaha Full range from stock
Turner 8302. new
Turner 13502, new
Fostex 600

BEST PRICES
£495
£345
£433

EQUALISATION
Klark-Teknik DN27A (pair, as new)
Klark- Teknik DN22, stereo. ex- showroom
Tascam 4 -chan. 4 -band para PE40. new
Roland SEO 33t 31, band mono
ADC Stereo 11 band
Audio 8 Design E900RS. new

C895
C425
C230

£175
£125
£390

Fostex 3030 Dual 10 band
Klark Teknik DN3030, ex-showroom
Cuter GS2200, dual 15 band with built -in
spec analyser, new
Klark- Teknik DN15 pre-amp graphic

£142
£775
£180
E495

COMPRESSORS, LIMITERS, EXPANDERS 8 GATES
Vesta -fire ALtO Spec analyser
MXR Dual Limiter, new
Drawmer Dual -Gate, Freq-cons, new
Audio 8 Design Express limiter, ex -demo

C225

£389
£249
1395

Fostex 3070 Comp tim: Exp
Drawmer Stereo Comp /Lim
Drawmer Stereo Comp/Lim Exp Gate.
'new product

)228
£295
POA

TIME PROCESSORS AND EFFECTS
Aphex Aural Exiler Type B
Korg SDD 3000, new
Cutec CD424 1024 MS
EXR Exciter, new
Eventide H910
Delta-labs Effectron 1024, new
Drawmer Multluacker, new
Klark- Teknik DN34, as new
Roland Phase Shifter, SPH323. new
Bel Stereo Flanger, as new _
Portastudio, Tascam 8 Fostex in stock
REBIS Rack 8 PSU. 2 Gates, 2 Paras.
2 Comps. 0-Ess 'The Lot
1

£425
£725
£295
£295
£1209
£495
£395
£395
£150
£195

Ibanez HD1000 Harmonizer
MXR Flanger Doubler S!H
MXR 174 Pilch Shift /Doubler
BEL Stereo Flanger. ex-demo
Eventide H949 mcl De -G. new
Loft Stereo Flanger, new
Roland SDE2000, new, ex -demo
MXR 175 Digital 1000Ms, new
Ursa Major Space Station
Survival Projects, Auto -Pan
Lexicon PCM 41. new
Vesta-fire SF010 Dual Flanger chorus

£345
£225
£389
£295
£2702
£195
£420
£420
£1687
£395
£695
£195

£650

THE NEW FOSTEX MULTITRACKER X15

Phone in your Credit Card No for 24 Hour Delivery

£299 inc. VAT
8 Delivery!!

COMPLETE STUDIO PACKAGES (NEW)
Tascam 85 -168 with Tascam M16 Mixer includes 16 Chans DBX noise reduction
Tascam 85 -16B with Bel 2416:2 Mixer includes 16 Chans DBX noise reduction
Tascam 85 -16B with Allen 8 Heath 1616 includes 16 Chans DBX noise reduction
(tam 1610 with Allen S Heath 1616 value for money 1" 16 Track
Tascam 58 with latest Tascam model 50
Tascam 58 with Allen 8 Heath 128 latest pro -spec 8 track
Tascam 38 with Allen 8 Heath 128 ....
Tascam 38 u Model 30 .....
Fostex A8 with Allen 8 Heath 81164

£11,500.00

0,950.00
£7,995.00
£5,995.00
£4,250.00
£3,295.00
£2,395.00
£2,100.00
£1,895.00

'ODD BINS' Hi -Fi
Revue B750 MK II Integrated Amp, ex- showroom
Revox Turntable 8790, ex- showroom ._
Quad 44. Pre-Amp, new ..
Revox Loudspeakers ......

.

£295
£295
£195

SALE!

SECOND HAND STUDIO PACKAGES
Allen Si Heath 1" 8 Track, Auto-Locate /Remote, Vanspeed and Trident
Fleximix 12:8:2, absolutely 'mint' (one famous home use owner)
Tascam 38 with Seck 16.8.2, very good condition
Tascam 34 with Trident V F M. 16:42, as new
Fostex AB with 350 Mixer and Meter Bridge
.

£4,500.00
£2,350.00
£1,550.00
£1,295.00

MICROPHONES
Neumann, full range. new 8 S/H
POA
AKG, full range
.......
BEST PRICES
Boom Mic Stands (Beyer type), each
f22
D I. Boxes, Imp session, ADR from
£21

Shure, full range (quantity discounts)
Sennheiser, full range
Beyer Headphones DT100, new, Quantities

MG C422

Comb. new

POA
£27
£795

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
Fully equipt with latest technology testing and analysis equipment, all test tapes, spares
etcetera. Main service agents for
TASCAM, FOSTEX REVOX, S. ALLEN 8 HEATH,
,

Please allow for VAT and DELIVERY to all other prices.
Order by telephone - Quote your Credit Card Number for instant despatch.
AUDIO SERVICES
Phone. (06632) 4244 (9.30-6.30pm Mon-Sat) (Sunday by Appt.)
Address Studio House. High Lane Village, Near Stockport. SK6 8AA

22
65
10
87

AKG
Alice (Stancoil) Ltd
Allen & Heath /Brenell
Alpha Audio
Amek Ltd
Ampex
Aphex Systems Ltd
Applied Microsystems Ltd
Audio & Design
Audio Developments
Audio Kinetics

12
91
81

33, 34
26

28, 106
108

31, 83, 111

Audio Services
Audio Video Marketing
Autograph Sales Ltd

118

Bandive
BASF AG
Beyer Dynamics
Boomerang Sound
Brooke Siren Systems

28
94
110
100

C.T A

96
79

I I I

16
10

B

C -Tape Developments

Cetec Audio

80
14, 29

Connectronics Ltd
DBX Inc

30

Dearden Davies Assocs Ltd
Dolby Labs
Don Larking Audio

75
105

IBC

Drawmer Marketing & Sales

100

E.D.C. Ltd

20
57

Eardley Electronics

EMT
EMT -Franz
Feldon Audio
Friend Chip
Future Film Developments Ltd
FWO Bauch Ltd

15

22
4

20
32

11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 39

Gotham Audio
H.H.B. Hire & Sales
Hardware House
Harmonic Hall
Harris Audio Systems Inc
Harrison
Hilton Sound

LT.A.
ITC

I.T.D. Ltd
Kelsey Acousucs L.w
Kemble /Yamaha
Key Board Hire
Klark Teknik Research Ltd

Lexicon
Lexicon Inc
Lockwood & Co
Logorythm Music
Lyrec
Magnetic Tapes
Marquee Electronics
Michael Stevens & Partners
Mike Fraser Film Services Ltd
Mosses & Mitchell Ltd
Multitrack Hire Ltd
Music Labs Hire Ltd
MXR Innovations

60, 61
43
57
112

64
39
18
8

9 58, 59
17

112

tU
27
24

49
19

88, 89
18

25
16
107

100
100
104
97
98
37

N.E D

44, 45

Otani

50, 51

Pro Tape Sales
Quad Eight Electronics
Quantec

28

Rank Strand Sound
Red Acoustics
Revox
REW Video
Roadstar PA Systems
Rose Morris & Co Ltd

32

Scenic Sounds

Shuttlesound
Simmonds Electronics
Solid State Logic Ltd
Sonifex Sound Equipment
Sony Broadcast Ltd
Soundcraft Electronics
Soundout Laboratories Ltd
Sowter Ltd, E.A
Standard Tape Laboratory Inc
Studer
Surrey Electronics
Syco Systems Ltd

Tannoy Products
Toa Electric Co Ltd
Trad Sales & Services
Trebas

Turnkey
Ursa Major

95
55
14
13

103
I I I

29
88, 89
67
71

OBC
26
92, 93

IFC
109
32
14
11

62
41, 77
102
12
111

99
6, 7, 23, 44, 45
63

Valley People

21

VIF

66

Yorke James Ltd

18

udio Sound is available without charge to qualified reader,: here are dire,' on, managers, executives and key personnel actively engaged in sound recording, broadcasting and cinematograph industries in
any part of the world. The Publisher reserves the right to ref me application, con,idered inappropriate and restrict the number of free copies sent to any one company or organisation. Non -qualifying readers
can buy Studio Sound at an annual subscription of £14.00. All enquiries to: Subscription Department, Link House Publications PLC, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, Great Britain.
Phone 01 -686 2599. Published by Link House Magazines (Croydon) Limited on behalf of the proprietors, Link House Publications PLC, Robert Rogers House, Ness Orchard, Poole, Dorset BH I S LU and
printed by Lawrence -Allen Ltd., Gloucester Street, Weston-super -Mare, Avon BS23 ITB.
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For the committed professional there is
one word that represents the highest standards in studio hardware Trident.

and full auto locator at a price that foreign
imports can't match.

-

32 input, 24
group/monitor console, and the Series 70 is a
28 input, 16 group 24 monitor console. Both
desks are fitted with a fully
professional patchbay, 4 echo
returns with EQ, and have the
facility to use the monitor
section as further inputs on
The

The Series 70/Senes 80B consoles and
TSR machine are production engineered to
the quality you associate with
Trident. Off the shelf or customized you've never been able
to buy a Trident for le5s.

Series

80B

is

a

TRIDENT At

Using the TSR multitrack
machine as the foundation of
the system, Trident packages
cover advanced recording for
the producer's studio up to full
industry standard.
The range consists of TSR
16 and 24 track machines,
supplied with remote controls

remix.

audio sale

It

TRIDENT

Sole UK Agents

29, Guildford Street, Luton, Bed s,
Tel: (0582)

450066

Your limit isn't 32 inputs,
STrident's engineers will design
you an individual 56 input
console at a price which will
impress your bank manager.
So don't mince words
Trident.
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THE OTARI MTR -10 SERIES

ff.Itlioroughly recommend this machine':
Hugh Ford, Studio

Sound, December 1981

"The Otani MTR -10 has an exceptionally high
standard of construction in the electronics depart-

ment with sensible controls which allow accurate
and quick alignment.
"Great care has clearly been taken in the overall functional layout of the machine which has
many unusualfeatures for a machine at this
price. Overall I thoroughly recommend this
machine for its performance which could justift
a considerably higher price."
The MTR -10 Series are fully microprocessor controlled mastering /production recorders available in four formats: 1/4" full- track; 1/4" two channel (pictured above) 1/2" two channel and
/2" four channel.
Working closely with industry leaders in
broadcasting, film and recording, we have
designed superbly reliable recorders which
consistently deliver perfòrmance to the
highest standards.
To receive the complete text of Hugh Ford's
review, a comprehensive brochure and price
;

1

details, or to arrange your own "hands -on"
review, call one ofour authorised dealers now
or contact us directly at 0753 -38261 and ask
for Mick Boggis.
The MTR-10 Series recorders are like no other
tape machines; built with quality you can hear
and feel, affordability that makes Otani the
"Technology You Can Touch"
Otani Electric (UK) Ltd., Herschel Industrial
Centre, 22 Church Street, Slough SL1 1TP,
Berkshire, Tel:0753 -38261 Telex:849453 OTARI G
Authorised Dealers:
ITA
1 -7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NW1
6LE
Tel: 01 -724 2497/8 & 01 -724 3768 Telex: 21879

TURNKEY
8 Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts EN4 8RW Tel: 01 -440 9221

DIEM
Technology
Can Touch
You

1983 Otari Electric (UK) Ltd.

From reel to reel
from batch to batch

from
delivery to delivery
quality
and consistency.
Compelling characteristics of SPR 50 LH

SPREAD IN CHARACTERISTICS

are not only its
excellent and well

balanced electroacoustical properties
but especially also its
consistency. (Narrow
tolerances for all
characteristics.) You
know what it means when things go fast and
furious in the studio: No time for adjusting or
aligning.
You have to be able to rely on a tape whose
characteristics remain; both unchanged and
top quality.

ti

411

BASF's SPR 50 LH gives you this surety.

Reliable in operation
BASF SPR 50 LH.

BASF Aktiengesellschaft
Gottlieb -Daimler -Str. 10
D -6800 Mannheim
Telephone: 06 21/40 08 -1
Telex: 464 990 basf d
1

5 BASF

